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'Board split over cause of Gander crash

Wilkinsons will be courting
business, not stars at Derby

FRANKFORT. Ky. AP) — You won't find the usual plethora of
celebrities on the guest list for Gov. Wallace Wilkinson and first lady
Martha Wilkinson's Derby weekend gala.
Instead, the list reads like a "Who's Who" among industrialists —
those who do business in Kentucky and those the governor hopes will
.
do business in Kentucky..
"Corporate people enjoy life and have as much fun as — we'll say
for instance — stars or entertainers," Mrs. Wilkinson said. "So, this
-is just a different style. But it's one of business. This is our nature. To
-work and to intermingle work with everything we've ever done."
For that reason, the Wilkinsons have invited executives from
—Toyota. Ford, Chrysler and "many, many more of that same type" to
engage in a fun-filled weekend. said Mrs. Wilkinson. who declined to
disclose the names of all the guests.
ve worked very hard to ensure that we have just as much fun as
has been had in past years," she said.
The festivities include a black-tie dinner and dance Friday night, to
'be held in a tent outside the Governor's Mansion.
- Country-and-western singer Glen Campbell will entertain at the
dinner•dance, which will feature the theme "Southern Nights" — one
of Campbell's hits
Mrs Wilkinson said she realizes that the event will conflict with
two-of central Kentucky's most noted Derby parties — one given by
Preston and Anita Madden,the other by C.V. and Marylou Whitney —
but she hopes the scheduling won't be viewed as a snub.
-1 have nothing whatsoever against that tradition. I thinktt's been
exciting for many years." she said. "It just happens that at thli particular time in Kentucky, we need to be thinking about creating jobs.
It's just that simple."
One tradition remains on the Wilkinsons' schedule — the governor's breakfast before the Derby. This year, 25,000 of the commonwealth's closest friends have been invited.
After the breakfast. the Wilkinsons and their crew of industrialists
will board a train for Louisville and the Derby. After the race, they'll
head back to Frankfort aboard the same train. Dinner will be served.
"I think this is the first time a governor has had a train party for
the Derby," Mrs. Wilkinson said.
Finally, the first couple will hold a farewell brunch on Sunday
before their guests depart.

Elsewhere...
By TIM, tormistod Prose

t.14 VORA — The(opal& to a Maryland congressman jumped to
his death from a 25th-floor hotel window the day The Washington Post
published an article on him alleging he tried to get a male staffer to
perform a strip tease at an office retreat.
14 ARSA IF, Poland — Thousands of people heeded Solidarity's call
for a national '.'day of protest" on May Day and scores of
demonstrators were arrested in clashes with police in at least 15
cities
THE HORLD OF POLITICS — Democratic front-runner Michael
Dukakis described George Bush as a "blank slate" and urged his
likely Republican opponent to speak out on breaches of law and ethics
in the Reagan administration. Democrat Jesse Jackson, in turn.
made fun of Dukakis' cautious style, saying: "The kitchen is clean
and cool — ain't nothin' cooking."
HOZSTO — A supporter of extremist Lyndon LaRouche is set to
take over the nation's second-largest local Democratic Party, but
concerned party members have stripped the post of most of its power
and even its office.
VIENNA, Austria — Saudi Arabia's oil minister today said he was
pleased by the collapse of OPEC talks on a proposed token cut in oil
production.
ST. LOUIS — United Methodists today are tackling a keen])
volatile issue over which they've struggled for 18 years — the status
of homosexuals in the church.
WASHINGTON — American Indian children educated in schools
run by the federal government average worse scores on standardized
tests than 79 percent of students nationwide, a new report shows.
JERUSALEM — The army suspended an officer in command of
soldiers who killed an Arab stonethrower as Palestinians obeyed instructions from underground leaders to hold widespread protests on
May Day.
NIEUIVBERGEN, Netherlands — Three off-duty British airmen
celebrating the Dutch queen's birthday in the Netherlands were killed in coordinated car bomb and automatic weapon attacks mounted
by the Irish Republican Army.

TORONTO ( AP
— A
preliminary report on a 1985 air
crash in Newfoundland that killed
248 U.S. troops omits evidence of a
possible explosion or flash fire on
board. critics say: .
The report by the Canadian
Aviation Safety Board, distributed
confidentially in December, concludes th4 failure to de-ice the
_wings of the heavily loaded Arrow
Air charter probably caused the
Dec. 12, 1985. crash. two Canadian

State cabinet
awards local
nursing home
highest rating
The Cabinet for Human
Resources hats awarded a
Calloway County nursing home
the state's highest rating for the
two levels of patient care provided
to residents of the long-term care
facility.
The "Superior- ratings were
made for the intermediate and the
skilled nursing units at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's Convalescent Division.
Stuart Poston, hospital administrator in Murray, was pleased with the state honor. He said
that the health care standards at
the hospital facility "go well
beyond -.those required by the
state."
"We appreciate the rec-ognition
for it is well-deserved. Our people
work diligently everyday to assure
that both our long-term care
facilities and hospital in general
consistently provide the very
highest quality health care for the
people of this area..." Poston
relayed.
--Kentucky nursing homes are

newspapers reported over the
weekend.
But the Ottawa Citizen and the
Toronto Globe and Mail said the
preliminary conclusion caused a
major split in the 10-member
board. Board chairman Bernard
M. Deschenes resigned last week
and was replaced by a senior civil
servant, Ken T,horneycroft.
The board refused. to comment
on the reported split, the papers
said.

"Too many items were excluded
as posible contributions to the
cause of the crash," Les Benjamin, an opposition New
Democratic Party member of
Parliament, was quoted as saying.
The plane crashed moments
after takeoff at Gander Airport,
and all 248 U.S. servicemen on
.board and eight crew members
were killed.
The members of the 101st Airborne Division were flying home

to Fort Campbell, Ky., after
peacekeeping duties in the Middle
East.
The aircraft's cockpit voice
recorder was not working and its
antiquated flight data recorder
provided little information. The
devastated wreckage also made
the investigation difficult.
But the Ottawa Citizen said U.S.
explosives expert Irving Finkel of
(Conrd on page 2)

MSU honors

Recipients of the second annual Golden Horseshoe Awards for dedicated servite to Murray State University
and its Alumni Association are, from left: Harry Lee Waterfield, Frank/tort; George "Scrappy" Sheridan,
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, and Marco Island, Fla.; Dr. Richard Stout and Lochie Hart, both of Murray; and J.
William "Bill"('arnes' of Owensboro. MSU President Kale M. Stroup is shown congratulating the award winners at the alumni banquet on the campus this weekend. All of them were selected for Golden Horseshoe
Awards because of their significant and continuing support of Murray State and the Alumni Association.
Mst photo I), Barn Johnson

((bard on page 8)

It's a fair bet that Kentuckians gamble
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(APi — With
four thoroughbred racetracks
scattered across the state, it's not
hard to believe that a new poll has
found that wagering on horse racing is the most popular form of
gambling among Kentuckians.
. Almost half of those who gamble
had bet on horse racing in the past
year. Among gamblers who live in
the Louisville area or . in the
Bluegrass — homes to .such race
tracks as Churchill Downs and
Keeneland — 62 percent said they
had wagered on horse racing compared to 34 percent elsewhere.
Those were among the findings
in the latest Bluegrass State Poll,

the results 01 which were reported
in a copyright story in Monday's
editions of The. Courier-Journal.
The poll found that nearly half of
adult Kentuckians bet money
often or occasionally. And they
gamble on horse racing, bingo,
poker, the NCAA basketball tournament and virtually every other'
kind of sporting event.
Regardless of the game. Kentucky gamblers seldom win in the
long run. however. Thirty percent
said they had won money on their
bets during the past year — compared to 44 percent who lost
money and 24 percent who broke
even.

A quarter of Kentucky gamblers
said they bet at least $100 a year.
and 7 percent said they bet at least
5500.
Most of those who place bets
said they do so occasionally: just 5
percent of all those surveyed said
they gamble frequently. Half of
those interviewed said they never
gamble
The poll found that Kentucky
gamblers are most likely to be
younger than 50, have at least a
high school education and live in a
household with an annual income
of $15,000 or more. For instance,
nearly six in 10 Kentuckians between ages 18 and 49 said they gam-

ble often or occasionally, compared to one-third of those 50 and
older.
The contrast between urban and
rural residents was even stronger.
Two-thirds of those in urban areas
gamble often or occasionally,
compared to four in 10 of those in
rural counties.
Just 32 percent of residents of
eastern Kentucky and southcentral Kentucky said they gamble, compared to 55 percent of
those in the rest of the state. Nearly two-thirds of. those in Jefferson
and surrounding counties said
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Elder named MSU's 25th
distinguished professor
Dr. Harvey Elder, professor in
the Department of Mathematics
and Statistics at Murray State
University, has been honored as
the 25th recipient of the
Distinguished Professor of the
Year Award by the Mat Alumni
Association.
He was presented to the gathering at the annual alumni banquet
Saturday evening at the Curtis
Center on campus by Dr. Ray
Mofield, journalism professor and
last year's recipient.
The award includes a $500
stipend
Elder has been associated with
Dr. Harvey L. F:ider, right, professor of mathematics at Murray State
Murray State since 1957 when he
I niversity, accepts the MA Distinguished Professor of the Year Award
came to the campus as an instrucfrom Dr. Ray Mofield, professor of journalism and radio-television and
recipient of the 1987 award. The honor, announced at the annual alumni„, tor in the Department of
Mathematics. He achieved the
banquet on the campus this weekend, includes a MOO stipend.

Forecast
Tonight, clear. Low near 50
Light east wind.
Tuesday, mostly sunny. High
in the upper 70s. Southeast wind
10 to 15 mph
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Wednesday through Friday
calls for mostly clear and
gradually warmer conditions

LAKEErvEts
Kentucky
Barkley

358.9
159.0
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rank of professor in 1977 and served _as interim chairman of the
-tripartment in 1982-83.
is a member of the graduate
faculty and serves on the textbook,
search and scholarship committees in the math department.
The Graves County native
entered Murray State as a
transfer student from FreedHardeman College in 1952. He
graduated with high distinction in
1955 and earned the KA.degree in
education on the campus in 1957.
Later he earned the M.A. and
Ph.-D. degrees at the University of
Illinois.
A loysal alumnus of Ma', Elder
has made frequent presentations
(Cont'll onpage 2)
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MSU honors

Among the members of the 1938 graduating class who were guests of honor at the Emeritus Club luncheon
of
the Alumni Association at Murray Slate University this past weekend were,front row,from left: Augusta Ray
Merryman. Mayfield; Mary FitITO Rea, Benton, HI.; Bovine Parks Boggess, Paducah; Mayrelle Jones
Clark, Murray; John Scott, New Albany, Ohio; Charlene Walker Curd, Hazel; Dove Anna Crass McNabb,
Naples, Fla.; Ann McElya Boyd. Paducah; Vaginialee Thomson Wyatt. Birmingham, Ala.; and Beth
Ellis
Horton. Mayfield; hack row, from left: Ruby Cloys Krider, Paris, Tenn.; Eloise Kesterson Crute, Paris,
Tenn.; Jane Farr McElya, Paducah; Mary Baugh and Charles Baugh. Mayfield; Govie Elvis Clayton.
Paducah; Floyd Burdette, Martin, Tenn.; Ethridge McKee!, Rector, Ark.; Theron C. Riley, Murray; Boyd
Owen, Benton; C.W. Hardin, EddreWe; Doris Bushart Cooper, Starkville, Miss.; Georgia Gatlin Morehead.
Mayfield; Clara Crawford Bartlett, Toney. Ala.; and Amber Henton Livermore. The Emeritus Club is
made
up of alumni who have celebrated the 50th anniversary of their graduation from Murray State.

Crash...

punched out by an object that explosion."
struck the hole at high speed."
Boag said Royal Canadian
(('ont'd from page 1)
But Pinkel's findings were dis- Mounted Police forensic experts
San Diego was hired by the
counted and not included in the found no explosives residue.
airline's insurance company to hoard's draft reporLihe_ Citizen
Opposition members of Parliacomb the wreckage and concluded • said.
ment say the board's preliminary
that an explosion aboard caused
It said the board's chief in- report also leaves out evidence
the crash.
vestigator. Peter Hoag. dismissed that the plane may have been On
He said he found "strong
Pinkel's view in 1986: Our in- fire before it crashed. Two truck
evidence of explosion damage" in
vestigators have completed their drivers say they saw flames corna blown-out section of the fuselage examinations of the Televant ing from the DC-8- just after
at the front of the passenger cabin; fuselage sections and have found takeoff.
the paper reported.
no evidence to support Pinkel's
"They were in separate trucks
Pinkel was quoted as saying the contention that the holes were driving along the Trans-Canada
fuselage appeared to have been caused by the pre-impact Highway," said George Baker. a

Ben Hogancamp, right, of Murray, accepts the gavel representing the presidency of the Murray
State University Alumni Association at the annual alumni banquet this weekend. Presenting the gavel is outgoing
president Fred Shultz of Frankfort, a 1946 graduate who presided at the banquet program prior to the
installation of
new officers. Hogancamp, a 1968 graduate, will lead the association as president until the spring
of 1989.

Liberal Party lawmaker from
Newfoundland. But apparently
eyewitness testimony is not
reliable."
He said the fire evidence was
left out simply because it didn't
concur with the board's
conclusions.
One theory on the crash is that
the soldiers were bringing back
flares. -shells and practice-grenades that may have exploded
on board.
The Ottawa Citizen said Arrow
Air has asked fora judicial inquiry

into what it alleges has been a
biased investigation.
The Toronto Star quoted John
Batchelor, chairman of the
Miami-based airline, as saying:
"We still don't fully agree with the
icing theory.'
The Star said autopsy results
showed the blood of some soldiers
contained lethal doses of cyanide,
-frequently found after airliner
fires.
Thorneycroft. a former deputy
commander of the North
American Aerospace Defense
Command in Colorado Springs.
Colo., said on Friday that the
board ''still isn't close to release of
its report to the public.,. there's
still issues we are trying to come
to _grips with.l.
He denied any suppression of
evidence and pledged a "full
review" before a final report
comes out, probably next year.
"There was no cover-up and
there won't be a cover-up.- he
said

Sheriffs department
reports two accidents
over the weekend
The Calloway County Sheriff's
Department reported two accidents over the weekend
Jeffrey Dollman, 32, of Dwight,
was treated and released from
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital following a two-car accident on Kentucky 121, 11.5 miles
south of Murray on Saturday at
approximately 8:35 p.m.. according to the report.
The accident occurred when a
car driven by George C. Cain, 47,
Hamlin, rounded a curve, crossed
into the north-bound lane and side
swiped the Dollrnan vehicle, the
sheriff's report indicated.
In a separate accident Saturday
on Kentucky 94, three miles east of
Murray at approximately 10:54
a.m., a car driven by Howard L.
Todd, 46, 801 S. Fourth St., struck
the rear of a boat being pulled by
Timmie Morton, 19, Rt. 8.
According to the report, Morton
was making a right turn into
Bandi's Trailer Park when the accident occurred. The boat was
knocked off the trailer:
Robert Garner, 52, Buchanan,
Tenn., a passenger in the Todd
vehicle, was treated and released
at the Murray hospital

Local youth listed
in serious condition
A seven-year-old Murray boy
who was struck by a pick-up truck
Saturday was listed in serious but.
stable condition this morning at
Western Baptist Hospital
Paducah.
.
Witneirs*i say -Coley Tate —
Wallis, Son Janet and Jack Wallis
of Route 1, apparently darted out
In front of the west-bound truck on
Chestnut Street, driven by Bedford Duncan, 40, 505 N. Fifth St..
Murray.
The accident occurred at approximately 2:21 p.m. near -Rh-and Chestnut. when the boy was
heading north across Chestnut. according to the police report
•
Wallis was taken to Paducah immediately with head and face injuries, the report indicated He is
In the intensive care unit, a
hospital spokesman said
The accident was investigated
by Murray Police Sgt. Bobby
Holmes

Elder...
(conce from pare I
at countless professional meetings
and has taken the Message of Murray State University and its
Department of Mathematics into
many area high schools
Elder is described by students
as "the best teacher lever had- as
well as an excellent adviserand
someone who has a thorough
knowledge of his discipline They
also have said that he genuinely
cares about both the academic
progress and general welfare of
his students
He was instrumental in the reactivation of the Euclidean Math
Club on campus in 1961 and helped
to establish a campus chapter of
Pi Mu Epsilon mathematics honor
society in 1975. He serves as the
faculty sponsor for both
organizations.
Elder is a former president of
the Kenlake Council of Teachers
of Mathematics and presided in
1987 at one of the sessions at the
meeting of the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics in
Anaheim, Calif.
Active in his community as well
as his profession, on most Sundays
Icier also occupies the pulpit - and
has since his early teens somewhere in the area.
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Teacher in a daze over her school days

The assistant professor called
plication, there's a number Of telecommunications
.
all the' way from upstate New
check points. It's reviewed in the
Many of them paid $36,000 in
York, seeking syMpathy and
financial aid office, at the bank, taxes.during the-years
understanding.
Ms. Ajayi
and then at the state level. I'm
was borrowing that amount.
I could understand why she was
ultimately responsible for the
SENATOR WENDELL FORD
If you're one of the lessupset. A federal judge had just
carelessn
ess,
but
they're
not
educated
people who paid $36,000
sentenced her to six months in
Weglea. D.C. 2E110
assuming any fault in this.
in taxes during those years, your
prison for having fraudulently ob"I'm against making me an ex- reaction might be:
"Hey, I didn't
tained a student loan a few years
ample. If you're juggling bust my butt earning
EDUCATION MUST BE PRIVATE,
that money
ago.
academics, and you're waiting for so you could pick
PUBLIC AND FAMILY PRIORITY
up your
Sheesaid she was shocked by the
trying to get it all worked out a check to arrive all the
time, it diplomas and walk away."
harsh
sentence.
While
she
exstraight.
WASHINGTON -- One of the main issues in this fall's PresidenMy financial program is gets pretty complex. Sometime
s
That's why student deadbeats,
tial election %Ail! he education, and it should be an issue of concern and pected to be punished, she couldn't such a mess."
the checks never arrived. many of whom are
now probelieve
that
she
would
be
sent
to
That's a bit of an understate- Sometimes they came
thought for both parties''candidates to consider. Indeed, the educalate. sperous Yuppies, are so unprison.
mt.
The
tion of our children should always be an issue, campaign year or not.
prosecutors say that Sometim
And I can understand that, too. during her student years, which feeding es my friends were popular. Some might have valid
Parents of all ages, educators, and students themselves realize the
and clothing me.
excuses, but most .decide it is
need for a strong educational background and a strong and continuing The government has been ineffec- ended in 1984, Ms. Ajayi took
"Now they are setting up help easier to walk away,
live well, and
tive,
if
not
tolerant,
in
collecting
$36,650
in loans.
commitment to pros ide for it. They know that in a world more tied
for students, putting checks on the play catch-me-if
-you-can.
billions
of
dollars
in
deadbeat
stuSo
far
she
has
paid
back
a
grand
to technological and global knowledge, a good, broad education is insystem. But they didn't do that for
It was Ms. Ajayi's bad luck to be
dent loans.
total of $50.
me. And spw I'm being bitten by one of the very few
dispensable both for their good and for that of the country. It is no
who is caught.
Government officials bluster
But that's not why she was pro- it.
longer-a luxury as it was in many parts of the country in my younger
But I agree with her that prison
and make threats, but little is done secuted. Being a deadbeat doesn't
"I'm shocked because I'm a pro- isn't a solution. We'll just
days; it is a vital need.
have'to
to get the money. There are too
put you in prison. Lying on a loan ductive member of society.
And one of the vital needs of education is, as in most things, ade- many deadbeat
I'm feed and house her for six months.
s to chase down.
applicati
on
does.
one of the taxpayers they say was
quate funding. While i , true that money cannot solve all of the difficulThe judge might have done betSo suddenly Assistant Professor
It seems that Ms. Ajayi got injured. If I serve that sentence,
ties and problems of educating this nation's youth, it is equally true A'isha Ajayi, 30, found
I ter if he sentenced her to work off_
herself in loans in Vermont, Connecticut and
have a felony and time in a her debt to a few
that schools cannot survive or improve without the necessary resources. front of a stern Vermont judge
taxpayers. Paint
New York.
penitentia
ry. I'm not employable. their -houses, mow the
1 he Congress recognizes th;s need and the Senate recently approved who says she must he locked up.
lawns,
The loan law says that you must
"They say they did this for shovel the walks,
an additional SI.2 billion in federal funds for education in the 1989 (If you're curious about her name,
do
some
tucksay where you live. When she bor- deterrence. But what is there
to be pointing.
budget. President Reagan had called for additional education funds she was born Karen Babcock, in rowed
in Vermont, she said she gained?"
In fact,if the law could be changin his budget request. Also the Congress passed an extension of feder- Connecticut,, but changed her lived in Verlyfont.
Within a month,
In dollars and cents, there's pro- ed to require such chores, I'm
al elementary and secondary education programs that could include up name for religious reasons.
sure
she borrowed in Connecticut and bably nothing to be gained.
Ms. many young stockbrokers,
_14)44.7
---for---program% tor disadvantaged -students. DropoutHer reaction to the prison she said she lived in Connecticut.
'
.
Ajayi declared bankruptcy last lawyers and doctors
would gallop
--prevention programs designed to encourage students to finish their high- sentence is: "Why me?"
"Lying about where you live is a year, so it's unlikely she'll ever
in with their ancient payments.
school educations and programs for the prevention of drug abuse also
The sentence is unusual. Maybe no-no," the.prosecutor said.
pay her tab.
But that's just dreaming. On apother student deadbeats have been
would benefit from the extension.
She also failed to mention her
On the other hand, the loans are peal, it would probably
be conBut ederal funding Can go only so far. Commitment from par- jailed, but she's the first that I've other loans, which is another no- guarante
ed by the government. So sidered cruel and unusual
ents and leachers and school boards back home must accompany the heard of.
no.
the,- banks will get their money punishment.
"I was arrested last August,"
federal government's efforts to fOrge a strong partnership for education.
Ms. Ajayi says it isn't entirely from the taxpayers.
So Ms. Ajayi will have to do six
-Kentuckians ha worked to improve education at the local level says Ms. Ajayi, who now teaches her fault. She says the "system"
Many people have to wOrk very months in prison.'If
she's Smart,
in many ways in schools across the Commonwealth. Among several telecommunications at the State- Should share the blame for letting hard to earn $36,000. On their
jobs, she'll spend some of her free time
innovative programs are-two in The- Pike County and Daviess County - University of New York, in Utica. her borrow so much.
they grunt and sweat far more taking a -course
in home
"I had no warning. I had been
"Each time you put in an ap- than a college teacher
school systems. Davies% County's economics curriculum for students
of bookkeeping.
in kindergarten through high school was named in March as one of
,j-----the nation's top ten by a national joint council on ethication. •
the Prke County program, for students in kindergarten throutth
the third grade, is sponsored jointly by the U.S. Department of FduRecently, a committee of
cation and the local school system. Students in groups of five or six
To win a nihil obstat from
bishops' recent pastorals not
study in specialized learning centers at county schools. The program Catholic bishops, speaking for the Chicago's Joseph Cardinal Bermade in derision. If this continues.
allows each child to learn at his- own pace- Modeledon a university American Church, refused its im- nadir' and his brother bishops, SDI
Catholic bishops are going to end
primatur
for
President Reagan's must be restricted to "research
plan, the Pike program itselt may ,soon he used as a model for other
up alongside "pro-choice," pro.
. schools. This kind of local initiative, backed by federal funding with Strategic Defense Initiative. Even and development," and "not
gay
rights and Unitarian
local 'help, exemplifies the type of cooperation needed to sustain and so, however, The New York pressed to deployment"; and "the
ministers, giving co-benediction
Times,
which shares the ABM treaty should not be cast
expand our educational base. With parental, local, and governmental
atthe Democratic Convention;
Episcopal distaste. for SDI, aside or overridden."
backing, se can build on that base.
and that's about it.
relegated both story and stateExcuse the irreverence, but this
The irony is that when the
ment to Page 15.
reads
like a Dukakis position
bishops
spoke less, the Catholic
I.etters 'to) The Editor
In their campaign to make paper drafted for the Atlanta platChurch
was
listened to more. Now
themselves more "relevant" to form committee.
America from Soviet rockets is that they have an opinion on
the modern world, the Catholic
surely a higher priority than the everything, few seem to care
As the ABM treaty has been
bishops appear well along the way
National Endowment for the Arts about their opinions. The bishops
to making themselves irrelevant repeatedly violated by Moscow,
of PBS. Why do the bishops never seem to be suffering from what
to the nation's deliberations. Few why is continued adherence a
Dear F:ditor.
suggest zeroing out these frills, might be called Carter's Disease
Restaurant, Jerry's, Jim Adams
newspapers bothered to cover the moral obligation of the United
WKMS-FM--it1.3, Murray State IGA. McDonald's, Owen's
and
giving the money to Mitch — a penchant for popping off on so
Market,
States; and, as the purpose of
latest epistle.
University's public radio station, Pagliai's, Pepsi Cola
Snyder?
many subjects that one's
of Paris,
Reading excerpts, one ap- ABM is to leave the U.S. and the
would like to thank all those who Tenn,N, Piggly Wiggly,
Catholic moral theologians once statements soon begin to be
The Plum
U.S.S.R.
permanen
tly naked to
preciates why. Exasperation and
participated in our successful 1988 Tree, Sammons
taught that weapons, per se, were treated like junk mail.
, Seven Seas,
a sense of embarrassment are atomic attack, why is it immoral
Spring Friendship Festival.
neither moral nor immoi al, only
Sirloin Stockade, Storey's Food
This was to be, we were told, the
likely to be reactions common to to move beyond it?
Pledeges from more than 700 Giant and Tubby's.
the
uses to which tiley were of- "Catholic moment," the "Catholic
Because
"the stability of determany Catholics. '
listeners enabled us to reach our
times put. Dropping an atomic hour" in American history, that
Additionally, more than 80 inThe SDI may be pursued, we are rents (must) not be weakened in
goal of $27.500 by 3:40 p.m. Sun. dividuals contributed their
bomb on an undefended city in era when the moral leadership of
time
instructed, only if "defense spen- an untested attempt to transcend
.day. March 4,, That amount - during the festival, answering
1945 was, many believe, morally society would pass over to, or be
the
enhance
or
bishops
the
it,
insist.
ding as a whole does I not absorb
_represented thesibost money rais- telephones and doing guest "on-air
impermiss
ible, but use of that deeply influenced by, a Catholic
a morally disproportionate But thaVstability" rests on a doced in the shortest period of time in
weapon on Berchtesgaden in 1£44 community come of age. pitching." Finally, thanks to
—
percentage of the federal budget." trine, Mutual Assured Destructhe 10 year history of fundraising everyone who pledged
might have been highly desirable,
Well,
perhaps,
but,
right
now,
their finantion,
whereby
both
nations
mainFor heaven's ,alte, what does
at WKMS.
saving millions of lives, preven- the bishops are blowing it by movcial support to WKMS 91.3 FM.
tain, in perpetuity the capacity to
that mean? The following area merchants This team effort
ting the Stalinization of Central ing off terrain where they can
insures the
The budget for SDI is peanuts: massacre each other's civilian
donated food for workers which strength of public radio in western
Europe, and speeding the Fuhrer speak knowledgeably and
in 1986, it amounted to one eighth populations. Where in Augustine, on to his eternal
was greatly appreciated by all inreward. For all authoritatively, i.e., on traditional
Kentucky and surrounding states.
the farm subsidy budget; the or Aquinas is mutual nakedness a
volved: .Arby's. Campus Coffee
the
tortured
argument
ation in the Catholic teaching on morality and
Sincerely,
whole SDI program still consumes prerequisite of peace?
Shop and Deli, ,Darcy's -.Pizza
bishops' statement, a spacebased ethics, and venturing into areas —
Ann M. Palormo
only 1 percent of the defense
"(C)lear criteria Imus0 be
Villa. The Donut Shack, Golden
"rail gun" is neither more nor less like the impact of SDI on Soviet,
Director of Promotions
budget, which itself consumes on- established," the bishops insist,
Corral. Hardee's. Hong Kong
moral than an antiaircraft gun.
strategic planning and the wisdom
and Development, WKMS
ly 6 percent of GNP. (Under "about spending for SDI ... in relaAs the bishops must surely of raising the minimum wage —
Eisenhower and JFK, defense tionship to the basic human needs
recognize, their moral authority is where their lack of competence is
spending was 9 percent of GNP. of the poor in our country and in
visibly eroding. Thirty years ago, manifest. Perhaps the bishops no
Dear Editor:
Were Catholics committing the sin other nations." But national
Catholic bihops' statement de- longer (are; perhaps they felt a
a
May 8-14, 1988 has been ches, businesses, civic organizaof militarism in the '50's without defense is the first business of
nouncing
a controversial weapons need ta take a stand against
designated as National "Just Say tions and a host of others informknowing it?)
government; and defending
system
would
have had extraor- "Reaganism," to be listed in the
No To Drugs" Week. Millions of ing me of activities in their areas.
dinary impact. Last week's, comdany of fashionable
'young people will be recognized I applaud these efforts and am
however, was treated like a press "dissenters" is what counts with
for their decision to live drug and very proud to know that our
release from yet another special the hierarchy. For, one suspects,
alcohol free lives.
citizens are joining together to
interest. Do the bishops believe if Kennedy. Dukakis and Cuomo
Ten years ago
On May 11 of that week, I will be protect our children from the
Betty Frances Hart and Rodney
the
president, or the candidates, suddenly endorsed ''limited
Murray State University Board Tidwell were married March 30 at
participating in the 4th Annual devastating effects of substance
or
the
Joint Chiefs will seriously deployment" of SDI, or a Land.
Regents
of
approved
-Just Say No" Walk to be held in abuse.
a budget of Shawneetown, Ill.
debate, or act on, this statement? based defense of our strategic
$27.6
million
for
1978-79
Washington, D.C. It is my hope
fiscal
Thirty
years ago
Our most precious resource is
Indeed, it is hard to recall, even missiles, the bishops, too, would
year. This is an increase of $2.1
thousands of young people will join our children. Let's do all we can to
Dr. William T. Doss has opened
among
Catholics, any mention in quickly discover a "moral" argumillion
over
the
current
year.
me on that day to demonstrate insure a bright future for them and
his office for practice of
high
governme
nt meetings of the ment or approving same.
Kentucky Governor Julian Car- chiropractic at 1111 West Main St.,
their decisions to say NO to drugs for all of us by teaching them to
roll spoke at Murray State Univer- Murray.
and alcohol and emphasize the im- say NO and creating an intolerant
sity Alumni Banquet. Frances E.
portance of community involve- attitude when it comes to drug and
Teachers at Lynn Grove High
Brown, associate professor of School were given a half-day vacaQUALITY PROFESSIONAL DRY CLEANING
ment. I urge everyone from all alcohol abuse.
home economics, received the tion by members of the Parentsectors of society to become inFor more information regarding
Distinguished Professor Award, Teacher Association in observolved in this event.
the Wasftington D.C. Walk and
Mon., Tues., & Wed. Special
and State Senator Pat M. Mc- vance of Teacher Appreciation
During this week, other towns other events which may be taking
Cuiston was named a Distinguish- Week.
and communities across the coun- place in your community, please
ed Alumnus. Sid Easley was intry will also participate in a wide contact the "Just Say No" FounElected as officers of Sigma
stalled as new alumni president.
variety of activities including dation at 1-800-258-2766 or
k
Department of Murray Woman's
Karen Bailey, Mitzi Cathey, Club were Lanette Thurman,
parades, marches. and school and 415-939-6666.
One Piece
Dana Mansfield, Angie Noel, Iosetta Steely, Oneida Boyd and
community-wide programs. I've
Sincerely,
Belinda Suiter and Becky West of Anna Faye Taylor.
received hundreds of letters from
Nancy Reagan
$219
Murray High School Chapter of
young people, teachers, parents,
Folly years ago
The White House
Two Piece
Future
Homemak
ers of America
law enforcement officials, churLynn Grove High School Junior
Washington, D.C.
received their State FHA degrees. Class presented a play, "Pigtails"
Twenty years ago
on April 30. Cast members were
$2
89
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The eclipse of the American hierarchy
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_MURRAY TODAY
Calman and Hale wedding planned
Miss Kristy Ann Calman and
Terry Lee Hale announce their
engagement and approaching
marriage.
•
The bride-elect is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Ed Calman of
Sturgis. Her grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. John McGaw of
Providence.
She is a graduate of Union County High School and Murray State
University. Miss Calman is
employed by Bill Walker and
Associates Inc., Nashville, Tenn.
Mr. Hale is The son of Gwendolyn and Hiram Hale of Paducah.
His grandparents are Mrs.
Melville Mayes and the late R.D.
Mayes. and Mrs. Lola Hale ad the
late-Loyd Hale, all of Paducah.
He is a graduate of Paducah
Tilghman High School and will be
a May graduate of Murray State
University. He is employed by WSJP Radio in Murray and by
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The marriage vows will be
solemnized on Saturday, May 21,
at 2:30 p.m. at Hale Chapel of
'First United Methodist Church,
Murray.
•

Learn to, Swim program scheduled
Sign-up frit-Lear-if ReSivim Program of Callo*ay County Chapter
of American Red Cross will be
Tuesday, May 3, from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. in annex of Calloway County
Public Library.
After Tuesday, registration for
the program will be Monday.
Wednesday and Friday at the Red
Cross office, located on third floor
of Calloway County Courthouse.
The fee will be $15 for Calloway
County residents and $25 for non.
Calloway County residents. No
registrations by telephone will be
accepted, according to Peggy Billington, executive director of local
Cross Chapter.
Sessions will be as follows
First session
June 6-17 — Beginners (SP,
Beginners (BP Adv. Beginners
.(Bp 1, 10 to 11 a.m.; Parent & Tot,
10 to 10:30 a.m.; Parent & PreSchool, 1030 to 11 a.m.; Beginners
(SP), Beginners (BP'. Intermediates (BP). 11 a.m. to 12
noon; Parent & Tott, 11 to 11:30
a.m.; Parent4 Pre-School, 11:30
a.m to 12 noon. Evening classes
— Beginners 1SP
Beginners

Ladies' golf planned at Murray club
The ladies of Murray Country
Club will play golf on Wednesday,
May 4, at 9 a.m
Frances Hulse and Arina Mary
Adams will be hostesses for play.
Those desiring to play but who are
not listed in the line-up may come
to the course and be paired at the
tee.
'The line-up is as follows:
Tee IA — Genevieve Logel,
Ethelene McCallon, Betty Stewart
and Betty Lowry.
Tee 1B — Jerlene Sullivan,
Venela Sexton, Inus Orr and Toni
Hopson.
Tee 2 — Tonya Fike, Della
Miller, Evelyn Jones and Freda
Steely.
Tee 3 — Margaret Shuffett,

Krist.i-A-Ann
and Terry Lee Hale
to marry on May 21

Oaks' events
planned for
Wednesday
The ladies of the Oaks Country
Club will have events on Wednesday. May 4.
Bridge with Maxa Read as
hostess will be played at 9:30 a.m.
Ladies may call her at 753-5178.
The ladies will kick off the golf
season with a scramble with tee
off time at 9:30 a.m. No prior
registration is required
Kathryn Outland and Bronda
Parker will be hostesses. "Every
lady is welcome to participate on
ladies' day golf and their is a flight_
everyone." the hostesses added.

(BP), Adult Beginners(BP, adult .---noon; Parent & Tot, 11 to 11:30
Beginners (BPJ,J1_ to
p.m.: a.m.; Parent & Pre-school, 11:30
Parent & Tot, 8 to 8:30 p.m.: a.m. to 12 noon; Evening classes
Parent & Pre-school, 8:30 to 9 a.m.
— Beginners (SP), Adult BeginSecond session
ners (BP, Intermediates (BP), 8June 20-July 1 — Beginners to 9 p.m.; Parent & Tot, 8 to 8:30
(SP), Beginners (SP), Beginners p.m.; Parent & Pre-School, 8:30 to
IBP), Intermediates BP), 10 to 11 9 p.m.
a.m.: Parent & Tot, 10 to 10:30
Fourth session a.m.; Parent & Pre-School, 10:30
July 18-29 — Beginners (SP, 9
to 11 a.m.; Beginners(SP). Beginto 10 a.m.; Beginners(SP I. Beginners (BP Swimmers I BP ), 11
ners BP,(
Adv. Beginners (BP),
a.m. to 12 noon; Parent & Tot, 11
10
to
11
a.m.;
Parent & Tot, 10 to
to 11:30 a.m.; Parent & Pre10:30 a.m.; Parent & Pre-School,
School, 11:30 a.m. to 12 noon:
10:30 to 11 a.m.; Begimers (SP).
Evening classes -- Beginners
Beginners
BPI,(
Intermediates
(SP), Adv. Beginners (BP), Adult
Beginners ( BP), 8 to 9 p.m.: (BP(.11 a.m. to 12 noon: Parent &
Tot, 11 to 11:30 a.m.; Parent &
Purchase Area Chapter of
Parent & Tot, 8 to 8:30 p.m.;
Adults and Children with Learning
Parent & Pre-School, 8:30 to 9 Pre-School, 11:30 a.m. to 12 noon;
Evening classes — Beginners -Disabilities will meet Tuesday.
p.m.
(SP),
Adult Beginners (BP, May 3, at 7 p.m. at Calloway CounThird session
Adult Adv. Beginners (BP), ty Public Library.
July 4-15 — Beginners (SP), 9 to
Dr. Concetta Culliver, assistant
10 a.m.; Beginners (SP), Begin- Swimmers (BP), 8 to 9 p.m.;
professor of Criminal Justice at
ners (SP. Beginners (BP Adv. Parent & Tot. 8 to 8:30 p.m.:
Murray State University, will be
Beginners (BP', 10 to 11 a.m.; Parent & Pre-School, 8:30 to 9
the guest speaker.
Parent SE Tot. 10 to 10:30 a.m.: p.m.
Her discussion will be geared
Parent & Pre-School. 10:30 to 11
Volunteers are needed and any
toward
helping parents to undersa.m.; Beginners SP,(
Beginners one interested may contact Mrs.
( BP), Adult Beginners BP,(
Adv. Billington a the Red Cross office, tand and cope more effectively
with their child's learning
Beginners BP,(
11 a.m. to 12 753-1421.
disability.
Dr. Culliver has had numerous
expreriences dealing with learning disabilities. Some of these insecond vice president, and Wilma
It is given for their outstanding clude teaching the learning disablHolmes. Graves County.
work with the children in the ed in Maryland, Alabama and the
U.S. Virgin Islands; implemensecretary. They were elected by
district and the money that is paid
ting
parent training programs for
the PTA.
to the state PTA for the award is
parents of L.D. children; and
Oletta Hamlett presented the
used for scholarships.
following awards:
"Spring Music" was the title of establishing tutorial programs for
Grace W. Kolb Host School
the entertainment presented by L.D. children.
Kay Travis,. president of Puraward for hosting spring conthird, fourth and fifth graders of
chase
Area ACLD, said "learning
ference, Hazel Bennett Award for
North with Karen Bolls as
disabilities
are very frustrating
having the most increase in
director.
membership, and Lucille Kirksey
Mrs. Wright announced that the problems to both the child and his
Award for having most delegates
Summer Board/ Awards meeting family. Even though the child has
in attendance, all to North
will be held Saturday. May 14, at a normal or above-normal inCalloway.
Symsonia School. A sack lunch telligence in many instances, he
A life membership award in the
and dessert meeting will be at 11 often cannot receive, store
Kentucky Congress of PTA was
a.m. and the meeting will be from organize, retrieve or use informatin correctly. Academic failure
presented to Ernestine Hargis,
12 noon to 2 p.m.
coupled
with a poor self-esteem
cafeteria manager, by Ronnie
"All board members, PTA
will
occur
unless the appropriate
Walker, principal at North. This is
presidents and interested parents
the highest award that can be
are urged to attend," said Mrs. academic program is provided."
Dr. Culliver's expertise in this
presented to a member of a PTA.
Wright.
most frustrating and
misunderstood area will be very
beneficial to parents and to professions working with the L.D. child
on a daily basis. All interested persons are invited, Travis added.

Dr. Culliver
will speak
for ACLD

Hargis_presented life membership
First District of Kentucky Congress of Parents and Teachers
held its 62nd annual spring conference on Tuesday. April 19, at
6:30 p.m. at North Calloway
Elementary School.
Linda Wright, president. The
pledge to the flag was given by
Brownie Troop 486. Ray Dunn,
principal of Southwest Calloway
Elementary, gave the devotion.
Welcome addresses were given
by Cathy Adams, president, North
PTA, Ronnie Walker, principal of
North School, and Dr. Jack Rose,
superintendent of CallowayCounty Schools.
Sue McNeil, chairman of
nominating committee, presented
the following slate of officers:
Brenda Gholson, Carlisle County,

Captain D's,
W
Ake%V
9
CF

MO NDAY•TUESDAY SPECIAL

2APIECE
FISH DINNER
$2.49

Each dinner includes two
golden brown fish fillets,
natural cut french fries,
creamy cole slaw and two
Southern style hush puppies.

753-9383 Chestnut Hills Shoe sin

BARGAIN SHOWS
Sot. Sun. Aft. & 'rue Nito
All Seats 2.50

Tee 10 — Mary Bazzell, LaRue
Williams, Aileen Castrale and
Martha Enix.
Winners
. Winners for play on Wednesday,
April 27, have been released by
Evelyn Jones and Venela Sexton,
hostesses, as follows:
Championship flight
Betty
Lowry, first, Jerlene Sullivan,
second.
First flight — Genevieve Logel,
first, Betty Stewart, second.
Second flight — Tonya Fike,
first; Della Miller. second.
Third flight — Rainey Apper1on,
first, Betty Hinton, second.
Fourth flight — Dana
Stonecipher. first, Sue Costello,
second
Low putts — EZhelene
McCallon.

peak)
gy\

,By_Abigail
Van Buren •

Young Husband's Jealousy
Upsets Wife's Ret-iiiibil-Platis
DEAR ABBY. My fifth high (presumably drunk an--a r ssed
------ out)
school reunion is coming up soon while the car is stationary Appar
and I want very much to go, but ently, in L A , this person could be
here's the problem: I met:"Bob" arrested only for being drunk in
years ago while I was on vacation public, but not for drunken driving
and we were mamed a year later.
In. Montana and some other
We now live wit small town 600 states, such as Missouri. Indiana,
miles from my hometown Bob grew North Dakota, Oklahoma, Utah,
up here, where the boys and girls Ohio and Arizona, the drunk person
never mixed much, and he is— slumped over the steering wheel of
outrageously jealous if I as much as the car would be considered in
smile at another man.
actual physical control of the '
We have had incidents already- vehicle and would, therefore, be
where he had no reason to be arrested for drunk driving The law
jealous, but he has been. I know courts in the above states came to
that if I we to hug a male this conclusion because the person
classmate, or even touch him, Bob had not relinquished authority or
would make- a scene. iHe could not control of the vehicle to another
understand our graduation pictures person.
— with boys and girls holding
ALBERT E. COKE.
hands in a semicircle. "Touching"
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE,
to him is off-limits.)
TRAFFIC HIGHWAY SAFETY,
We have a good marriage, but I
HELENA. MONT.
must be on my guard constantly so.
Bob won't get the wrong idea. He
DEAR MR. COKE: I applaud
won't let me go to the reunion the law courts for their wisdom.
without him. but the first "Do you
• ••
remember?" is sure to send him into
a jealous rage that could even end
in divorce! He is No. I in my life, but
ABBY My hat is off to you
how can I make him understand forDEAR
the
response you gave that
that these .schocilmates are only woman who
asked for a tactful way
friends?
to tell her two large sister., whom
TORN IN TWO she wanted to be her bridesmaids,
to
lose weight before the wedding
DEAR TORN: You can't (supposedly
because of difficulties
"make" Bob Understand any- in finding dresses
to fit them) You
thing he doesn't want to underthere was no tactful way You
stand. If touching an old school- said
mate and the first "Do you were ,right — and then you re
remember?" will set him into a minded her that beauty comes in all
Of course, larger dresses could
jealous rage that could end in sizes.
have been made without too much
divorce, I think you'd be wise to difficulty.
skip the reunion. With Bob's
I was recently one of 10 brideshangups, you'd have a misera- maids,
some of whom (myself
ble time if you went.
weighed more than 300
You say you have a good included)
pounds
marriage. How good is a marWe all had beautiful matching
riage in which you dare not be gowns
made either by the brides•
your friendly self for fear of maid herself
or a seamstress, and if
making your husband jealous? I may
say so, I think we all looked
Bob needs counseling. If you wonderful.
Not only does beauty
value your marriage, you will
in all sizes — so does love and
persuade him to get it, unless come
romance The bride weighed over
you don't mind walking on 300
pounds, too!
eggshells the rest of your marA BIG FAN
ried life.
IN BUTLER, PA.
•••
•• •

DEAR ABBY I read with interest
your response to "Good Citizen" in
the Great Falls Tribune. The question concerned the power of law
enforcement officers to arrest drunk
drivers.
In your answer, you gave- an
example of a Los Angeles officer
investigating a driver who is
slumped over the steering wheel

Wedding belle Wedding blli.f Who
pays for what and everything else you
need to know if you're planning •
wedding can be found in Abby's booklet. "How to Have• Lovely Wedding."
Send your name and address, clearly
printed, plus check or money order for
112.89($3.39 in Canada)to: Dear Abby,
Wedding Booklet, P.O. Boa 447, Mount
Morris, Ill. 01054 (postage and handling Included).

MOTHER'S DAY GIFT

Michacl Keston 15
BEETLEJUICE

Get Some
WONT POWER
At Diet Center we can help you be selective in deciding what you will eat Its
easy to lose weight when you have help
DUO MOORE in
ME SEVENTH
-511GPI
1E1

from the weight-loss professionals. Call
today for your Mother's Day gift, a tree,
no obligation consultation at Diet Center.

NOW SAVE
$15

9 Is
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Center

Frances Hulse, Rainey,Apperson
and Betty Jo Purdom.
Tee 4 — Betty Hinton, Diane
Villanova, Lula Bingham and
Madelyn Lamb.
Tee 5.4 — Sue Brown, Anna
Mary Adams, Hazel Hill and
Louise Lamb.
Tee 58 — Frances Richey, Billie
Cohoon, Peggy Shoemaker and
Norma Frank.
Tee 6 — Rowena Cullom, Sue
Costello, Mary F. Bell and Martha
S. Ryan.
Tee 7 — Dana Stonecipher, Lois
Keller, Rebecca West and Rebecca Irvan.
Tee 8 — Nancy Haverstock,
Edith Garrison and Patty
Claypool. Tee 9
Janet Wallis, Marie
Nance and Kathy Rayburn.

Give yourself a

ASIAN ALS
rtarogers kg 100 “k•111101100.•
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Captain IA
WaiI,A great little seafood place.
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Cheri Theatre Lobby

Diet
Center
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weight-1mi proleimmul,

when )ou Join for fl week,

•Closed Sat., May 7
Diet Hours:
M-F 7.30-12:30, 2:30-6:00
Sat 10:90 to Noon

1210 Johnson Blvd.

753-0020
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Corning community events listed
Monday, May 2
Calloway County Band Boosters
will meet at 5:30 p.m. in Laker
- Band Room at Calloway County
High School. Note change in the
day.

Monday, May 2
Moray Woman's Club will have
a memorial service for deceased
members at 6:45 p.m. followed by
general meeting and installation
of new officers.

Monday, May 2
Hardin Church of God will have
a special senior citizens' service
at 6:30p.m.

Tuesday, May 3
Singles' Class of Seventh and
Murray-Calloway County
Poplar Church OfChrist will meet'
Murray High School French
Camera Club will meet at 7 p.m. in
at 7 p.m. at house at 602 Elm St.
Banquet will be held tonight.
Annex of Calloway County Public
------Library.
First Baptist Church WMU will
Groups of First Baptist Church
meet at 9:30 a.m. in church
Women will meet at 7 p.m. as chapel.
Kentucky-Barkley Bass 'n Gals
follows: Lottie Moon with Larue
will meet at 7 p.m. at Golden Cor---Mitchell and Betty Sledd with
ral Restaurant.
Groups of First Baptist Church
Pam Williams.
-- -Women will meet as follows:
---Murray Lodge No. 105 FPee and
Dorothy with Edith Noffsinger at
Boy Scout Troop 45 will meet at • 11 a.m.; Kathleen Jones with
Accepted Masons is scheduled to
6:30 p.m. at First United Laurine Andrus at 2 p.m.; Bea
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
Methodist Church.
---Walker with Sue Darnell at 7:30
---Bible Class Inondenominap.m.
Boy Scout Troop 77 will meet at
tional ) will meet at 7 p.m. at New
---p.m. at First Christian
6:30
Life Christian Center, East Side of
Mothers! Day Out will be at:9
Church.
courtsquare.
cht-at First Baptist Church.
------Retirement reception for
Parents Anonymous will meet
Mothers' Day Out will be at 9
Mildred Robertson will be from 1 a.m. at First United Methodist
at 6 p.m. For information call
6 p.m. at ASCS Office, Bel Air Church.
to
762-6862 or 762-6851.
Shopping Center.
---First United Methodist Church
Women will meet at 10:30 a.m.
with social time at 10 a.m. and executive board committee at 9 a.m.
---Group II of CWF of First Christian Church,will meet at 2 p.m. in
- Rhonda Darnell and Bruce Skaggs were married Saturday, April 23,
church parlor.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Shirley. A reception was held in
---the Garden Room at Kenlake Hotel.
Scout Leaders and Co.
The bride,. the- daughter-of-W. and Mrs. Robert S. Harris of leaderswill meet at Girl Scout
Cabin either for potluck breakfast
Clarksville, Tenn., is a buyer for Murray Drug Co.
The groom, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Ray D. Skaggs of Louisville, is
at 8:30 a.m. or potluck dinner at
Vice president of marketing for HT Marketing, Inc. He is a graduate of 6:30 p.m.
Murray State University.
After a honeymoon cruise in the Bahamas, the couple will reside at 705
"Lafferty" will be shown at 6:30
Elm St., Murray.
p.m. on MSU-TV 11.
---Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly ) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Community
Room For information call
753-9303.
---Jackson Purchase Doll Club will
•N"'
meet at 11:30 a.m. at Sirloin
Sandy Linn: program director for Calloway County Public Library
has released the Story Hour themes at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.on TuesStockade.
day and Wednesday as follows: May 1 and 4 - "Travels with Paddington Hear:" May 10 and 11 - "How Does Your Garden Grow ;" May
Southwest Calloway Elemen17 and 18 - "Let's Clown Around:" May U and 25 - "Special Favorite
tary School will have its monthly
Book Book." Mrs. -Linn said "every child has a favorite book at home;
skating party from 6 to 8 p.m. at
and during this special Story Hour, they can bring that book to Story
Circus Skating of Murray.
Hour for all of us to look at and read." For more information call the
- --library, 753-=88.
Free blood pressure checks will
be given from 12 noon to 2 p.m. at
Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church
Murray Elementary. Parent-Teacher Organization will have its final
-- -meeting of the year on Tuesday, May 3, at 7 p.m. at Robertson Center.
Cancer Support Group will meet
The main item of business will be the election of PTO officers for next
at 2 p.m. in board room of Murrayschool year. "The program will feature our children's 'special' classes
Calloway County Hospital.
in art, music, physical education and library, and will include videos
---and live presentations as well as an art exhibit." said Ann and Ben
Living with Diabetes will meet
Boone, PTO presidents All parents are urged to attend this special
at 2 p.m. in third floor classroom
meeting. the Boones added
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
---Health Express of Murray.
A CPR cardio pulmonary resuscitation) Class has been announced
Calloway County Hospital will be
by Peggy Billington, executive director of Calloway County Chapter of
at Liberty Saving Bank at Symthe-American Red Cross. Classes will be on May 9, 10 and 12. Any one
sonia from 9 to 11 a.m. and 12:30 to
wishing to sign up is asked to call Mrs. Billington at 753-1421.
2:30 p.m.
- - -A Social Security representative
will be at Miller Courthouse Annex
Wednesday Ladies' Tennis Group of Murray Country Club will play
from 10 a.m. to 12 noon
Wednesday, May 4, at 7 p.m. at the club courts. The line-up will be as
--- follows: Court 1 - Alice Rouse, Cheryl Whitaker, Carolyn Cunningham
AA will meet at 8 p.m. at
and Cindy Cohoon; Court 2 - Marilyn Germann, Martha Andrus, Pat
American Legion Building, South
Sieber and Diane Buckingham; Court3- Sharon Wells, Shirley Homra,
Sixth
and Maple Streets.
Jo Crass and Donna keller; Court 4 - Ann Uddberg, Judy Mastera,
---Tonda Thomas and Marion Posey. Substitutes will be Mug Rigsby.
Events
in
Land Between the
Vicky Holton, Nancy Haverstock, Nancy Whltmer, Norma Frank,
Lakes
will
include
Sheep Shearing
Frances Hulse, Linda Salley, Rene Wynn and Frankie McNutt.
from 9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Empire
AM MD NM, alm
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Wedding vows will be said May 21
Mr. and Mrs. Brooks Darnell of
Rt. 4, Tom Taylor Road, Murray,
announce the engagement and approaching marriage qf • their.
daughter, Michelle K., to Randy
D. Roach, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Herman Roach of Rt. 1, Hazel.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Virgil
Darnell of Rt. 1, Almo, and of Mrs,
Mildred Canady and the late
Mason Canady of Rt. 5, Murray.
The groom-elect is the gfandson
of the late Mr. and Mrs. E.E.
Roach and the late Mr. and Mrs.
Erlie Youngblood.
Miss Darnell attended Calloway
County High School.
Mr. Roach, a graduate of
Calloway County High School, is
employed at Calloway County Bus
Garage.
The wedding-vows will be solemnized on Saturday, May 21. at 2
p.m. at the residence of Herman
and Rebbecca Roach, Larwing
Road, Hazel.

Daniell and Skaggs vows
solemnized on April 23

Michelle K. Darnell
and Randy D. Roach to marry

DR.GOTT
Pete!
Gott, M.D.

DATEBOOK

Storyr Hour themes released

Murray PTO to meet Tuesday

CPR class to start May 9

Tennis play on Wednesday

Preschool screening planned
Murray-Calloway County preschool screening will be Wednesday,
May 4, from 12 noon to 7 p.m. and Thursday, May 5, from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.
at Special Education Building, Murray State University. All children in
Nitirray and Calloway County who are three or four years old any twoyear-olds who will be three by Oct. 1, 1988, should be screened at this
time. Parents are asked to phone 762-6862 for an appointment.

Cancer group to aieet Tuesday
Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday, May 3, at 2 p.m. in Board
Room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. "Surgical Intervention"
will be the subject for discussion. This is for cancer patients, their family and frieds. For more information call Nancy Rose, R.N. or Gale B.
Cornelison, L.S.W., at.153-5131.

Senior trip scheduled
A trip for seniors and friends to Cumberland Falls State Resort Park'
at Corbin has been planned for May 31 and'June 1 by Toopie Thomas
Moore, tour director for Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens.
Transportation will be by bus and will include two nights' lodging, two
breakfasts and two dinners. Reservations must be made by Friday, May
6. For more information call 753-0929.
•

(Cont'd on page 6)

Heart problem

ments for the child to be examined by
a qualified pediatric cardiologist.
I am concerned about the unusual
but possible existence of a number of
cardiac conditions associated with
SVT. These include electrical abnor,
malities, such as the Wolff-Parkinson-White syndrome, as well as viral
infections-of the heart muscle, valvular disease and hyperthyroidism. Ask

(B

your grandson's doctor to refer him
for a second opinion.
I'm sending you a free copy of my
Health Report on CHOOSINGARHYSICIAN which may help you. Other
readerS'who want a copy of this
Health 'Report should send $1 and
their nude and address to PO., Box
91369, Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. Be
sure to mention the title.

OONE'S

may-be seriousBy Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 7-year-old
grardson has supraventricular tachycar a. One time he woke up in the
.nudd of the night. After his heart
pounds1 for an hnur,- his father took
him h the emergency room. There,
the
eked his face in ice, gave him a cold drink, and told him to lie quietly
and not to worry. His doctor doesn't
seim very concerned, either. Isn't
there something someone Can do'
DEAR READER- Yes. Your grandson needs a diagnosis. Supraventricular tachycardia (SVT) means that the
heart is being overly stimulated by
natural electrical pulsations arising
in the walls of the low-pressure atria,
the heart chambers above the muscular ventricles The resulting rapid''
heartbeat is inappropriate and out of
proportion to external stimulation.
such as exercise, fright or fever.
SVT has traditionally been viewed
as an occasional and entirely benign
inconvenience in healthy people. In
Particular. episodes of SVT in children have been disregarded. However. several years ago, a medical report concluded alit, in some children.
SVT was associated with heart enlargement and diminished cardiac
function The abnormalities disappeared when the SVT was treated, indicating that — in some children, at
least — the rapid heart rate could
cause temporary heart damage.
Therefore, opinion is divided today as
to whether SVT in children should be
aggressively investigated.
In your grandson's case, a prudent
doctor probably would (1) treat .the
SVT with drugs. in preference to ice
and reassurance, to restore the normal heart rate. and(2) make arrange-

CLEANERS

When Only The Best Is Good Enough!

Shirts

85`
5

for '3.80

Coupon Good May 2-5
•Please Present Coupon with Clothing

I Men's & Ladies

I

2-Piece Suits .
Top Coats &
Overcoats

$3.20

•

$3.20

North 12th13th Main
753-2552
Story Ave. Excludes Delivery Service 603 Mairi—

Deltas hear Emily Wolfson
Delta Department of Murray
Woman's Club met on Tuesday,
April 5. at 7 p.m. at the club house.
Mrs. Emily Wolfson was a
special guest and presented a program on "Kentucky Crafts."
She showed slides from the
Guild of Kentucky artists and
Craftsmen headquartered in
Berea, Kentucky Department of
Arts, Berryhill Mansion at
Frankfort, Arts and Crafts Foun-

r
4
-I

0

\

dation at Louisville, and Annual
Craft Show at Paducah
Hostesses were Treva Johnson,
Janice Hooks, Clinton Rowlett and
Lorene Swann.
The department will have a
salad supper on Tuesday, May 3,
at 6 p.m. at the club house. Marjorie Major will present a program on "Travel Kentucky."
Hostesses will be Roberta
Tarry, Crystal Parks and Jane
Taylor.

ovice
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fog The IASI eioth.is
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Monday- Saturday, May 2nd-7th

Men's Fine Tailored Suits p
Wool Blend
0
k
Reg. 11 95°

NOW $89"

Men's-Polyester Suits

J
NI*

4
Our Secretary

Pam Alexander

We Appreciate You'

Murray Memorial
Gardens 753-2654

Reg. '895°

NOW $59" q

Potinumn
VI000 PlIilVAflVI
•On« if Clow

$12.99

"LOOK FOR OUR MOTHER'S DAY COUPON
IN THURSDAY'S PAPER

Open Mon-Sat 9-5

VISA-M6

4 WHOLESALE STORES, INC.
204 So. 5th St., Mayfield

247-2757

; VIINT/I,11kW, MI'
/A
L l

Black's Decorating Center
701 S. 4th St.
Sale ends 5 14 88

753-0839
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Your Individual
Horoscope
Frames Drake

"

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your .birth sign.
FOR TUESDAY, MAY 3, 1988
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
This is a day to seek advice about
business and financial matters.
You're not ready yet to make your
move, but will have success in
gathering information now.
TAURUS.
(Apr.20 to May 20)
You're still , considering your
options regarding the use 'of your
capital. Consult with bgekers,
lawyers and investment counselors
about the best route you should take.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Bookkeeping, putting your files in
order, and streamlining the way you
handle daily affairs is a priority.
Partners make decisions- regarding
the use of joint assets.
CANCER
.(June 21 to July 22)
It's those little things you do for
others that means so very much
today. Close ties help each other out.
Evening hours may find you socializing with work colleagues.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
You'll want to socialize with both
faniily and work associates now:
Some take the children on a shopping
expedition. Exercise benefits physical fitness.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept22)
It may he gardening or sprucing up
the house a bit that preoccupies you
now. Include relatives in your entertainment plans. A child may want
_ guests over.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
You may fuid some items for the
home in a mail-order catalog. News
comes from a relative. Unexpected
company may drop by. A tedious task
is now completed

SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
It's a low-key day, but one in which
you'll be successful in putting minor
affairs in order. Keep on top of bills,
answer letters and oilier pending
chores.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
You'll do some shopping for yourself now. Catch up on those activities
that are personally meaningful to you
and pay extra attention to your.
appearance.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan, 19)
You'll do some socializing today
but you'll also want some time for
yourself. Keep the confidences that
others entrust to you now. Talks are
private.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
CPA
A friend may have some helpful
business advice. You may become
involved in some humanitarian
endeavor. Stay abreast of current
event:4. Be a citizen of the world.
PISCES
>VW
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
idOe
Monies due you may arrive now.
You may be entertaining some business colleagues. After a talk with an
adviser, you may revise some of your
career plans.
IF BORN TODAY you have a
wealth of ideas but may be inclined to
scatter your energies. You're a
natural communicator and will have
success in public speaking and writing. You're always ready for the main
chance and can successfully commercialize your talents. Social cohtacts and a sense of humor will help
you get to where you want to go.
You're interested in helping others
help themselves and may also be
artistically talented. Birthdate of:
Golda .Meir. former Israeli prime
minister; Sugar Ray Robinson, boxer,
and Pete Seeger, folk singer.

GIME

A

PROGRAM TUESDAY - Fifth Grade students of East Calloway
Elementary School will present "Alice In Wonderland" for the annual
spring music program for East Parent-Teacher Association on Tuesday, May 3, at 7 p.m. Linda Stalls, music teacher, will direct the program. All parents,friends and community people are invited. The group
will also give a performance for the East student body on Thursday,
May 5, at 9 a.m. Both performances will be in the East Falloway gym.
Pictured in top photo are Jennifer Paul as the White Rabbit, left, and
Erica Rowlett as Alice; and in bottom photo are Jay Herndon as Mad
Hatter, left, and Ashley Cleaver as the Queen of Hearts.

Fruit salad recipe
released by Bval

John A. Yezerski, M.D.
announces the relocation
of his practice in

By BANCTBYAL Beeler Homes
sad Guises Peed Eater

Orthopaedic Surgery
including arthroscopy and hand surgery
to the

Medical Arts Building
300 South 8th St.
Suite 178
Murray, KY
(502) 759-1444

Wet & Dry
Hand Vac

Bel-Air Laundry
& Dry Cleaners
HOOVER

Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-5242

P

SpiritTM

Alterations & Winter Storage

Canister Vacuum

Suits. (Plain)

Dresses,
Long Costs (Pleats Extra)

1.7
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Each

Trousers, Skirts,
Sweaters Sportcoats (Pleats Extra)

1995

1.50

Sap $35

HOOVER'
concept
oneT"
so-

• ST FM

Each

Expires 5-7-88

HOOVER'
Dimension,
.1000

4.0'
Peak HP

Powernozzle
Cleaning
System
Save $100
#1 Ranked

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who/what/where queshons
about your new chy7
As
WELCOME • WAGON
Raprasantativs. it's my job to help
you get over the hurdlas of (wing
n0W00111rer.

By bringing you soma useful
gifts. Cbmmunity info. Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood. And more Call

$28995

1/43111430

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Hours: 7:30-6:00 Mon.-Fri., 7:30-5:00 Sat.

Chestnut St.

Tuesday. May 3 .
Wednesday, May 4
Farm and Iron Industry at 10:30_
Ladies' day ev,cnts at Oaks
a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at Country Club will include bridge
Homeplace-1850.
and golf at 9:30 a.m.
---The 50th annual Faculty/Staff
Lathes day golf will be played
Senior Breakfast will be from 8 to at 9 a.m. at Murray Country Club.
9:30 a.m. in -Curris Center
ballroom
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
Events at Calloway Public at First National Bank at FarmLibrary will include Parents and ington from 9to 11 a.m. and at ColTwosat 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours dwater Church of Christ from
at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
12:30 to 2:30 p.m. Blood pressure,
-cholesterol, triglyceride, anemia
Purchase Area Chapter of and diabetes screenings and colon
Adults and Children with Learning cancer kits will be offered.
Disabilities will Meet at 7 p.m. at
Calloway County Public Library.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will incude Iron Industry at
Delta Departnt of Murray 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Woman's CluW will have a.,salad Homeplace-1850.
supper at 6 p.m. at the club house.
--Hazel and Willis Centers will be
Kappa Department of Iliarray open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acWoman's Club will have Ladies' tivities by senior citizens.
Night Out.
---Events at First Baptist Church
_Senior citizens' activities will be will include Bible Study at 9:45
at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Center; a.m., Exercise Class at 10:45 a.m.,
from 10 a.m. to 2p.m. at Hazel and Fellowship Supper at 5:30 p.m.,
Willis Centers: from 10 a.m. to 3 and prayer meeting, youth
p.m. at Ellis Center
fellowship and children's choirs at
---6:30 p.m.
Ladies Guild Of St. Leo's
- -Catholic Church will meet at 7
Events at Elm Grove Baptist
p.m. in Gleason Hall.
- Church Will include Mid-Week Bible Study, RAs, GAs and Miasion
Bingo, sponsored by Knights of Friends at 7 p.m.
Columbus. will be at 7 p.m. in
---Parish Center, St. Leo's Catholic
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church.
Church Will include prayer
meeting, Youth Bible Study, GAs
Murray Elementary PTO will and RAs at 7 p.m. and Sanctuary
meet -at 7 p.m. at Robertson Choir at 8 p.m.
Center.
---East Calloway Elementary
Events at Firit United
School Fifth Graders will present Methodist Church will include
"Alice in Wonderland" at 7p.m.- Covenant Prayer Group at 10 a.m.
the school. This is the annual PTA and Wesley luncheon at 11 :30 a.m.
program.
---_ ---Christian Men's Fellowship of
Wednesday, Msy 4
First Christian Church will host
Murray-Calloway County First United
Methodist Church
Preschool Screening will be from
Men at a dinner at 6:30 p.m. in
12 noon to.7 p.m. in Special Educa- fellowship hall.
tion Building. Murray State
---University.
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
---Church will include Adult EducaEvents at Calloway Public tion I video ). at 1 p.m.
and RCIA
Library will include Parents and
Fr. Stan! at 7:30 p.m.. both in
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and story Hours Gleason Hall
at 10:30 a.m. anli3:30 p.m.
-

CELEBRATES 101st BIRTHDAY' - Gertrude Sprague, second left, of
Fern Terrace Lodge celebrated her 101st birthday with friends of St.
Leo's Catholic Church. Participating in the celebration were Mar) Geri
left, Billie Hall who baked the cake, and Paul Kurz. Others atten
ding were Marcella Wheeler. Priscilla Rohwedder, S. Mary Anne 1 anz,
Millie Nall, Margaret Fretz, Lorraine Maggard and Henri Montgomer).

Save $40

Cordless
Rechargeable

•F dgetight hs$0.g
•Hill poricomenc•

This salad, using canned or
year-round fruit. is always in
season. I serve it with broiled or
grilled chicken.
Year-round curried fruit salad
Two 17-ounce cans fruit for
salad
One 11-ounce can mandarin
orange sections
1 medium apple. Chopped
14 cup raisins
2 teaspoons finely chopped onion
2 teaspoons lemon juice.....
Pi teaspoons curry powder
14 teaspoon ground cinnamon
Lettuce leaves
1-3rd cup mayonnaise or salad
dressing •
1-3rd cup dairy sour cream
}4 cup finely chopped peanuts
Drain 1 .can of the fruits for
salad; drain orange sections.
Combine drained and undrained
fruits for salad, orange sections,
apple, raisins, onion, lemon juice,
curry and cinnamon. Cover and
chill 3 hours. Drain fruit mixture,
reserving 2 tablespoons syrup.
Spoon- onto 8 lettuce-lined plates.
Combine reserved syrup, mayonnaise and sour cream; drizzle over
fruit. Sprinkle peanuts on top.
Makes 8 servings.

(('oned from page 5)

753-2571 or 753-4110

Hostels Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Aim Hostess Ingeborg King 492S341

THE ACES ON BRIDGE
"The beauty of a strong. lasting
commitment is often best understood by a map incapable of it.
— Murray Kempton.

BOBBY- WOLFF

NORTH
5-1A
•A 7
•106
•K 8 5 4 2
+9853

WEST
EAST.
• Q 109
•
J 542
politiciml,w
A
ould hate to defend 11
A 32
against toiy's --game. If South- •54
10 7 3
•Q J 6
keeps his affairs in order, he will •K J 10 2
+764
force the
or into an early
SOUTH
commitment.
46 8 6 3
West leads the spade king, and the
VK QJ9 8 7
contract Makes or breaks with
•A 9
•A Q
South's play to the first trick, What
happens if dummy's ace wins the Vulnerable. Both
Dealer: South
first trick?
Nothing good for xleclarer If he The bidding:
North
East
leads a trump immediately, East, South West
Pass
1 NT
Pass
wins and returns a second trump, 41,
3•
Pass
4 ‘11
All pass
eliminating a chance for a spade
Opening lead. Spade king
ruff in dummy. The defenders then
LEAD WITH THE ACES
score the trump ace,two spades and
5-2-8
a club. And if dummy returns a low South holds •8 5

spade'at trick two, a trump switch
to ace and another will exclude the

spade ruff..
The key to success lies with ducking the first spade and forcing a
commitment from West. If he continues spades, dummy wins, and a
diamond to South's ace allows a
spade ruff in dummy. If. West
switches to trumps at trick two,
South can draw the trumps and establish dummy's diamonds via one
rtiff, usingidummy's spade ace to
reacb the:good-diamonds.

•9 8 5
•J 10 9 3
410 K Q J 6
West
1•
3,

North
1+

Pass

East
2•
4

South
Pass
All pass

ANSWER: Spade eight. Try for a
spade ruff (and spade tricks), even
though aclub lead is also attractive.
SEnd briar questions to The Aces. PO. Dos
12$43. Dallas, Tau 75123. with sell-addreseed.
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright, MS. United Feature Syndicate
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Children's Mother's Day letters continued
Other letters from children to
their mothers can be found in our
special Mother's Day section in today'spaper.
Maxine Burkeen
First Grade
Southwest Elementary

I Love My Mommy
Because She is nice to me.
She takes care of me. She
loves me. She lets me go to
my friends. I like my mommy. Before I go to bed she
gives me A kiss. I love her.
Ashley Mckendree
I love my Mommy because
she is nice to me. My mom.
loves me and I love her so so
much. I love you.
Love Brooke
I love my mommy because.
She is pretty. And I love her.
And she loves me. And she
loves me. ANd she is nice to
me. and I am nice to her.
Mason Lilly
I love my mommy because
she take me to the zoo. And
the See Aquarium in Flordia.
And she lets me go down to
see Adam and Tom and she
lets me go to skate night with
Tom and Adam and Wesley
and Jason and Mason. the
end.
Christopher Jones
southwest, I love my mommy ecause she is Nice to me
and I think she is pretty. I
wish I had a dress like tiers.i
the end
Whitney Morris
I Love her and she is nice to
me. She lets me go out to
play
Dale Powel
She love me to, She takes
me toEwa,She Likes to take
me toU-inny house. She is nice
and makes me clean my
room.
She take me to by toys by
jereiah I love you mom. I love
my mommy.
Jeremiah Litchfield
I Love My Mommy
Because She Loves me and I
Love her And We Play to
gether And We ride horses to
gether and We fee The Dogs
And Cats to gether I Love My
Mommy.
Rachel Murrell
I Love My Mommy
Because She is nice to me She
Love me I Love Her She is
Good to me I Love Her I like
My Mommy
Robert Anderson
I love my Mommy because
she takes Care of me. my
Mommy is Patsy James And
I hope she know I love her.
Wesley J.
I Love My Mommy
She is nice and
Because
Because She Loves Me To.
She Helps me with my home
work sometimes. I love my
mommy A lot. and Dude why
I love my mommy A lot.
Jennifer Alton
I Love My Mommy
Because
She takes care
of me when I am sick. She
reads me bedtime story's at
nightime. And she plays
games with myedster and I.
And some times she pushes
my sister and I on our swingswt. and she loves me too
and my sister too.And I love
her too.
Elizabeth Allen
I love My mommy Because.
she is nice to me and she gets.
me toys.
Adam Godar
I love my mommy because
she loves me. She loves me
because I love her. She is nice
because she loves me too. My
mom is nice to me. I love my
mom for ever. I love her
every day because she loves
me. I want to love my mom
for ever. I I'm going to love
my mom for ever.
Jenifer Todd,
she Is nice to me. she loves
me mommy I inow you love
me to. mommy,she wants me
to come with her to the park
to picnic.
Rhonda Ward
I love my mommy becayse.—
she is nice. my Mom loves
me. I love her.,she eels me
thing. she loves me. I love so
so much.
Thomas Wilion
I love my mommy because
she is niee to the, and she is
pretty. She cooks for me. She
loves rwe.
Casey Oliver
I Love My Mommy
Because She Loves me Too.
She makei up my bed, She
feeds Penny for me. She
....

taught me a song. She gave
me a dog. She if The best
mommy in The whole wide
world.
Kim West
She is so nice to me I like
My mom I love my Mommy I
like her My mom'is retty She
is so nice She is so pretty I
like her so much and She likes
me to She makes up my bed
She cleans up my room we
hve to go somewhere The end
of my story goodbye
Michael Rhodes
I Love my mommy because
She Loves me, And she is
nice, and she is pretty.
Jason Nesbitt
I Love My Mommy
Because she is nice to me. My
mommy loves me and i love
Her. My mommy buys me
things to Eat. grade 1
Souttiest Love kristie (Gann)
I'm 6
Kristie Gann
I love my mommy because
she loves Me too. I love her.
she like me. she love me too.
She cooks for me. She tucks
me in bed.
Candace Jones
I love my mommy because
she is nice td me. And she
buys me toys. And she loves
me too. And she takes care- of
me too. And Hove her. I think
my mommy is pretty. She is
very pretty. She cooks for me.
Melanie Black

Mrs.Jones
MtGrade
SasilusestElementary
I love my Grandmother
because she makes me feel
special. Jason S.
Jason Smith
Jonathan Turner April 26
1988
I Love My Mommy
Because; I like my Mom. We
do things together.
Southwest I love My Mommy Because:. My mom is
nice to me. My mom gets me
things. My mom took me to
showElls. My mom got me my
B.B. gun.
Joseph Tidwell
I love my mommy because
she will let me do anything I
want. Josh Smith.
Josh Smith
I love my mommy because
she buys ice cream for me.
She's nice to me. She takes
nfre to my grandma's. She
doesn't come in my bed room
and get in my closet.
Shane Jones
I, Love My Mommy
Because She is nice. She
takes me shopping. She is
very special to me. When I
want to do something, she
does it with me. From Kenneth Ray Holland.
Kenneth Holland
I love my mommy because
She is a good cook. She love
us! Warren Thomas 6
Southwest.
Warren Thomas
I love my mommy because
she will let me do what I
want. James Riddle.
James Riddle
I love my mommy because
she is the best Mom in the
world. I love Mom.
Donovan •
JEREMY KIRKSEY
SOUTHWEST I LoVE MY
MoMMY bECAuSE SHE IS
NICE. SHE bouGHT A NEW
bIKE FOR ME. SHE
CLEANS MY Room. SHE
TAKES ME PLACES. SHE
HELPS ME WITH MY
READING.
Jeremy Kirksey
I Love my mommy because
She is special to me. She does
not come in my room.
HILDE HE4SS.
I love my mommy.
Because... I Love My Mommy. I get good work. She
loves me. She' buys .me
clothes. She takes me plades.
She buys me dinner at
McDonald's. She took me to
Florida for Vacation.
Lacey McCuan
I love my Mommy. She
loves me too. She makes
breakfast for me. She cleans
my bedroom for me.
Christina McPhail
I love my mommy because
she is special, and she gives
me presents. She will sleep
with me, and some time,she
will let me chahge christie's
diapers.
Andrea stall
I love mom. She loves me
She bought me a dresik She
-+

love her very very yery-gefy
very very much.
Craig King

helps me do my reading.
Debbie Braden
I Love My Mommy
Because... Sheidoe# things for
me. she reads., with, me. My
mom is very special. She is a
good cook. "stie'buys stuff for
me. She listens to everything
I say. She is the best mom in
the world. she,s pretty. She
loves me. And best of all she
gave me a good education

My mother is spe-eial
because She is special
because she fixes good food
and she wears beautiful
clothes and her jewelry -is
beautiful She is nice. Her hair
-TS pretty, and she let me
spend the night at my Friends
house, and she loves me.
Allison Haugh

Amelia Hoover
My mother is special
because She wears pretty
jewelry. She takes us the the
Dairy Queen when we're nice.
She lets me spend the night at
my friends house. and I Love
her very much. She also plays
games with me.
Shea Stonectpher

I Love My Mommy
Because... She is always
Meepo
when I need her. She
will clean my room for me.
She
ks good food for me.
She is the BEST! mother in
the world. She will buy me
thys. She is just the right
mom for me! I just Love her
very much! A little gift for
mom: as my haert eats I
think of you as a friend I
always knew! p.s. I Love
You!
Cammie West •

My mother is special
because She buys me stuff.
She lets me stay up late. She
lets me wear jewelry. She lets
me spend all night. And she
loves me and I Love her.
Leann Oliver

I Love My Mommy
Because... She makes me
supper. She takes me places.
She buys me towy. She buys
me clthes. She lets me spend
the night a girl scout Cabin.
ghe took me to McDonald's
For spring break, she took me
to Arizona. She is the Best
mom in the whole world. She
lets me go to Brownies.
Jennifer Fotsch

11#1
mother is specil
because She lets us go to the
park. She buys me a
skateboard. She is pretty. She
.is nice. She lets us watch
Beetlejuice and She loves me.
Justin Wright
My mother is special
because she is very nice. She
lets me go places. She lets me
spend the night at my friends
house or my cousins house.
She wears pretty clothes. And
she is beautiful. And sues
Loves Me
Kristy Marie Linn

I Love my mom,my
Because my mommy buys
, thitigs for me, and she cleans
up my room. She will buy my
toys for me: •
Gabe Ward
I love mammy because...
she is special.She does things
for me a lot. She takes good
care of me. She takes me to
the dairy queen. She takes me
special places. She buys me
special things.
Kristen Farmer

My mother is special
because She is nice and she
Always buys me somthing
and That is special. I can get
A little mad once in a while
But I love her and I know she
love Me too.
Andy Cooper •

I love MY MommY
because... she loves me very
much. She makes me clean
my room, and I do it. When I
carry out the trash she does
things for me. Sometimes she
changes what she wants to
see.
Andy Sheridan
I love my mommy
because... she let my buy a
new born baby doll because it
was very special to me. She
lets me take good care of my
brother, Cody. She takes me
to the flea market and takes
me to McDonalds once
aweek
Tiffany White

My, mother is special
because She lets me invite
friends over. She lets me
spend the night at friends
house. She takes me on trips.
She plays baseball with me.
She has the prettiest smile.
She lets us make our own
' pizzas.
John Eric Yezerski

I love my mommy because
she is good cook. Ilove you so
much I love you so, so. so, so,
so much. She is the leader of
my Brownie group.
Gina Linn
I LOVE MY MOMMY
BECAUSE... I love-'her. and
she's special. I help set the
table. She loves me. She buys
me things. She lets me have
dessert. at night. She cooks
special things. Mother's Day
is a happy day!
Courtney Hamby

Ms.Cooper
Second Grade
Southwest Elementary
My mother is special
because She buys me things.
She makes dinner. She loves
me. She cleans the house. She
takes hie places. She is not a
good cook, but I like her food
any way.
David Perlow

when I need her. She lets me
spend the night at John Eric's
house. She lets me go to my
friends birthbay parties. and
she loves me very much.
Kyle David Owens
My mother is special
because She wears pretty
jewelry. She lets me spend
the night at my friends house.
She takes me to the Dairy
Queen. she bakes me
stawberry muffins. And she
loves me. Happy Mothers
day.
Krista Doron

My mother is special
because she loves me very
very much and I love her very
very much-and She takes us
tot the movies as much a she
can She-'fri Ihe beautfulest in
the world She bought me a PO'
bat. She Mies me to the Dairy
Queen as much as she can I

My mother is special
because She washes my
clothes, she =got me spuds
mckenize, the stuff animal,
and she let me have the live
animal. spuds Mckenize, it
looked just like him and she
loves me.
Jason Tidwell

lor

My mother is special
because She will let me go
and get the mail. And Lets me
stay up Later than .my •
brother. And she will let me
go to the skate rink with my
friend. She will let me
my dad across town on bike.
And she will let me go and
play baseball will my best
friend. And She love me.
Craig Coles

My mother is special
because she helps nTeihe is
nice and she loves me. She is
going to the hospital in ten

Reagan signs student services measure
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan has signed a
multibillion-dollar education
measure expanding services to
students.
In a signing ceremony on Thursday, Reagan said the measure
"reauthorizes and improves a
wide variety of federal programs
at the elementiry and secondary
school level."
More than half of the $8.3 bllhioir

authorized in the bill will go to
disadvantaged children at risk of
failing.
It contains new programs to prevent.dropouts and help high school
students with weak skills, and
greatly expands drug abuse
educttion and magnet schools.
.New money also was earmarked
for math, science and foreignlanguage programs.

HILLIARD LYONS
Stock Market

Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
-3.98
Goodyear
Previous Close
2032.33
I.B.M.
Air Products
48% +/
1
4
Ingersoll Band
A.T.C.-Class A
24/
1
4B 24%A
derrico
AT&T
.. 26% unc
Kmart
Briggs & Stratton
29/
1
4 -s/$
Kroger
Chrysler
. . .23 unc
JCPenney
CSX Corp
27% +1
/
4
Peneralt
Dean Foods
273/4 +1
/
2
Quaker Oats
Dollar Gen. Store
7/
1
4B 7/
1
4A
Sears
Exxon
Texaco
44% -%
Ford
47 -1
/
4
Time Inc.
G.A.F.
49% -%
U.S.Tobacce
General Motors
75% +1
/
4
Wal-Mart
GenCorp, Inc.
Wendy's
1744 .44
Goodrich
83% +%
Q.E.F. Yield
414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366

62% unc
113% +%
WA •%
141/4B. 14/
1
2A
33% +%
3314 4.1/
48 +I
59 +I
45% 44
33 4- 1/
6
49% AA

87/
1
4 -1/4
31% 44 •

.27% +1
/
4
.44.44
5.98

BETTY BOSTON
PAT GOSSUM

•

My mother is special
because she is nice if we go to
bed she will put something
under my pillow if we clean
our room Sometime she will
take me to the skating rink
she let me spend the night at
my cousins We go to the Mall
and we go shopping and Somtime we ride bikes. I Love
Her very Much!
Miranda Rogers

My mother is special
because She was born on
Christmas Day. She has lot of
diamonds and lets me wear •
them. She is the bestest mom
In the world. And she loves
me very much.
Jessica Beach

My mother is special
_beeatise She-buys me things.
She goes fishing.with me. She
lets me stay up at night till
11:00 at night. She cooks the
meals and washes The dishes.
She Takes me to The skating
rink every skate night. She
Takes me to the Zoo a lot. I
love My MoM very much.
Robert P. Arnett
-

My. mother is special

because She's always there

My mother is specil
because She Loves me very
much and she has pretty
jewelry and she takes me
place to sometimes she lets
me stay up late and we go
plates together and she takes
me to swimming lessons and
we go to Dairy Queen. I Love
My Mom.
Rosalie Autumn Miller

My mother is specil
because She loves us and she
goes to the Dairy Queen to
buy us ice cream. Sht take's
us to our grandmother's
house evey week. he let's us
buy thing that we want. She
takes us to the movies. But
sometime's she is a little
mean and that's what make's
her special. She buys me alot
of beautiful clothes. And she's
beautiful too. Her eye's
sparkle. Her hair is pretty.
Happy Mother's Day Mom! I
Love you.
Jennifer Burkeen
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weeks. She is going to have a...
baby. I hope she has a girl. I
am an only child: My mommy
takes me to the pool, and she
takes me to the skating rink.
Amber Flood

My mother is special
because she lets me stay up.
She lets us have lots of
animal. She lets me spehd a
night. She gives me money.
Toy Stockwell

ACRI) LoY
My mother is special
because She helps me when I
need it. She buys me snacks
at the store. She takes me to
Wal-Mart. She lets me ride
my bike with my friend. She
lets my friends come over,
And I love her very much!
Marcie Williams -
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"Mom should
never
be forgotten.

/

Give her
her favorite
cologne.
Choose from:
•Ciara *Chloe
*Ralph Lauren
`Gloria Vanderbilt •Estee_ and More!

Rtyliat8tatvuoecvndifdo
"Remember Mom With Pictures."
Kodak Cameras & Film
Photo Albums

Pier I Bridal Registry.
'Murray

Jennifer Simpson
bride-elect of

Mike Young
has made her gift selections from our
tfridal registry.
Jennifer & Mike will be married
May 2Ist, 1988

Bel-Afr Centtr
Murray

s Only

Neighborhood Pharmacy'

Charlie's Discount
=Pharmacy i's;
11
Glendale at Whittle!!

753 41 75

ir_uir$
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ICont'd from page 1)
hey place bets.
Men who gamble outnumbered
women gamblers 56 percent to 42
percent.
_Among those who bet on sporting events, 11 percent said they
had placed wagers through.
bookmakers. State law does not
prohibit placing bets, but bookies --„ who take wagers commit'a crime.
The- poll indicated that illegal
gambling is most prevalent in the
state's urban counties. Among
residents of urban areas who bet
on sporting events,21 percent said
they had done so in the past year
through a bookie. In contrast. only

5 percent of the bettors in rural adult Kentuckians by telephone.
The poll has a margin of error of
areas said they used a bookie.
Lt. Howard Tingle of the 3.5 percentage points. In theory
Louisville police intelligence unit this means that in 19 of 20 cases,
said he suspects an even higher the poll results would differ by no
percentage actually bet through - more than 3.5 points above or
bookies in the Louisville area.
below the results that would have
"If they're talking about sports, been obtained if all Kentucky
,where, else would you bet?" he adults with telephones had been
asked.
- -interviewed.
Of the total respondents, 365 said
Louisville, he said, is "a gambling community, what with a they bet either often or occasionalworldwide-known race track being ly and were asked the additional
here and the Kentucky Derby be- questions about their gambling.
ing what it is."
The margin of error for this group
Three-fifths of all sports is 5.1 percentage points.
gamblers said they had placed
The Bluegrass State Poll asked
bets with friends.
the following:
The newspaper conducted the
-Would you say that you bet
poll March 24-29, interviewing 767 money often,
or bet occasionally
or do you never bet at all?
-Those who said they bet often
or occasionally were asked: In the
past 12 months, have you bet
money on lottery tickets? On
bingo? Playing poker with
friends? On casino games in
Atlantic City, Las Vegas or
elsewhere? On paper pulltabs?
And on which of these sports
Business, education and medicine are represented by the 1988 Distinguished Altunnus Award recipients
events did you make any bets in
at
the past 12 months? On horse racMurray State t'niversity. Shown displaying their awards with Murray State President Kai& M. Stroup,
right.
are, from left: Dr. Doug Harris, Miami, Fla., 1961, vice president and secretary of Knight-Ridder
ing? On pro football or other proInc.;
Wanda Bigham, Davenport, Iowa, 1956, president of Marycrest College; and Dr. Frank Miller of Little Dr.
fessional sports events? On colRock.
Ark., 1958, chairman of and professor in the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology at the
lege games? On high school
Inlyersity of
Arkansas
.
The
awards were presented at the MSU alumni banquet this weekend.
games?

The national touring production of Rodgers and Hammerstein's
magnificent "The King and I" comes to the Lovett Auditorium on the
Murray State campus, Thursday, May 3, at 8 p.m. as the Murray Civic
Music Association's final offering for the season. Picutured here, Anna
(Anneliza Wolf) looks on patiently while in the middle of the night the in-,. quistive King of Siam (David Truskinotf) lectures her on the Bible.
-

A to presen
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'

A
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Murray Civic Music Association
will present the national touring
4, production of "The King and I" on
Thursday, May 5, as its final offer:ing of the 1987-88 season, at 8 p.m.
in Lovett Auditorium on the Murray State campus.
The show will be presented by
.the same company that brought
-ell-received "Brigadoon" to
Murray last season.
"The King and I" is first-rate
entertainment that has everything
needed for a marvelous evening;
beautiful sets and costumes, a
fascinating stofy, -breathtaking
music. an unforgettable ballet,
and some of the most charming
children ever to set foot on a stage.
One of the most popular
musicals in American stage
. history. "The King and I" tells the
• story of an English governess who
travels to Siam to serve as tutor to
:the many wives and children of the
king. The tutor's most interested
pupil turns out to be the king
himself, who learns to govern in
more enlightened ways. Audiences continue to be fascinated
by the clash between the fiercely
majestic monarch and the in-

dependent foreign wom
—aii he
employs.
Written by the legendary team
of Rodgers and Hammerstein, this
Broadway triumph is an exotic excursion into the rich splendors of
the Far East. In the traditicn of
"Oklahoma," Carousel," "South
Pacific," "The Sound of Music,"
-and other Rodgers and Hammerstein classics, "The King and I" is
a show of outstanding quality that
the entire family will enjoy.
The romantic and timeless
songs in "The King and I" rank
among Rodgers and Hammerstein's best. This score includes
such familiar tunes as, "Hello,
Young Lovers," Shall We
Dance?," "Getting to Know You,"
"Whistle a Happy Tune,"
"Something Wonderful," "I Have
Dreamed," and many more.
Partial funding for this season's
performances is through a grant
from the Kentucky Arts Council,
assisted by the National Endowment for the Arts.
Murray State students may attend by presentation of their current ID cards. Ramps for access
by the handicapped are available
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iearance Sale
System 3 27" Diagonal
Model SD2719P with
Remote Control SC2800
ciassic design with squared screen and
sharp picture image MIS stereo sound
Richly grained pecan finish and morel

-All those who said they bet in
the past 12 months were asked: In
the past 12 months, about how
!Imo money have you vent on all
types of betting or gambling that
you have done? Would it be under
$50, between $50 and $100. between
$100 and $500, between $500 and
$1,000, or more than $1,000?
-Overall, did you win money or
lose money on your betting in the
past 12 months"

Rating...
(Cont'd from page 1)
rated for each level of care offered
following the annual inspections
by the cabinet's Division of Licensing and Regulation.
Woodrow Dunn, Licensing and
Regulation director, said. "Kentucky's nursing home reform law
established the rating system for
individual levels of care, so the
public could get an idea of the
quality of service provided by a
facility."
An "linrated" status indicates
that the service is in compliance
with the minimum standards. A
"Conditional" rating means that
deficiencies have been found
which must be corrected before
that level of care will be in
compliance.
Dunn said, "It is important for
people to realize that each level of
care is rated individually.
Facilities offering more than one
level of residential care have
separate ratings for each unit."
Kentucky licenses: personal, intermediate, nursing home, skilled
nursing and intermediate caremental retardation developmentally disabled levels of
care.
A facility level of care earning a
"Superior" rating is in compliance with the minimum standards for licensing and has exceeded those standards in at least
six of the 11 areas inspected.
Those 11 areas are: administration, drugs and biologicals,
dietary and nutrition services, life
safety code, nursing services,
physical environment, physical
and restorative therapy, social
services and activities, medical
services, patients' rights and
record keeping. •

Patsy R. Dyer, second from left, was the guest of honor at a retirement dinner April 29.
She
three of the four presidents whom she served as executive secretary in the 30 years since she is shown with
$4
Dr. Ralph H. Woods in 1958. With her are,from left: Dr. Constantine W. Curris, Dr. Harry M.hired by the
Sparks and
. Kids M. Stroup. Dyer has also been secretary to the board of regents for 30 years. She was the
secretary
for Woods from 1958 to 1968. for Sparks from 1968 to 1913, for Curris from 1913 to 1983, and for
Stroup from 19)(3
to present. Dyer is a Murray native and a 1957 graduate of Murray State.

Special recognition

The 72nd Annual Scouter Appreciation Banquet of the Four Rivers Council of the Boy Scouts of America was
held Saturday evening at the Kentucky Dam Village State Resort Park Activities Center in Gilbertsville. Dur
ing the awards portion of the program four Calloway Countians were honored by having campsites at the Roy
C. Manchester Boy Scout camp named for them. Those receiving the recognition were Max Hurt. 0.8. Boone,
Ed Chrisman and Maj. Bob Waters. Pictured above Ed Chrisman and members of the O.B. Boone family :ire
shown with their plaques. They are, from left, Diana Boone Lane, Lee Ann Boone Reed,arisman, Margaret
Boone, widow of O.B. Boone, Dorothy Boone, mother of 0.8. Boone, and Brad Boone. Several other awards
were presented including the Scouter's Training Award and Scouter's Key; Quality Unit Awards; Good Turn
Awards; District Awards of Merit; Eagle Awards; Silver Beaver Awards; Veteran Awards and Koodhadge
Training. Those Scouts listed from Muray and Calloway County on the 1987-88 Class of Eagle Scouts named in
honor of Tom Northrop, Scoutmaster 5-77, Cubmaster C-57,were: Benjamin P. Bryan; Greg C. Knedler; Eric
M. Baugher; Isaac D. Schroeder; Richard I. Jobs; and William ('. Adams.

FEVIVAL

A new level ot artistry in contemporary Sty'
ing and craftsmanship MIS stereo sound
Honey Oak•color finish Glassdoor
tape shelves Swivel Base and more,

May 2 - May 6

•CRA rrs

Nursery
Provided

Tucker T.V.
753-2900

617 South 9th St.

;

•CEKAMIc
"sCUI.PTI;RE

*SEEDLINGS

•FREN(11 AND
SPANISH

•PHOTOC,RAPHY
*DRAWING

•eirr.rmEN'S

'PAINTING

Transportation Available
492-8789 or 753-7599

GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH

•F.NTERTAINME
*WEAVING

'PLANTS

Services - 7:00 p.m.

color T V purchase
through May 15. 1988

SPRING
POT-POURRI
OF ART

*HOME BAKED
ITEMS

Bro. Ron Wells — Evangelist
Pastor — Zion's Cause Baptist Church
Leland Peeler
Dwane Jones
Anita Smith
Music Director
Organist
Pianist

with any console

•

-Those who said they had bet
on sports events were asked: What
kind of bets on horse racing or
other sports events did you make
in the past 12 months? Were any of
them just bets between you and a
friend? Were any of them part of
an office pool at work?
•
-Those who said they had bet in
an office pool were asked: Did you
get into an office pool on the NCAA
college basketball tournament
that is going on now?
-All those who bet on sports
events were asked: Were any of
your horse racing or sports bets
made through a bookmaker or
"bookie"?

Model SD2721H With
Remote Control SC2800

SET YOUR COURSE
FOR SUPER SAVINGS!
FREE Weber Deluxe 4-Piece 880 Tool Set

1914 Coldwater Rd.

2, 1988

*ANTIQUES

. ART

May 7, 1988
9:00 - 4:00

Calloway Co Public Library
Cash Prizes - Ribbons • Awards Presented At 1:00
50 Cents Per Art Entry
_ ApplicatIoñAvaIIahle At Library
ow*
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Jennifer Garland, left, of Calloway County High School was among the first place winners in the 36th annual
Future Farmers of America (FFA) Field Day at Murray State University. She won the top award in
horesemanship competition. Presenting her the trophy is Peggy Taylor, a Cadiz sophomore who is secretary
of the Agriculture Club on campus. A total of 1,006 students from 31 high schools in Kentucky, Tennessee, and
Illinois participated in the competition. The FFA Field Day is sponsored by the Department of Agriculture at
Murray State.

Teams from Calloway County High School won the nursery and horticulture events in the 36th annual Future
Farmers of America (FFA) Field Day at Murray State University recently. Shown above, from left, are
Patrick Nichols, Gina Harris, Kevin Doyle and Tommy Washer, the team which finished second in
floriculture judging and,along with,from left, rear, l'alerie Jones, Shawn Alexander, Johnnie Yarbrough and
Marla Arnett, won the horticulture judging event. Jone, Alexander, Yarbrough and Arnett also won the individual nursery judging team event and Miss Arnett was the individual nursery judging winner. Offering
congratulations is Jeff Stewart, right rear, a Clinton senior agriculture student at Murray State. A total of
1,006 students from 31 high schools in Kentucky, Tennessee and Illinois participated in the competition spon.
sored by the Department of Agriculture and Murray State.

New dryer may capturue market
A hay drying system that costs
about $10000 to build may help
Kentucky alfalfa hay producers'
gain a bigger share of the large
Central Kentucky hay-forhorses
market
The dryer, developed by Univer
sity of Kentucky agricultural
engineer Blaine Parker. is designed to use either solar heat or gas
heat to dry alfalfa that has been cut
and cured in the field for as !ale as
24 hours.
This dryer can handle 600 to 720
hales at a time Using solar power.
the bales are dned in two to five
days, depending on the weather,"
Parker said.
Richie Lowe, a Jessamine County farmer. has built one of the
dryers and has used it through twosummers
Low-said that hey dried using the
dryer has brOught from between
$120 and $160 per ton, compared
with $40 to $130 per ton for field
dried hay sold during the same
period
It costs more to dry hay

mechanically, however, than to
field dry it. Parker estimates that
on a per ton basis, using solar
energy to dry the hay, the additional cost of production is about
$15, including the extra labor required to handle the hay. Parker
thinks, however, that most hay processed using the dryer will bring a
premium due to its better color
and. possibly. better quality.
We think this dryer can make a
big difference to Kentuckians who
want to sell hay to the premium
quality market. Already two dryers
using our designs have been built
and are in use," Parker said.
The hay market is substantial.
UK agricultural economist Joe
Davis estimates that market-fOr
Kentucky hay for dairy cattle, beef
cattle and horses totals between $18
and $22 million in sales each year.
The horse market alone accounts
for between $7.5 and $9 million in
potential sales each year.
Davis bases his figures on the
assumptions that 30 percent of the
hay now being brought in from out-

The Only REAL Italian Pizza"

of-state sources and 10 percent of
the surrounding states'markets
can be taken over by Kentucky
producers.
"Right now, the market is importing hay from as far away as
California. If Kentucky producers
can tap into that market, more
Kentucky money will say home. If
Kentucky can produce a good
quality prodduct pruchasers will
buy Kentucky hay for a premium,"
Davis said.
The bale-dryer is-easy to use,
Parker said, butfarmers need to be
somewhatdiligent in their management t6 assure uniformity of the
bales going through the dryers.

MO MO OM GNP

"University of Kentucky

suggest that Kentucky bell pepper
growers could double their yields
ilweeds were controlled
"Normally four tons of peppers
per acre is good yield," said Terry
Jones. UK Extension horticulturist "We got 4.7 tons
without using herbicides in our experiments at the Robinson Substation at Quicksand "
He added. "When we used herbicide to control the weeds though.
we got nine tons per acre."
Nine tons? More than double the
state's average?
That's right. Between the labor
saved from reduced hoeing requirements and the improved
yield. Jones said "you're talking
between $400 and $600 per acre."
Unfortunately, Jones can't suggest that the state's bell pepper
growers go out right now and

begin using the herbicide he and
fellow UK horticulturist Leslie
Weston have been testing.
It's illegal right now. But it
could be legal by next year. thanks
to UK's research. At the most, it
should be no longer than two
years.
The UK researchers for three
years have been looking at various
combinations of herbicides that
save labor by reducing the need to
hoe crops and also increase yields.
Jones said the most effective was
a popular herbicide used for soybeans, but it is not now labelled as
suitable for bell peppers.
Herbicides approved for one
crop can't be used for another until extensive test have been done to
determine if there are any adverse
effects Jones said. Most chemical
companies find .it unprofitable to
do the testing necessary to get the
approval for vegetable crops,

Change in rainfall.
"First, our data

are quite
limited. We found wide variations
In rainfall patterns within a few
miles, Second, a six-year period is

much too strt for anyone to conclude such change," Wells said.
Nonetheless, the fact that rainfall during the critical recharging
period between December and
March has been short for the past
several years means that farmers
aren't imagining problems when
they say their ponds are low.
The answer to the puzzle is that
distribution of rainfall during the
year has been different, the.,
agronomist said.
"If this trend continues. Kentucky can look forward to more intepse effects of dry soil on en.
vironmental conditions, particularly in early spring and summer." Wells said.
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Winter rainfall in state has dropped
Although the average yearly
rainfall in some parts of Kentucky
has been greater during the past
six years than earlier, the winter
rainfall, critical to the recharging
of ground water, actually has
declined
"Rainfall during the Decemberto-March period for each year
from 1981 to 1986 decreased in
Princeton, Bowling Green
LouisVilliT-Lexington and Quicksand," said University of Ken.
luckyCooperative Extension
agronomist Ken Wells.
Wells and his colleagues, R.E
Phillips and Harold Rice, found
that the December-to-March rainfall from each of the five locations
studied varied from 2.3 inches
under the previous 20-year
average at Princeton to 5.7 inches
below at Lexington airport.
Wells cautioned that it would be
wrong to interpret such limited
data as indicative of a long-term

II
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Parker and other agricultural
engineers are working with
agronimizts at University of Kentucky to gain better a understanding of hay drying. He has design
plans available for the dryer and he
hopes thatkinore Kentucky farmers
will build dryers so that he can gain
more experience about its performance and improve it.

because of the limited acreage
planted in particular vegetables
suchas bell peppers.
That's why universities such as
UK usually do the necessary
research to make sure the herbicides have no harmful effects.
Until that research is completed. vegetables grown in the experiments can't be used.
"I had the largest, prettiest bell
peppers last year that I've ever
seen" Jones said. "It broke myheart, but I just had to throw them
away."
Jones' work is not over when the
herbicide gets labelled for bell
peppers. He plans to do the same
things with cole crops such as cabbap'. cauliflower and broccoli. He
also plans to test cucumbers,
which grow particularly well in
Kentucky river bottoms.
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Weeds harmful to bell peppers
research on vegetable herbicides
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Jordan's weak-kneed effort good
for 55 points in 106-101 Bulls win
By BILL BARNARD
AP Basketball Writer
The second game of the Cleveland-Chicago playoff
series was supposed to .determine the health of
Michael Jordan's-twisted knee and Ron Harpers
sore ankle. Jordan's knee was a big winner.
Jordan, who twisted his right knee in the Bulls'
first-game victory over the Cavaliers, followed his
50-point performance in the opener with 55 more Sunday, leading Chicago to a 106-101 win and a 2-0 lead in
the best-of-5 series.
"It's still stiff and it felt a little weak in the first
half. but I tried not to think about it," said Jordan,
the first player- to score 50 or more points in consecutive playoff games. "After the first half, I think I
succeeded. I don't feel any pain."
Harper, who missed the first game with a sprained
ankle, scored 10 points Sunday and was 4-for-15 from
the field. including a crucial miss in the final minute
after a jumper by Jordan put Chicago ahead 102-101.
"I missed too many shots and in the end, when we
had a chance. I just didn't get the job done," Harper
said. "Michael Jordan had nothing to do with it."
In other games Sunday, Boston beat New York

128-102; Seattle crushed Denver 111-91: Atlanta
defeated Milwaukee 164-97; and the Los Angeles
Lakers bombed Sari Antonio 130-112. The Celtics,
Hawks and Lakers lead 2-0, while the SuperSonics
and Nuggts are tied 1-1.
On Saturday, Houston tied its series with Dallas by
beating the Mavericks 119-108, Utah also evened its
series against Portland with a 114-105 victory and
Detroit took a 2-0 lead over Washington by beating
the Bullets 102-101 on Isiah Thomas'off-balance bank
shot with nine seconds left.
In tonight's only game, Detroit can win its firstrouncrseries with a victory at Washington. On Tuesday, it's Chicago at Cleveland, Los Angeles at San
Antonio. Dallas at Houston and Denver at Seattle.
Jordan also tied a playoff record — held by Wilt
Chamberlain and John Havlicek — with 24 field goals
in a game.
After Jordan's shot from
corner with exactly a
minute left gave the Bulls the Ad for good. he added
two free throws with 14 seconds left to make it
104-101.
Larry Nance led Cleveland with 27 points.

Shoulder stiffness stifles Tudor's
bid for no-hitter after six innings
By The Associated Press

The no-hit-decision was no problem for John Tudor.
Tudor, WhO spent the first three
weeks of the season on the disabled list, pitched six no-hit innings
'against Los Angeles Sunday but
left in the top of the seventh for
pinch-hitter Tom Pagnozzi.
The game was decided early
when the Cardinals scored six
runs in the first inning off Tim
Leary and went on to a 9-0 victory.
"I asked him if he wanted to
stay in, but he said his shoulder
was stiffening," Manager Whitey
Herzog-said of his ace left-hander.
"I told him he had a no-hitter and
he said it didn't matter."
Reliever Scott Terry allowed a
single to the first batter he faced,
Kirk Gibson in the seventh. Terry

did not allow another hit the rest of
the way and got his first save.
The Cardinals had placed a
55-pitch limit on Tudor in his first
start of the season against San
Diego on April 26. He pitched six
scoreless innings against the
Padres in a game the Cards lost
1-0. In 12 innings, he has allowed
no runs and four hits.
On Sunday. the Cards had a
75-pitch limit on Tudor who had
already thrown 68.
"I didn't want to press it or push
it. If it was a 2-0 game I might
have gone seven innings. but in
any case I wasn't going on," Tudor
said. "If I had four or five starts
under my belt it would have been
different."
Bob Horner, Tom Brunansky

and Luis Alicea each had runscoring singles in the first while
Tony Pena's forceout brought
home another run. Vince Coleman
added a two-run single off reliever
Brain Holton.
Elsewhere in the National
League it was New York 11, Cincinnati 0; Montreal 7, Houston 3 in
14 innings; Atlanta 9, Philadelphia
5; Pittsburgh 4, San Diego 2: and
-San Francisco 7, Chicago 6.
In the American League, Minnesota defeated Boston 2-0,
Chicago beat Baltimore 7-3.
Oakland beat Cleveland 8,4,
Toronto defeated California 6-4,
Texas downed New York 5-1,
Detroit beat Seattle 3-2 and
Milwaukee defeated Kansas City
10-6.

In celebration of our

60th Anniversary
for a limited time, Ford Motor Company is offering factory rebates and special financing to qualified buyers
with approved credit on Escort, Taurus and Aerostar
only at Parker Ford.

Murray State head football coach Mike Mahoney (left) and former All-OVC lineman Bob Burton pose with
the video equipment paid for with Burton's $3,000 donation.
Staff phoebe)(la) metier

Keeping in touch
After earning All-OVC honors as a player,
Burton still does his part for MSU football
Several years ago. Bob Burton put his body on the line for
the good of Murray State football Now he's putting his
money to work for the Racers.
Burton. now president of ABC
Publishing Company, played
offensive tackle for the Racers
before his graduation in 1962
and threw enough bone crushing blocks to earn AllOhio Valley Conference honors.
Friday night, Burton was
back in Murray to coach the
Blue Team in the annual Need
Line Blue-Gold Football Game
which benefits Need Line of
Murray. one of the area's more
deserving social services
organizations which -benefits
the less-fortunate of Murray
and Calloway County.
Although Burton's squad
dropped a 27-7 decision, his
latest contribution to the program will be felt for years to
Come.
Burton donated $3,000 to the
football squad for the purchase
of new video equipment.
Head coach Mike Mahoney
and Burton were looking over
the latest instrument the
Racers have to keep up in the
high-tech sport of college football before Friday night's kickoff.
The Vidimagic that MSC purchased will enable the Racer

coaching staff to show practice
and game footage on the wall.
rather than have the entire
team huddled around a television screen. It's light-weight
cam-corder also makes the actual recording a great deal
easier, less complicated and
not nearly as tiresome
The donation is one of many
for Burton who lost contact
with the university after
graduation, but got back in
touch some 20 years later in
1984. Burton spent time with
IBM and CBS before reaching
his current position in New
York, but the years away
haven't severed Burton's ties
with the area.
Since his return. Burton has
had a strong -association with
MSU 's business school and is a
member of the Board of
Trustees at the National Boy
Scout Museum on the Murray
campus
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Calloway says UK recruit inquired about pay
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API —
University of Kentucky basketball
recruit Shawn Kemp was more
persistent when he visited Indiana
University last fall than another
UK recruit, Chris Mills, about asking whether IU players were paid,
former IU player Rick Calloway
says.
"Kemp didn't really say
anything specifically about money
or a car," Calloway said Sunday in
a telephone interview with The
Courier-Journal "He just wanted
stuff. He kept saying: 'You all
don't get nothing? I know you're

Ford Aerostar
500 Rebate - Escort
500 Rebate - Aerostar
'750 Rebate - Taurus
Special Financing and Rebate offer good May 1st - May 10th

He's also established and
heads the New York Chapter of
Murray State Alumni, now two
years old. Mahoney spoke to
the group this year "
For Burton, the reunion with
MSU was a two-way street He
finds that Murray State
graduates fit in well with his
company,supplying six of them
with jobs in recent years
"Like many graduate*, I lost
touch with the university for 20
years I came back in 1984 ( to
be honored as a distinguished
alumnus( and realized how nice
it was here." Burton said
"I really realize the values of
schools like the ones in the OVC
and how important these
schools are compared to Ivy.
League schools," he added.
-We have a lot of people out of
Ivy League schools who do very
well, but for the most part,
we've been able to have comparable success with schools
such as Murray State."
An avid sports fan. Burton
enjoys New York Giants and
Jets games He also finds time
to take in a few Mets and
Yankees affairs and has tickets
to the Boston Celtic-New York
Knicks playoff games scheduled for Madison Square Garden
There is little doubt,
however, that Burton's true
(Cont'd on page 11)
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lying.' ... He was looking for a replied, "Thousands
handout."
The NCAA is investigating
Calloway was Kemp's student allegations that a package sent by
host during the recruit's official Kentucky assistant coach Dwane
visit to Indiana.
Casey to Mills' father. Claud, conNeither Kemp nor his mother, tained $1,000. The Emery
Barbara Brown, could be reached Worldwide Air Freight package
for comment Sunday at their allegedly popped open while en
home in Elkhart, Ind. Ms. Brown route to Claud Mills in Los
has previously denied that Angeles.
anything improper was offered or
Casey and the Millses have said
requested during her son's they had no knowledge of the
recruitment.
money
During his visit to Indiana last
Claud Mills denied on Saturday
fall, Mills indicated he would need that his son had asked about immoney, a car and an apartment proper gifts while visiting Indiana
when he attended college, the Lex"I don't believe that; that's not
ington Herald-Leader reported true," the elder Mills said "Chris
Sunday in a copyright story.
Is not that kind of person. And
The newspaper quoted Indiana
whoever said that, that's a lie
player-escort Mark Robinson as
because I think they're just angry
saying on Saturday that Mills
because Chris didn't go" to
said: "I have to have money; I
Indiana.
have to have a car; I have to live
"If you write it. I'm going to call
In my own place."
(Indiana coach) Bobby Knight
Robinson said when Mills was
because I know damn well that
asked how much he needed, he (('ont'd on page 11)
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Best offense is a consistent defense,
McCallon says after Lakers win three
Staff Report

Despite scoring 37 runs in three weekend victories, Calloway County
baseball coach Randy McCallon says the Lakers' key to success lies in
,their gloves, not their bats.
"That's going to be the key," McCallon said after the Lakers raised
their record to 12-6 with a 14-4 Friday win over Graves County and 10-2
_;...and 13-4 wins over Hopkinsville Saturday.
We are hitting the ball a little better now and we're running the bases
better," McCallon said. "Our pitching has been good all year, but the errors are what have been killing us all year."
McCallon added the Lakers have made a mental turnaround as well.
"We came back from the Murray loss and we were as flat as we could be
Thursday in a win over Heath)," McCallon said. "Heath was a lot more
enthusiastic than we were; that was probably the one game all year we
really didn't deserve to win."
McCallon made sure that attitude changed by Friday. "It's more of a
team effort," he said. "We're starting to pull together as a team. People
are doing things from a team standpoint rather than as an individual,
and that's always good for a coach to see. As long as we keep doing that,
we can go a long way."
The Lakers have been beset with injuries, McCallon noted, but added
that has given younger players opportunities to prove themselves Patrick Orr and Travis Turner did Friday.
Orr went 4-for-4 including a crucial two-run triple in Calloway's sixrun fifth inning that clinched the Laker win, while Turner had lir) RBIs
and two hits, including a double. Pookie Jones had two doubleand Corey Wells added another in support of Greg Lassiter, who improved his
personal.record to 2-2.
In Saturday's first game, Alan Bazzell scattered seven hits while
chalking up nine strikeouts against Hopkinsville, while Laker bats
erupted for six runs in the fourth to break a 2-2 tie.
Wells slugged a two-run home run and doubled for Calloway, while
Bazzell helped his own cause with a double while improving his record to
1-1
In the nightcap. Hopkinsville used a two-run first inning to enjoy a
brief lead, but Calloway came back with five runs in their opening frame
to move out to the 13-4 final::
Trent Campbell won his fourth game of the year while Pookie Jones
was 3-for-4, including a double and a three-run home run in the fifth inning Scott Adams added a three-run blast for Calloway in the third
Inning
The Lakers take on the state's 8th-ranked Paducah Tilghman Blue
Tornado this afternoon in Paducah
TRACK
Next time, Calloway County track coach Stephanie Wyatt wants the
discus sent the same way Cynthia Garland sends it - air mail
Garland flung her new discus for a new school and meet record Friday
night in the Marshall County Twilight Track and Field Relays, helping
the Lady Lakers Claim the discus competition in the meet and pull into a
fifth-place finish in the 16-team field.
Murray High, meanwhile took four girls in four events and played
eighth in the field. Cape Central iCape Girardeau. Mo. won the girls'
portion of the meet with 64 points to Daviess County's 55. Calloway was
fifth with 37 points and Murray eighth with 16.
Wyatt reported that the Lady Lakers had been waiting somewhat patiently for their new discus to arrive - which it did on Friday. "So she
didn't have time to practice with it at all. Wyatt said of Garland. "But!
know it helped her"
Garland "delivered" the discus to a location 106 feet. four inches away
from the ring, surpassing the old school record by almost three feet.
Missy nicker then added to Garland's throw with a toss of 85 feet, five
Inches. giving the Lady Lakers a relay total of 191-9, shattering the old
meet record of 186-1.
Competition is held in. two-member teams in field events and four.
member teams on the track - - Calloway also posted three second-place finishes, with Garland and
Betsy Herndon placing second in the shotput event and Erica Muskgrow
and Regina Hicks taking second in the longiump.
The team of Hicks, Garland, Sara Thompson and Muskgrow was second in the 800-meter sprint relay. and Pam Bucy, Catherine Faughn,

Jana Wilson and Amy Ferguson were fourth in the distance medley
relay.
Bucy, Faughn, Ferguson and Wilson were sixth in the 3200-meter
relay, and Thompson, Hicks, Michelle Stubblefield and Muskgrow were
sixth in the 800-meter relay.
Murray High's Julie Bazzell, Ann Greenfield, Yolanda Greenfield and
Jennifer Parker competed in long jump, high jump, 400-meter and
800-meter relay events.
Murray coach Jim Harrell noted the Lady Tigers improved their relay
time in the 800-meter relay, but were bumped during an exchange in the
400-meter event.
"We did all right for what we wanted to do," Harrell said, noting he
wanted the chance to see his relay team compete against top-notch
competition.
Murray High hosts Reiclland and St. Mary in track action Tuesday
while Calloway County hosts Union County, Ballard Memorial and Marshall County Tuesday afternoon.
Calloway's one-man pole vault show didn't play well in Friday's Marshall County Twilight Relays. Calloway finished seventh in the 16-team
field and won the long jump event, but coach Bill Miller knows the pole
vault could have been Calloway's as well.
Laker vaulter Mark Henderson cleared 12-6 to tie for the individual
lead in the event, but Calloway had no other vaulters present. Cape Central won the vault with a two-man leap of 21-6, with Miller noting a vault
of only nine feet would have put the Lakers in a tie for first.
Henderson alone finished in a tie for fourth.
The two-man team of Fred Jones and Michael Boyd combined for 43-3
374 to win that event, with Jones posting a lunge of 20-11.
Calloway's Darrin McCuiston and Mike Ruccio were second in the
high jump and the team of Randy Swift, James Barrett, Will Gentry and
Nathan Maxlow was second in the 400-meter hurdles.
Maxlow, Genry, Jason Adams and Ruccio placed fifth in the varsity
mile relay, with Adams running back-to-back in the freshman mile relay
along with Barrett, Swift and Aaron Dugger for a sixth-place finish.
Barrett and Boyd finished sixth in the shotput.
JR. HIGH TRACK
Calloway County gained a fourth and two fifths out of four divisions of
competition in the Jackson (Mo.) Junior High Invitational Satuday.
Judging the quality of the competition, CCHS coach Bill Miller noted
that eighth-grader James Barrett set a school record in the 400-meter
dash with a time of 57.5 - and finished fifth.
Calloway's girls were fourth in the 13-team field and the 9th boys and
8th boys each finished in fifth place, with the 7th grade boys finishing
last.
Girls' results included second place in low hurdles for Michelle Adcock
and mile for Darra Mitchell, fourth in high jump and fifth in discus for
Christy Lambert, fith in 800 for Mitchell, fifth in shot for Tonya Hughes
and sixth in 200-meter dash for Wendy Stevens.
in 9th grade boys, Michael Boyd was second in the shotput and long
jump, Teddy Delaney was third in the discus, Randy Swift was sixth in
the 300 low hurdles and Jason Adams was sixth in the 400-meter dash.
Barrett was fifth in the 400 and first in the low hurdles for the eighth
grade boys, C.Alloway's only victory of the day, while Tony Clinton was
fourth in the mile and sixth in the pole vault.
In seventh grade competition, Gary Taylor was fourth in the 100 and
200 meter events and the 400-meter relay team of Taylor, Brook Underwood, Michael Stubblefield, and Jason Murphy.
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10
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Saturday's Games
Boston 8 Minnesota 3
California 6 Toronto 1
Oakland 11. Cleveland 3
Milwaukee 4. Kansas City 1
Chicago 4. Baltimore 1
New York 15. Texas 3
Detroit •, Seattle 3. 12 irunngs
Sunday's Games
Minnesota 2. Boston 0
Texas 5. New York 1
Oakland 8. Cleveland 4
Detroit 3. Seattle 2
Toronto 6. California 4
Chicago 7. Baltimore 3
Milwaukee 10. Kansas City 6
Monday's Games
Texas i Guzman 3.1) at Baltipore
(McGregor 0-31, I n
Kansas City (Bannister 3-1) at Boston
(Ellsworth 1-2). in)
California (Fraser 3-0) at Cleveland
'Swindell 5-0), inl
Oakland (C.young 1-0) at Detroit (Alexander 2-2). in)
New York (John 1-0) at Chicago (Reuss
0-1). (n)
Minnesota Blyleven 1-2) at Milwaukee
(Nieves 2-2i, in)
Toronto i Flanagan 2-1) at Seattle (Trout
2-2). in)
Tuesday's Games
Oakland at Detroit
Texas at Baltimore. in)
Kansas City at Boston. (n)
California at Cleveland. ill)
New York at Chicago. In )
Minnesota at Milwaukee, (nI
Toronto at Seattle. in)

,ct- GB
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Saturday's Games
Philadelphia 7, Atlanta 5
Chicago 2, San Francisco I. 13,innuigs
New York 6, Ctncinnati 5
Houston 3. Montreal 0
St Louis 5. Los Angeles 2
Pittsburgh 5. San Diego 1
Sainday's Games
Atlanta 9. Philadelphia 5
New York 11. Cincinnati 0
Montreal 7. Houston 3. 14 innings
St Louis 9. Los Angeles 0
Pittsburgh 4. San Diego 2
San Francisco 7. Chicago 6
Monday's Gaines
Montreal (Perez 3-21 at Cincinnati iRobin•
son 1-21. in i
Atlanta (Z.Smith 1.3) at New York (Dart
mg 2-1). In)
Houston (Ryan 24) at Philadelphia
(IC Gross 1-1), In)
Pittsburgh Drabek. 3-ti at Los Angeles
(Sutton 1-2). In)
Chicago (Moyer 1-2) at San Diego 'Jones
2-11. in!
St Louis (DeLeon 1-21 at San Francisco
Dravecky 2-1). (n)
Tuesday's Games
Montreal at Cincinnati. in)
Atlanta at New York, in)
Houston at Philadelphia. in
Pittsburgh at Los Angeles. In)
Chicago at San Diego. In
St Louis at San Francisco, In)
Pittsburgh
New York
Montreal
Chicago
St Louis
Philadelphia

t-,

NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING 159 at bats)-Strawberry. New
York. .368. L.avalliere. Pittsburgh
361
Guerrero. Los Angeles. 352. Galarraga
Montreal, 337. Carter, New York, 333
RUNS-Strawberry. New York, 19
Bonilla, Pittsbprgh, 18. Clark. San Francisco. 18. Bonds. Pittsburgh, 17, GDavis
Houston, 16
RBI-GDavis. Houston. 20. Parrish,
Philadelphia, 19. Bonilla. Pittsburgh, 18,
KNernandez, New York, 18, Clark San
Francisco. 16

AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING 150 at bats i-Cotto, Seattle.
.429, ()Brien. Texas. 427, Winfield. New
York. 425. Ray, California. 424, GBell.
Toronto. 379
' RUNS-Canseco. Oakland. 24. RI-tenderson, New York 23. Winfield. New York. 23.
Mattingly, New York. 21. 4 are tied with 19
RBI-Winfield. New York, 30, Canseco,
Oakland 241. Pagliarulo, New York, 24.
Carter Cleveland, 21, Ray California, 20

PITCHING 3 decisions -Fisher. Pitt
&burgh. 3-0. 1000. 1 84. Gooden, New York
6-0, 1.000, 2.25. Hershiser. Los Angeles. 5-0
1.000, 1.56. McDowell, New York. 3-0 1 000
3 75. Scott, Houston, 4-0, 1 000, 1 60

Larry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)
739-9888

Housing
Campers will be housed in Murray State University's
modern,air-conditioned residence halls Rooms are arranged
in suites, with two rooms divided by a bathroom Four
campers will occupy each suite Meals will be provided in
nearby Winslow Cafeteria Off-campus participants must live
with parents or relatives or in housing arrangements
approved by the workshdp director

Racer Football Camp
June 19-23, 1988
Murray State University

What To Bring

Calloway says..
((bard from page 10)
Chris has not asked them people
He didn't do nothing."
Knight, after being told on Friday that the elder Mills had said
Indiana was among schools "begging" for Chris Mills to sign, said:
"If he said that, then you can
say that Mills asked our players
what they were getting when he
visited here."
Claud Mills said he would not
allow his son to be interviewed
Calloway said Mills asked the
same questions as Kemp, but not
as often. "Chris was kind of
quiet," Calloway said. "Everyone
around Kemp knows that he is
kind of flamboyant."
Calloway, a junior who is
transferring to Kansas after this
school year. said that neither
Kemp nor Mills could believe that
only a few players on Indiana's
team had cars.
"They couldn't believe Keith
(Smart) didn't have one,"
Calloway said. "They said, 'Man,

Fundamentals,the building blocks of any athletic achievement, will be emphasized, with the goal of developing each
camper as a sound offensive or defensive player The entire
Racer coaching staff will be present, utilizing years of
experience to ensure top-flkiht instruction.

you hit the shot."
Smart hit the game-winning shot
in Indiana's victory over Syracuse
in the 1987 national championship
game.
,
Robinson said Mills cited improper offers he had heard of
while making official visits to
other schools. But Robinson said
he couldn't name the schools.
Mills visited Indiana, UCLA and
Syracuse before visiting Kentucky
and Nevada-Las Vegas.
Indiana assistant coach Dan
Dakich said Robinson told him and
Knight about the conversation
with Mills soon after his visit.
Calloway said Kemp did not
discuss whether any schools had
made offers to him during the
recruiting process.
"His main question just was:
'Do you get things" Do they kick
you all out (give you kickbacks;,"
Calloway said. "I told him, 'Naw,
cuz, a week after we won the national championship it was just
like a regular day."

The camp provides a group accident insurance policy
which covers all participants Parents should be certain
each camper has received a physical check-up from his
family physician If a camper has any allergies or other
physical difficulties, please indicate these on the application
form so the information can be made available to the camp
physician

Campers will be divided into age groups 8-12 and 13senior, permitting specialized instruction 10 each group's
mental and physical abilities Each group will receive
passing, receiving,
instruction in all areas of the game
centering, offensive line play, defensive backfield play,
linebacker play, tackling, and running Team drills will
emphasize strategy and special team situations Training
and conditioning will include weight training for special skills
and strengths and drills designed to produce successful
players

Model Day at Racer Camp
700am
7 30 am.
8 15 a m
830 a m.
9-00 a m.
915 am.

Who May Attend
This year's Racer Football Camp will feature one session.
June 19-23 This session will be for boys age eight through
high school seniors High school graduates are not eligible
to attend the camp

Awards will be presented for outstanding achievement
during the Racer Football Camp, with awards given to each
age group The awards ceremony will be held Thursday.
June 23 at 1 00 p m An 8x11) group color photograph is
included for all campers

330 p m - Physical Fitness Tests
4.00 p m. - Weight Program
4:45 p.m. - Dinner
600 pm. - Softball. Super Stars competition.
volleyball. etc
800 pm. - 1-bighlite Films
900 p m. -Dorms
9.30 p m. -Pizza
10 30 p m - Lights Out

Additional Information
For more information on MSU's Racer Football Camp.call
(502) 762-2716, or write Community Education Program,
Sparks Hall, Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071
Group Rates Contact Racer Football Office, Al Starnes.(502)
762-6181 for special rates with groups of ten or more

Racer Football Registration Form (Copy 10r achtlional regoattabons)
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-813000 Day Camper Fee
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Adult S
E•pinience Beginner

IN OVERALL
CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION
1988811987

- Wake Up
- Breakfast
- Day's Itinerary (In Ready Room)
- Offensive & Defensive Game Films

- Touch Footall Games
- Specialties (All phases of special
teams Punting Game Place
Kicking, Snapping, Returns)
10:00 a m - Practice (Offense)
(Defense)
12:00 Noon - Lunch
- 1 30 pm - Practice (Defense)
10flensel

Awards and Photographs

spring practice because of problems in the classroom and must
make a drastic change in that
situation to have a spot on the
team in the fall.
Burton likes Mahoney's emphasis on academics.
"You really need to build your
program around the complete
student-athlete rather than just
the athlete," Burton said.
And when he sees someone doing that for a team he played on
some 25 years ago, he still doesn't
mind contributing.

Insurance

Type of Instruction

Keeping in touch...
(Cont'd from page 10)
love remains in football. He has
fond memories of Blue-Gold contests when he played. Then the
game presented more of a chance
for a player to earn a spot on the
team. It could make or break his
future.
Now the game is competitive,
but not from a survival standpoint.
Mahoney says he already has a
good idea of how his players stack
up.
He also knows: that not all of
them will be back. Standout running back Rodney Payne missed

Each camper should bring the -following football shoes.
gym shoes (for use on artificial turf), football helmet, shorts.
athletic supporters,socks.shirts(any variety desired), pillow,
pillow case, single bed sheet.. and a blanket Each camper
will be given a T-shirt at the opening of camp

Purpose

•

MAIL TO Community Education Program.Conferences and Workshops.308 Sparks Hall. Murray Stale
University. Murray NT 42071

5"Parievro5m •••••,11 Synlakore
G.1,
0
,

•
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MONDAY. MAY 2, 1988

CLASSIFIEDS
Legal
'
CO5LMON WEALTH
OF KENTUCKY
TRANSPORTATION
CABINET
DEPARTMENT OF
HIGHWAYS
NOTICE TO
CONTRACTORS

1

Legal

INVITATION
TO BID
THE CITY OF MURRAY
WILL ACCEPT QUeVATIONS ON CHEMICALS TO
BE USED BY THE MURRAY
PUBLIC
WORItS
UTILITIES . WATER 8
WASTEWATER
BULK SODIUM HYDROXIDE (CAUSTIC- SODA LIQUID) 50% • CHLORIN'
CYLINDERS, •SPECiFICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE AT
THE CITY CLERK'S OFFICE
SOUTH 5TH 8 POPLAR
STREETS, MURRAY, KENTUCKY. QUOTATIONS
ARE TO BE DELIVERED TO
THE CITY CLERK'S OFFICE
NO LATER THAN 4 P.M.
WEDNESDAY MAY 18,
1988. THE CITY OF mUR.
RAY RESERVES THE RIGHT
TO ACCEPT THE LOWEST
OR BEST QUOTATION OR
TO REJECT ANY OR ALL
QUOTATIONS
SUB.
miTTED.

Sealed bids will be
9IvISION.,
received by the
Department
of
Highways in the
Auditorium located on
the
1st
Floor
of
the
State
Office
Building,
Frankfort, Kentucky,
until 10:00 A.M..
EASTERN
DAYLIGHT TIME on
the 13th day of May.
1988, at which time
bids will be. publicly
opened and read for
the improvement of:
CALLOWAY COUNTY, SSP 018 0121
014-020: The Murray Farmington -Mayfield
Road (KY 121) from
US 641(MP 14.590) extending to KY 299(MP
19.380), a distance of 2 .Notice
4.790
miles.
Bituminous Surface.
Restaurant
CALLOWAY COUNTY, SSP 0I8 0783
000-006: The Wiswell-

Crossland Road (KY
7831 from KY 893(MP
0.000)extending to KY
94 west(MP 5.743), a
distance of 5.743 miles.
Bituminous Surface.
Bid proposals for all
projects will be
available until 9:00
A.M.,- EASTERN
DAYLIGHT TIME,
FRIDAY, May 13, 1988
at the Division of Contract Procurement.
Bid proposals for all
projects will be
available at a cost of
$8 each and remit-tance payable to the
State Treasurer .of
Kentucky must accompany requests for
proposals (NONREFUNDABLE ).
BID PROPOSALS
ARE ISSUED ONLY
TO PREQUALIFIED
CONTRACTORS.
Specimen proposals
for all projects will be
available to all interested parties at a
cost of $8 each(NONRE F U N DA BLE ).
Specimen proposals
cannot be used for
bidding.

Management
Great opportunity growing at Captain D's. Captain D's, a division of S.P.
Foods, Inc., is now accepting applications for
all management positions.
We desire previous
restaurant experience,
aggressive, hardworking
individuals, careeroriented people.
We offer competitive
starting salaries; excellent bonus prciacam,
major medical insurance,
advancement opportunities. If you have o
record of success in your
current management
position and would like
to start a new career with
Captain D's, please call:
1.912-4524039,
or woad resume to
Leers CenweIngs
3784 Susses Dr.
Milledgeville, GA
31061

TRANSFER your 8MM
home movies to video
tape. $3.50 per 50 ft
reel, tape included.
Also, slides, negatives
and photographs. Free
pick-up and deliveky.
Call Donna Darnell,
Video Production
Specialties 759-9246.

HEY, REP BARON!5URPRI5
.
9
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!

2.Notice

Mitrray Ledger & Times

'HAZEL AUTO
PARTS &
WHITE picwiER
EQUIPMENT,
INC.

2

Notice

6. Help Wanted

6. Help Wanted

t450 PER 100 paid

weekly. Easy assembly
work at home making
small decorative
pillows. Full or part
(formerly
time. We supply all
Jackson Auto Parts)
pre cut materials and
pay shipping. Free Info
Send a stamped, , self
addressed envelope to
Coast Enterprises,
Dept. 102, -Biltmore St.,
Authorized Briggs
PSL,- "FL 34984 or call
& Stratton Dealer
407 335 0456.
White Lawn &
ADVERTISING
Garden Equipment
SALES
For a
North end,of old
nationally known firm.
L.Jmber Co Hazel Ky
Previous sales ex,
perience a plus and
Repair, Pick-Up &
GLASS Repair & 'Re
print or creative adver
Delivery
placement work for
tising background
homes, autos and
Phone
helpful. Send full in
businesses, window
formation to: Denny,
498.8191
glass, plate glass, in
P.O. Box 668, Madison,
sulated glass, tempered T HE Gold
vine, KY 42431.
Nugget,
Safety - glass, mirrors, south side
COUNSELOR,
of
glass table tops, storm Mayfield, Ky. square,
Childcare Position
247-6762.
windows and storm Diamonds,
available for person
black hills 5. Lost and Found
doors repaired, patio gold, 14kt. gold
over 21 years of age to
chainsdoor glass and store "We sell
LOSf Black, brown work in a male group
fronts. M&G Complete guaranteefor less!" "We and white male Bassett home. Must be able to
it." Jimmy
Glass, Dixieland Cen
Hound named "Beau," live in the facility 5 days
Thompson Jeweler. "
ter, 753 0180.
2 years old. Lost in at a time. Experience or
vicinity of East Green college degree re
CANCER
Plains Church Rd. Call quired. Salary plus
INSURANCE
492-8878 or 753 5018
benefits. Send resume
Introduces
Reward.
to. Director.. 3820
No Age limit to apply.
Bradshaw, Hopkin
If your present policy
6. Help Wanted
sville, KY 42240
By Jeri West
is over 5 years old, it
may not cover some ,'EXPER I ENCE
(French or Pain)
Automotive F & I WELDER General of
the
newer
Manager for local Maintenance
Manicures. Sculptured
treatments such as
automobile dealer. Ex
Mechanic: High School
Nails. Silks. Slant and
chemotherapy. For
cellent income potential graduate or equivalent
free information call
qand Massage
commensurate with required. Must have
Jerry McConnell ability and experience. four (4) years of ex
For Information
Call for, appointment, perience in all phases of
Insurance
Cr Consultation
753-2682 Wednesday, fabrication and welding
753-4199
May 4 between 8 9A.M. including electric, gas.
Call 759-4976
-free local Heim service"
Needed kill-time
and ask for Tom Soals.
heliarc, TIG, etc ; .
,HELP WANTED: which can be acquired
for weekend day
Phone Operator, no th rauon.. _ccuistru.ctuan
OM
position
experience necessary, work, or welding shop
Will train. Call 7599750 experience/ Ad
Bonus incentive
ditionally. must have
from noon until 6P.M.
available Please
HIRING! Governmenf industrial mechanical
maintenance exlobs your area. $15,000
call or apply in
perience in replacing
$68,000. Call (6021838
person at
bearings,
'Couplings,
8885, Ext. 684."
and V belts. changing
MAKE MORE MONEY!
Heritage Manor
seals, repairing hi lift
FULL OS PART TIME:
pumps; aligning
4th
and Indiana
Men and Women needed to
streaves-- and-TV tretts
MOM.Ky 42066
sell OW Profitable Llne of
oiling and greasing
Calenters. Pens and Adver
247-0200
pumps, fans, and elec
tiskig Gifts to Local Business
tric motors. General
Firms Earn Weekly Cam
knowledge of plumbing
A Hill Haven
mission Set Your Own
required. Must be able
Hours Prompt. Friendly
Facility
to assist in mechanical
Service from 71 Year Old
work to complete
AAA-1 Company No Invest
necessary mainten
ment or Collections
ance. Salary S7.71 per
Previous Sales Experience
hour. Apply at Per
9. Situation Wanted
Not Required Write Kevin
sonnet Services, Sparks
Peaks, NEWTON MFG
Hall, 'Murray State CHRISTIIN fami y wolf
COMPANY. Dept G23.23
-University. Murray. KY do mowing, light hauling,
Newton. Iowa S0306
and house cleaning. Also
42071. E0E,AS F
plumbing Prices re
asonable 492 8899.
GENERAL house and
Office cleaning. 6 years
e xperience
Re
ferences Call 759 1578
after 3P M
MOWING and Trim
ming, large or small
yards Call 435 1117
WILL -do bush hogging
and mowing. 753 8922 or
753-T513
WILL keep children in
my horn!, anytime 437
4678

SALES &
SERVICE

PANACHE
Nails

HOSPITAL INSURANCE
Age 40 To 65

If Your Company Has Raised
Your Rates, Please Galt Us Immediately For A Price Quote.
We Represent 7 "A" And
"A +" Rated Insurance Companies. If You Mre In Average
Health For Your Age, We May
Be Able To Save You Several
Hundred Dollars Per Year.

H•

Marl kb. ,.ii,
14.14. kno.-1
on. Aram
prr.r.ss
awl retaird
Hume *WO) •nd Ite.s.lynt
Tramlyr %all I Piradqu•rlon.
I H
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.11liaanel

CALL TODAY
Jerry McConnell Insurance
753-4199

"Our 26th Year Of Service"
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ACROSS

OBVIOUSLY,
YOU PON'T
GET CRE17IT
FOR HONESTY
IN THE
ARMY

d
C7 PON
9

ttikaR
cr` z--7

itriSTRUCTIOn

0.7T0 DRIVE
LEARN
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14. Want to Buy

1.06KII4t for Wooden
freestanding shelves
and 6 12 Volt Battery
Charger Call 753 8950

1 Dude
4 Snatches
9 Exist
12 Mountain on
Crete
13 Citrus fruit
14-Nothing
15 Amend
17 Sagacity
19 Actor West
21 Father
22"- Girt"
(TV series)
25 &VW:
colloq.
27 Key - pie
31 Decompose
32 Large terriers
34 At home
35 Time gone by
36 Novelty
37 Latin
conjunction
38 Gave .
approval
41 Bother

42 God of love
43 Title of
respect
44 Speech
impediment
-43 Spanish
article
47 Roman tyrant
49 Reviewer
53 Situated
below
57 "- House"
(TV series)
58 Waltz
so Be in debt
81 -Scottish
river
82 Stainless 83 Marry

,Answer to Previous Puzzle
A 3 ID 1213P El T A0
OM0 QUO ULU
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EL
CAROMS STABLE
OAN

ala R E
SEED

HOT
E lila
DAY

la R U la
E AWL
DYES

7 Nod
II Cut
9 In addition .
10 - de Janeiro
11 Shade tree
16 Consume
18 Dinner
tinkle

20 Deface
22 Instant
23 Homage
24 Near
26 Allusion
28 Negative
prefix
29 Rewards
30 Bar legally
32 Mature
'33 Father
35 Item of
ProPorly
39 Japanese
drama
40 "- Pan
Alley"
41 Three-toed
sloth
44 Parcel of land
48 Covers
48 Walk
unsteadily
49 Food fish
50 Blanche on
"TM Golden
Girt,"
51 Anger
52 Household

11
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58
62

WANT To Buy
motors, trailers,
anything marine
TN, 901 642 6S69.
5P M daily. 1
Sunday

Boats.
parts.
Paris.
8A M
5P m

16. Home Furnishings
BED OOM Suite. $150
Call 753 0235 after 6P M
COUCH and .Chair.
earth tone colors, $135
Recliner, $50 Rattan
table with glass top. $25
Maple end table.. $15
Maple end table. $20
Lamp. $10 753 3533
kING Sized bed. S150 or
best offer, 759 4100
SEAFt5 Trash Compac
tor. green, 130 4 Piece
Solid Oak bedroom
suite, off white finish.
1400 Call 753 7670
'T'wo Wicker End
Tables and 'One Wicker
Coffee Table. 2 Lamps
Call 753 7947 •

1111111,1frUsed

DOWN
1 Evergreen
tree
2 Poem,
3 Soft food
4 Merry
Skin .
6 Before noon

TWO Bedroom- Trailer
Of House. unfurnished,
Calloway Co • not more
than 5 miles from city
with 1/2 acre lot. 18.000
of less 753 2414

10. Business Opportunity
2 16 HOLD Ice Cream
Dipping boxes and dip
per wells plus 10'
lighted sign, $2,700 Call
753 7743
-Kingsley
with 3 sets of letters,
$650 Call 753 7743.
Two Commerical
Buildings, One 3 bed
room house, all on one
IS. Sewing Machines
lot, all in As1 condition.
Sewing
Must sell . Call for.
appointment, 474 0015
Machines and Vaccum
Cleaners from $79 59
up Call 474 8015

[CROSSWORD PUZZLER\

I U5E THE BASKET
IN THE OTHER ROOM

Us***

4•111.1merawat ••••1••••

E.O.E.

Ry travelogues

•

TO BE .4
PROFESSIONAL
•SECIIETAR1'
•SE('.,RECEPTIONIST
•EXECITitt
SF.CRETtRt

RN or LPN

PRINTER

BEETLE, WHAT DO
YOU 20 WHEN THIS
SA5KET
16 FULL

1 1 . Instruction

MANAGENIENT
RESUME-- National
Franchise Restaurant
seeking management
personnel. Please send
resume to: Headquar ters, 1075 Mineral Wells
Paris, TN 38242.
-14.EEi. Ladyie- ni
With invalid lady. Board
and salary. 7591661.
NEED a job. 4 openings
now.- You' may qualify
(1)you do not have
if
GED or your high
school diploma, (2) you
have been out of school
9 months or more, (3)
you are between ages 16
& 21. We area EOE.
This project is funded
by the Western Ky.
Private Industry
Council # JTP-A. Call
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
753.9378 between 8130
12:005 days a week.
PARTS Manager for
Automotive De
partment: Starting pay
117.000 annually. Gain
recognition for your
auto parts knowledge
While working for an
established company.
Benefits include . In
surance, Pensions,
Vacations, Sick Leave
and Holidays' Send
resume to. Personnel.
P .O. Box 1040 B,
Murray, KY 42071.
WANTED. Cook and
waitress. Call 489-2533

54•
In w▪ het
meow?
55 Female sheep
56 Crimson
59 Neon symbol

19

3 CY •

Farm

•

Equipment

arms
Tractor, good condition
Call 435 4.489

24

24. Miscellaneous
LARGE-, large, large
selection of storage
buildjngs in stock for
immediate delivery
Acree Portable
Buildengs, Mayfield,
Ky 502 247 7831
NEW ,Compact Re
frigerator Excellent
for campers or dorm
rooms. See at 310 5 10th ,
St or call 753 5377.•
PROTECT Your
investment put a rub
ber bed mat in your new
Pick Up truck Stokes
Tractor, 753-1319
REAR Tine Tillers 3
forward speeds and
reverse. Briggs and
Stratton engines 5 14P
$599 99, 8 HP $689 99 *
Wallin Hardware,
Downkeen Paris, TN
RED Hot Bargains.
Drug dealers cars,
boats, planes re
Surplus
possessed
Your Area
Buyers
Guide 1 805 687 6000.
Ext S 8155
SHARP Copiers & Fax
Machines
For Sale.
Service, Supplies or
Demonstrations Call
800 248 1319 • Benton.
KY
USED Riding mo•4ers
all sizes and all prices Stokes Tractor, Indust
nal Road. 753 1319
WEST KY Hardwood
Kiln FAS Poplar.
95
per 8 F Other hard
„woodS available Call
395 5900
WPTTETC6r57
11rr=
'foot upr.gtit .frost tree
freezer Almond. S250
Cali 753 9568
WZMZETT
ci ee.
and seasoned
$25 rick Cali 4374977
26
TV Radio
13" COLOR TV 8. TV
Cart $75 Call 753 3345
19" COLOR Stereo TV
Fuzz Buster, 10 Channel
Programmable POrta
S.c &finer__ _Co rr
ponent Stereo System
All brand-new 436 2240
FISHER VCR Stereo
and spec , a
$295, Cali 435 4142 '
LEASE TO OWN 17
watt stereo system
Only $53 per ry‘onti,
Murray Rental b. 5a.t'S
753 8201

27 Mobile Homes for Sale
10X40 MOBILt'Home.
has air conditioner,
appliances. some 'turn,
lure $1 000 Cali 489
2595
10 X 50 HOUSE Trader
'excellent cond ,t,ori. $2
700 Call 489)643
121165 TWO Bedroom 1.
bath
eiectr.c r,-a'
air E 11 Fox
window
Meadows, $5,000 111(65
1982 Two Bedroom_ i
batri, raiser, kitchen.
wet bar 517.000 753
5835 or 75* 1966
984 DOUBLrW , Dr
Traiier
24 X 54 3
bedroom. 1 baths $12
000 New central air
unit, Masonite siding
Also lot for 52.400 -or
will rent Cali 497 8904
70 X' 1 4 WINDSOR. 1
bedroom. 2 lots well
septic tank "and storage
building, 58 SOO 436 2997
'REDUCED to Seri 1982
14-s 70 Frontier High
Rise. 3 bedrooms, i 1 2
baths step up kitchen.
Also set on lot 327•87
septic tank and water,
lines' 515.500. Call after
-5P M 489 2529 Excel
lent condition
28 Mobile Homes lot Rent
BEDROOM
fur
noshed. in Hazel Call
497 8526
7 OR 3 BR. furnished or
unfurnished, some new
furniture, natural gas
electric, air con

Miscellaneous
YARbS grand
eiesi
Carpet, light brown
plush, very lightly wa
ditlOned .Shady
Oaks
ter damaged. Cali 753
753 5209
9930.
BUSINESSES Caps. 29 Heating and Cooling
laCkets, T shirts, golf
Pen( 1 and 1
shirts for employees bedroom
trailers. also a
and advertisemtnt Can
house in the country
be embroidered or
Adult preferred call
printed Faye's, 514
753 9866
Main St., 753 7743
WE Buy, Se11-7371
d
FIREWOOD for sale
Repair Used Air Con
Also, tree removing 30 ditioners
Dill Electric,
years experience 436
759 1577
2758 or 436 2562
FIREWOOD for sale
30 Business Rentals
437 4667
In or Store space
OFF
GLIDDEN Latex Wall
Paint 5 gallon can available mid May
$2999 Get at BlaCk's Southside Shopping
Decorating Center, 701. Center. 7539366 or 753
6612
S. 4th St., Murray, KY
HOME Interior: Build
31 Want to Rent
ing a new house or
redecorating? I have ELDER.LY Couple
ideas and accessories to visiting relatives wish
help. Call me today for to rent a 1 br 2 bedroom
furnished apartment or
an appointment, Fete
home during the month
cia Holland, 753 8651
LADJES Diamond of June. Call 759 1556
Ring, 14K /yellow gold SINGLE Campus Mini
bridle s t, 4 6 pt. ster needs 3 bedroom
Marquise ut diamonds home Prefer close to
and 1 31 pt round cut campus. Lived in last
residence 7 years. $250
center diamond. Dia
price range. Need by
monds Grade A, ap
June 1, 1988. 7339766.
praisal value 51,37-5
Man's 14K yellow and
14K white 001d diamond,
'32. Apts ',11or Rent
wedding band, which MUR Cal ap s. Nor
has 6 Spt. round cut thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR .
diamonds. Diamo,nd Now renting. Equal
Grade A. appraisal HOusing Opportunity.
value, $730. Both rings 759-49&I.
brand new.- take best ONE, Bedroom apart
offer. Call 502 382 2869
ment, furnished, ad
LAWNMOWER 22 cut, joining college, $140 per
8" steel ball bearing month. Call 753 3134 or
wheels, instant height 615 26 0000.
adjustment, 3 1/2 HP ONE \Bedroom fur
Briggs & Stratton en- nished 'apartment, some
gine, $159.99. Wallin utilities paid, near un
Hardware, Downtown iversity and hospital.
Paris.- Open all day Phone 153-4012 or 753Saturday.
$756.

roR

CLASSIFIEDS
32

Apti'fOf Rent

TAKING applications
for Section 8
Rent
Subsidized apt 1, 2 or 3
BR
Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky
E qual Housing
Opportunity
33

Rooms for

Houses for

for sale, 1403 Sycamore
Phone 753 8931.
41

Rent

ONE Bedroom house
partly furnished
Nice
neighborhood close to
u niversity
Call
753 3920
,
THREE Bedroom
house, newly decorated,
Call
$375 per month
753 1967
T‘40 Bedrooms, stove,
refrigerator, disposal,
married couples, no
children, no pets,.._re
ferences, deposit. Call
—
492 8594
WANTED
Responsible
student, male or fem
ale to share my house
with my son while I am
in school House is nice
and in a quiet, family
neighborhood in
Murray Student pays
reduced rent of $100 per
month plus 550 00
utilities Additional ar
rangements tu be dos
cussed in person Call
753 8143 or 762 2718
August 1. 1988. through
May 1989

Public Sales

Mid-Week
Yard Sale

Rent

SLEEPING Room, re
frigerator in hall
Private entrance
Zimmernian Apart
ments, South 16th St.
753 6609
34

Produce
TOMATO t pepper plants

4 0 .

405 So. 16th St.

Wed., May 4
, 12 Noon-5 p.m.
Thurs., May 5
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Electric typewriters sew,r1J.;
machines
curtains
draperies 12 Volt B&W T.):
cameras & other assorted
items • new ei old .
43

Real Estate

BOB

Haley
Credible
Knowledgeable
Easy
to Work With Call him
at 489 2266 or Roberts
Realty 753 1651
US IN Ei.SS Property
for sale by owner 1303
Chestnut adjoining col
lege
Building with 5
apartments and busi
ness front Large lot for
future development 10,
UP below appraisal
Call 615 262 0000.
roR
Rent, Lease or
Sale 2 Bedroom lake
house, stone fireplace
and large deck, glass
front overlooking Blood
River, beautiful view,
great access to water,
rryust see to appreciate.
Will rent by weekend.
week or month
Will
loasoor--eent, with option
to bUy. Call Bob at
36 For Rent or Lease
615 966405 or 901 247
DENT to Own a Heavy
3266
Duty Washer and GOVERNMENT
Dryer $18 per week
Homes from $I 00 ( U
Call Movie World at Repair) also Tax De
753 4663
linquent and Foreclos
ore Properties
37 Livestock Supplies
Available now
For
tiMMENTAL
Listing, Call 1 315 733
Simbrah bulls Per
6064. Ext.-O255a
formance & semen kOPPERUD Realty
Excellent . qual offers a complete range
tested
,ty SOSO & up Cadiz of Real Estate services
Ky 5/2 8794
with a wide selection of
quality homes, all
38 Pets Supplies
prices 753 1222. toll free
eckC REGISTERED 1 800 251 HOME E xt
Maltese pups
2 711L for courteous,
females 1 male $250 competent Real Estate
Seruire.. We make buy
each Can 474 21116
ing 8. selling Real
Estate easy for you
41
Public Sales
41
Lots for Sale

ara

5 Family
Rummage
Sale
Tues., May 3 Fri., May 6

-6

a.m.-6 p.m.

Corner of Chestnut
& Industrial Rd.

kENTUCKY Lake Lot
17)/60 Mobile Home, sep
tic, well, lot goes to TVA
survey line, $16,500 4.42
1770 or 442 3632
45

Farms for

Sale

APPROXIMATELY 16
acres of improved pas
tyre land with nice
building site on Old
Salem Rd.. .near Hwy
121 South. ,Owner has
reduced price to 519,500
due to other business
interests Call 527 0903

46

Sale: 2 bedroom
on aprox riefe."Ti
miles East 94, Jones Rd
Will sell completely
furnished
including
freezer, washer and
dryer, air conditioner
and curtains for 530,000.
Or will sell unfurnished
for $25,000 Call Mon
days or Fridays 8 6 at
753 7150. ask for Mark,
or call after 6P M at
474 2755
HOUSE plus 10 acres
with tobacco barn
Fixer upper near
Farmington. Asking
522.000 (negotiable),
assumable loan
Call
owner. 615 885 5205
- -T14-1:FEE— Bedroom
Brick, 1 V. baths,
LR.DR, Den, 2
fireplaces, gas heat,
garage, deck. Satellite
dish. cable. concrete
drive, one acre, 7 miles
from Murray, 1 miles
from lake
Irvin Cobb
Rd 436 5463
THREE Bedroom
Duplex near college
Call 753 7947
TWO Bedroom Brick
House nice neighbor
hood, almost a new roof,
hardwood floors, built
in carport Stove re
frigerator, air con
ditioning, shades and
curtains are optional.
1614 Ryan St
Call
753 6413
WHY rent when you can
buy aluminum sided 1
bedroom house? Price
Reduced
Good loca
lion, 492 8595 after
5P M
rOR

47

rtiree bedroom. 3 bath home in rustic setting
near Kentucky Lake Only 881,000

KOPPERUD REALTY
7..4.1222711 Main

DRIVERS WANTED
LIQUID TRANSPORTERS,INC.
A TRIMAC COMPANY
One of North America's largest bulk truck'trig firms is seeking company drivers to haul
chemicals interstate Applicant must be 23
years of age. have 2 years over-the-road experience in all four seasons with an ICC Certified Carrier Must furnish past 10 year
varifiable employment record. good safe
driving record. take and pass a drug and
alchol screening test Excellent earnings and
Apply in person at Liquid
benefits
Transporters, Inc Hwy 95, Calvert City. KY
Art Equal Opportunity Employer

Reception
To Honor

Senator Greg
Higdon
'Curris Center
Commonwealth
Lobby & Lounge,
3rd Floor
ThuiTclay, May 5th
3:30-6:00 p.m.
'Paid for by Calloway Co Friends of
Senator Greg Higdon

Homes for Sale

5 YEAR Old Energy
Saver, modular home
Brick 1/2 up, 22 acres
fenced pasture, 15x30
shed- and corn crib,
stocked pond, central
heat and air, 3 bedroom,
2 bath, fireplace, ap
pliances stay. Elderly
neighbors, extra well
built and very clean. 121
South on East State
Line Road 436 2105.
tEAUT FUL Lake
home at Panorama
Shores. Two bedroom,
bath, living room, kit
then, energy efficient,
air conditioning. 436
5355.
BEAUTIFUL Brand
New 3 Bedroom Home
in Sherwood Forest
Kohl Construction Cu ,
489 2482
BRICK Home. 3 bed
room, 2 bath, sun porch,
kitchen
utility room,
fenced yard, storage
house, central H/A. 3
blocks from Murray
High School Call 759
4.407 after 5P M.
COUNTRY Cottage. 4
bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths,
sunporch, carport,
garage/shop Fenced
back yard. Garden spot.
About 5 miles from
Murray (502) 435 4298
evenings/weekends.
EXCELLENT Oppor
tunity 2 bedroom home,
approximately 1 mile
from Jake and resort
Priced in the teens. Call
Key Associates Wilson
Realty, 753 3263

Motorcycles

197) HONDA Elsinore
250 5750 Call 435 4142
1981 YAMAHA XT 250, 7
new tires, approx 2,000
miles, $600
Call
492 8956
19t2 YAMAHA X5 .400
Heritage Special Like
new, $700 Call 759 1835
1985 KAWASAKI KXT
250 Pecate 3 wheeler.
Call 753 4447
1 9 86 2 0 0 5 X 4
WHEELER, with re
verse, excellent condo
ton. 435 4326 after
SP M
HONDA Aero 50 Scooter
for sale, runs good, $375
Call 767 4003
48

Auto Services

r NGINE,

305 Cl. 87
model
3.500 actual
miles 51.000 call 527

9,79

49

Used

Cars

1956 CHEVY, runs and
drives good Call 753
7113 before SP M
973 FORD Mercury,
door, runs good, 5500 or
best offer Call 492 8548.
1973 VW SUPER Beetle,
rebuilt engine,
AM/FM. good condi
tion, 51,700
Call
759 9528.
1974 VW BUG, calf
753 7113 before SP M
1977 FORD Maverick,
very nice' Call 753 7113
before SP M
1977 MERCURY Grand
Marquis 4 door, black
with red interior Like
new Must see to ap
preciate, $1,050 Call
436,2427.
1978 FORD LTD, rebuilt
engine, transmission,
brakes, new tires,
above average car 1952
Chevy Pick Up for re
storing. 436 5648.
1978 MERCURY
Cougar, rebuilt engine,
new paint job, vinyl top,
reconditioned seats,
priced to sell 753 9205,
436 2363.
--•
1978 PONTIAC Grand
Prix LJ. Call 753 0222
1978 PONTIAC Sunbird,
Call
blue, 4 speed
753 7113 after 5P M
1979 FIREBIRD, runs
excellent, good Eagle
tires, straight body, V 8
301, bfue, S1,200. Call
436 5634 evenInciS

Mray Ledger & Times_

49.Used Cars
1979 MUSTANG- 4
speed, white with black
interior, white letter
tires, $1,500. Call 7622450 after 5P.M.
1979 PEUGEOT diesel,
4 door, auto., sun roof,
p w., A/C. 1981 Bonneville diesel, auto.,
p.w., p.I.. A/C, c.c., 4
door, 759 4100.
1980 BUTCK Skylark,
excellent condition, $1,
395. Call 492-8810.
1980 BUICK- Century,
p.s., p.b., nice
Call
753 7113 before 5P.M.
1980 CUTLASS
Supreme, 350, V• 8,
A/C, AM/FM, cass
ette, good condition.
Great family car or
graduation present, $l,
800. 753 9786.
1981 BUICK Riviera,
60,000 miles, maroon on
maroon inside. Call
492 8864.
1981 CUTLASS Supreme
4 door, blue inside and
Out, auto., air, 77,800
miles, $2,450. Call 492
8881.
1981 CUTLASS, 4 door
or 1981 Malibu, 4 door.
Good condition, cold
air, 51,400. 1981 Buick
Regal and other less
expensive cars.
7 5 3 98 7 2 , 7 5 9 99 2 1
Rick's Vinyl Roofs
1981 MONTE Carlo,
auto., p.s., air, 2 door,
$2,150 Call 492-8884
1981 PONTIAC Grand
Prix, 2 door, air, p.s ,
tilt, cruise, p.b. Call
753-7113 before 5P.M.
Nee/1 Ail Extra Car
For A Few Days?
At. olt r e
ca. 11. A
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET INC
502 7c 7. 2617

49 . -Used Cars

Dan Taylor

Otero/04 Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Mc. of
Pan's, TN

501-642-3900
Hwy. 79 W. — Paris
1987 MONTE Carlo SS,
T tops. will consider
trade 898 3562
1987 RED Nissan Sen
tra, A/C, 5 speed,
AM FM stereo cass
etc., 18,000 miles. Call
Jack at 753 4178 or
762 3350.
MUST Sell 1990 Toyota
Cellica, 5 speed,
sunroof, FM/AM
radio, air, 50,000 miles,
$900 or best offer Caff
753 0124
NEW InformationT
Jeeps, Cars," 4x I's
seized in drug raids
Buy from $100. Call for
facts today. (213)925
9906 Ext. 1323

53

Services Offered

53

1987 MAZDA 626 LX, ALL Types of gravel
18,000 miles, under and White rock hauled.
warranty, loaded with Also, slabs and light and
luxury features, elec
dark mulch, hauling
tric sunroof, dark blue, and any type of clean-up
36 MPG, buying Van
work. Reasonable, ReCall 753 9487 after 4P M
ferences. (Industrial or
Residential), 753 0467
after 6P.M.
50 Used Trucks
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
1966 CHEVY Truck, 3ITS Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
✓ 8 engine, auto_ tran
smission, p.s., pt. Call Brown Service Mr gas
and electric ranges,
436 2441.
1971 SCHOOL Bus for microwaves, dis
h washers, re
sale. 62 .passenger bus
frigerators, etc. Earl
converted- to a lake
Lovett, 354-6956 or - 753
camper. One bedroom,
5341.
new motor. 502 382 2869
APPLIANCE service .&
1976 CHEVY Pick -Up
repair. New & used parts
Truck, maroon and
on refrigerators, ranges,
white, white letter tires
freezers, air conditioners,
and stinners, 75,000
washers & dryers. Hodge
actual miles, p s , p.b.,
& Son 753 4669, Dixieland
excellent condition, $3,
Shopping Center.
300.. Call 759 1965 or
APPLIANCE SERVICE.
753-9164 after 2P.M.
1981 PETERBILT Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 28 years ex
Tractor Cabover, 400
perience. Parts and ser
Cat engine, 13 speed
vice. Bobby Hopper, 753
transmission, 0.u., for 4872
or 436-5848.
sale or trade
Call
BREAKING and disc
436-2388.
ing gardens.", Yard lan1982 FORD Van Club
dscaping. Leveling
Wagon XLT, local, 1 d
riveways and
owner, 45,000 miles.
bushhogging,,.;,436.5430
Excellent condition. $7, or
753-0659.
500. Call 759 9752 after
BRICK block and con
4P.M
crete driveways,
sidewalks, patios, house
5 1
Campers
foundations, chimneys_
8' COACHMAN Cabover New and repair. 27
Truck Camper, stove, years experience. Free
oven, ref., furnace and estimates. Large or
more. Call 753 3520 after small jobs Charles
Barnett 753-5476
3:30P.M.
TRAVEL Trailer: 1984
27' Kountry Lite,
original owner,
aluminum super struc
CHIMNEY SWEEPS
lure, awning,
microwave, air con
Spring Cleaning
ditioning, electric ton
gue jack. In excellent
condition, 58.500. Phone
10% Discount
(502) 522 7621

1981 TRANS AM, good 52 Boats -Motors
rubber, black, make an 15 RUNABOUT, 50 HP
offer Call 753 1504
Mercury motor and
1982 CADILLAC Seville, trailer, 5.800 Call 753
loaded, white/yellow, 6120.
Call 753 7113 before 16 1/2' EVINRUDE Ski
5P M
Boat with V-6 Buick
1983 BUICK Century, inboard 436-5870 or
60,000 miles Call 753 759 9469
3110 after 5 30P M
172—R-EB L Crappie or
XiktiT Bass boat, 90 HP MerVII, loaded, blue Call cury, good condition.
Call 492 8505
753 7113 before 5P M
1984 RED & White 1978 COLBALT I/O, 18'
Citation II, excellent 6-, 350 Chevy engine,
condition, 52,150 Call walk through wind
shield. 901 247 3266
753 8942
1985 BUICK Century 1978 VIP SWEET Six
Limited, V 6, triple teen with 85 HP Johnson
T&T and custom VIP
burgandy car with vel
Call 753-2388
our insides, loaded up, trailer
42,000 miles Extra after 6P.M.
sharp Call 759 1543 or 1980 CHECKMATE Ski
753 0509
B oat
Many ac
1986 CUTLASS cessories, 85HP. Must
Supreme. V 8, loaded, sell Call 753-8009, 328
31,000 miles, white with 8472
burgandy half top with 22' SAILBOAT Sleeps 4
burgandy inside. Extra...with trailer, excellent
sharp Call 759 1543 or condition. 753 6575 or
753 0509
753 9750, ask for Rusty
1986 NISSAN Pulsar
53
Services Offered
NX
Red, AM/FM
radio, sunroof, low A 1 TREE Service and
mileage, extra sharp
stump removal. Your
Call 753 5116
professional tree service. All types, rem0val, topping, feeding.
Now it's
Free estimates. 50'.
bucket truck and chip
per Call 753 0906
or Aturrar c•'
ACE Lawn Services:,
Mowing, Landscaping,
any type of yard work.
Call 492 8650.
A GREAT time to lef
Summer in with a
New & Used
sunroof from Bill's Up
holstery. Call 753 8085,
GM Executives &
104 S. 13th
Program Vehicles

Services Offered

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
FOR most any type
driveway white rock
also, any type gravel,
dirt and sand call Roger
Hudson, 753 4545- or
753-6763.
GARDENS Tilled and
Lawn Maintenance in
cluding spraying for
weeds, fertilizing and
mowing. Call 753-2423.
GILSON'S 16 HP Twin
Cylinder engine only
$18.25.. Includes 48"
mowing deck. We ser
vice all makes and
models. Free pick up
and delivery. Jimmy's
Lawn Mower & Saw
Shop, Kirksey, KY.
Phone 489.2804.
GRATING, Bulldozer,
Back hoe, Gravel haul
mg Call 436 2388
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile. 643 Old
Benton Rd. 753 9400.
INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA ap
proved. Save on those
high heating and cool
ing bills. Call Sears
753 2310 for free
estimate.
LAURA'S Cleaning
Service. Spring or
General cleaning. Car
pet shampooing. Call
502 247 4789 after 5P.M. LAWN Care We do
anything. Call after
5P.M. 753-5494i. or 759
4531.
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. For all
your carpet & upholst
ery cleaning. For a'free
estimate call 753-5827.
Satisfied references.
LICENSED electrician,
residential and commercial. Air conditioning. Sales and service.
Gas installation and
repair for natural and
LP. Fred's Repair 753
7201

Call Now'

For An
Appointment

.t153-3445
MAX W. Parker,
Attorney at Law For
mer county attorney.
former district judge.
Office, 104 N. 4th St,
Murray, 753 3153,
Home, 753 7900
MITCHELL Paving
Driveways, parking lots,
seal coating and striping.
Also, limestone, gravel,
top soil and grading.
Phone 753 1537

SEWING ..Machine Re
pair. All makes and
models. Home & In
dustrial. Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
sharpening. 40 yrs.
experience. All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Barnhill, 753 2674,
Stella, KY.

AS auto glass instated
nsurance claims welcome
KEY AUTO PARTS
121 S., Murray, Ky.
759-4553
CONCRETE drive
ways, patios. carpentry
and block work Call
507 -192 8160
LY Lawn tare
Specialize in lawn
mowing including
shrubbery and hedges
Servicing city and
county. Lower rates for
Senior Citizens. Call
now and register with a
dependable Lawn Ser
vice. 753 3534 or
753 3455.

Family Posses
Single Pass

409 SUNBURY

MURRAY

annex! Bunny &SOMA

WA***********************

111111b
rk

1%0 air.ssler Imperial

Take A Trip
Flown Memory Lane —
In A Custom Car Couch
From

1(t4

Bill's Upholstery
S. 13th St.

753-80)45

1FS-4

. %A

• AN

•• •

_ _ ___ _

a

Phone
753-2571

=

•

ING. INC.

___ _ _ _ _

Trona and Carrlar doolor
to, solos and wtrulc• In Murray

...lei gia07 -,
IIVIIIAOVVINy

TRA

WWII,i

I twat".twi

753-5131

and Calloway County.
753-8181

Poison Control
753_7588

$70

BACKHOE SERVICE & SEPTIC
TANK INSTALLATION

Ditching - Sewer Repair
Septic Tank Repair
Gene Steeley
753-6156

Wiggins Furn. Bid

ICELIJM

Your Ad Could Be Here

RENTAL SALES
CENTER

753.1916

,

211 Main

Hill Electric
Hour Service
ResidenCtoimaimercial

• 24

121

By-Press

Industrial
___ _ .

753-8407

$40

MICHELIN

BECAUSE SO MUCH IS MUG
ON VOW TIRIS

753-1489

.

Hucalols, tip foe- 1..ahrly,

2 MI N of Murray US 641

753-456611
Open: Thurs., Fri., & Sat. 9-5; Sun. 12-5 11
.1^1 (Tp,itod by Robert and Ne

Erzaseramiremammatammiataa

CARROLL

.:-,-.

Tire I. Wheel Alignment, Inc.
*

0

*

•Corneuterli.d 4 Whoill Alignment
•Comput•rlied Wheel Salanclria
1103 Pogula

,,,

To

fi

Calloway County Rescue Squad

753-6952

A Special Gift?

Shoppers Mall

Greg's Vinyl Tops

753-9841
C
Ts
ea
m eprarD
tyr) off 641 N
(Behind old Boston
M-F 8-5
.
•Simulated convertible tops
•Pin stripes •Stick on body side molding
.Luggage racks •Truck rails and tailgate guards

Call Us Today!
Z
i JUNI) 41A/VI a INACN /4//A

You'll Ilnd It all et

u

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by & seta our showroom

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky

Murray-Made Windows
Siding-Fencing
Downspouts 8 Gutters. — Shutters
Aluminum Siding — Solar Screens

Ceramics-Moccasins-Woodcrafts-Copper-Brass- 0
Toys-Fish. Aquariums & Supplies-Crystal-Notions
Ficiwers-Tools-WdOd Swings
Als0 nO,w selling high quality sotas-love seats- P
Hide-a-beds-Berkline recliners-desks- tables & 0
chairs-end tables-bedding-entertainment centers
and much much more

in

All Types Of

Custom Woodworking

Police
911

753-8201

ootage=

I

Custom kitchen
Cabinets

Murray Home & Auto

Passes may be purchased at
The Park Office, 10th & Payne St.
Coll 753-7640

N

Carraway
Farms

911

rA-K

passes for the Murray Calloway
County swimming pool may be purchased
now through pool opening.

ii

MOBILE HOME SHEETROCK finishing,
Specialist, Repair, new or repair. 4362811
leveling, underpinning, -S UR EWAY Tree
set-ups, tear downs, Service- Topping, prunroofs, floors, plumbing, ing, tree removal. Aewiring, washing, rial bucket truck. Fully
hurricane straps 759- insured for your prof4850.
ection. Stump removal
QUALITY construction with no lawn damage.
repairs and atterationset—estimates. No
Free estimates. Call G obligations. 753-5484.
& A 436 2617.
THORNTON Marble.
ROCKY COLSON Home Certified Marble Man
Repair. Roofing, siding, ufacturer. Call 753 5719.
painting, plumbing,
concrete. Free esSeed
timates. Call 474 2307 or 55 Feed and
753 6973.
SERVICE on all makes
The New
of Sewing Machines and
N.K. Seed Corn
Vaccum Cleaners. Call
Alfalfa
474 8015.
Grasses & Clover
WE T —13-A-S1 M N 777Cre
Stac Dust
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
Garden Seed
guaranteed. Call or
& Bedding Plants
write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2, Box 409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1.442-7026.
WILL do plumbing in- stallation & repairs. All
121 S. Neale Rd.
guaranteed. Free es753-5522
timates. Phone 492-8899
or 753 1308

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

KEY GLASS CO.

Season

I

53. Services Offered

802 Chwitnut

Pre-Season Sale

Need

53. Services Offered-

Dial-A-Service

Rent the toots you need

r
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place

Murray, Ky.

753-9562

Neale Backhoe Service
Call after 5 p.m.
489-2470
--

Spouse Abuse

Hot-Line & Safe-House
24 Hour Crisis Line 759-4050
Also dating violence
_

your ad in the Dial-A-Service
cal: 753-1916

Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturda$ 8 a.m.-12

4
%.1 I 'I

till. it !MAY LEDGER & TIMES

MONDAY. MAY 2. 19404

Hog market reports listed

OBITUARIES
Rubin K. James
Services for ubin K. James
were today at 11U.m. nithe chapel
-Bialock-Coleman Funeral
Home The Rev. G.T. Moody officiated. MuSie--was by Richard
Jories. organist, and Mrs. Oneida
White soloist.
Active pallbearers were Eurie
Garland. Joe Todd, Hoyt Cleaver
Jr.. James M. Lassiter, Earl
Tabers.ana-Tommy Carroll.
Honorary pallbearers were
_Charles Outland, Jackie
Newberry.- Herman K. Ellis,
James iJiggs Lassiter. William
Gargus, Mason Thomas, Earl
Steele, Tommye D. Taylor,
Franklin Rogers, Gerald Tabers
and Marvin Swann.
Burial was in Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Mr. James, 64, Rt. 7, Lynn
- Grove Road, Murray, died Satur,_day it 1:26 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
He had owned and operated Interstate Battery Co., Murray, for
26 years. A veteran of World War
II, he was a member of First Bap-

tist Church and American Legion.
- _Born Nov. 24, 1925, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Robert William James and Raudie
Swann James. He also was
preceded in death by one sister,
Mrs. Nettie Miller, and two
brothers,011ie James and Winfred
James.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Grace Wilson James, to whom he
was married on April 20, 1941; one
daughter, Mrs. Ronnie (Sheri)
Ross. Rt. 7, Murray; two sons,
Kerry Dwain James and wife,
Vickie, Houston, Texas, and Mark
R. James and wife, Patsy, Rt. 7,
Murray; five grandchildren,
Asley Ross, Zachary Ross, Kern
James, Matthew James and
Wesley James.
Also surviving are one sister,
Mrs. A.C. (Hobble) Long, Troy,
Mich.; four brothers, William
James,Rt. 7, Murray, J.P. James,
Troy, Mich., Hafford James, Murray, and Ralph James, Hazel
Park, Mich.; several nieces and
nephews.

• Ronnie W. Strong
Ronnie W. Strong, Rt. 4,
Mayfield, died Sunday at 6 p.m. at
Veterans Administration Hospital,
Nashville, Tenn.
An Army veteran, he was a
member of D.A1,' and American
Legion.
Born July 5. 1946, he was the son
of Maggie Mae McKinney Strong

Mrs. Loraine
Babb
Mrs, Loraine Babb, 16,
- Rt. 1,
Sedalia Road. Murray, died Sunday at 2 a.m. at her home.
She was a retired employee of
Merit Clothing Company,
Mayfield, and a member of Gospel
Assembly Church at Paducah.
Born Oct. 9, 1917, she was the
daughter of the late Lee Gordon
and Mary Ruth Jones Gordon.
Mrs. Babb is survived by her
husband. Armon Babb; two sons,
Dr Ronald Babb, Murray, and
Phillip Babb, Covington, Va.; two
grandchildren, LeeAnn Babby,
Murray, and Donnie Babby, Covington. Va.; one great-grandchild.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield. The.
Rev. Bart Shults will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Bill Perkins,
James R. Perkins, O.W. Babb Jr.,
Ricky Crouch. Clyde Kesterson
and Clifton Shelton.
Burial will follow in Maplewood
Cemetery, Mayfield.
Friends may call from 5 to 9
p.m. today t Monday) at the
funeral home.

CCFR responds
to several fires
over weekend
The Calloway County FireRescue responded to several fires
over the weekend.
A field fire on Saturday at approximately 3:30 p.m. burned oneand-a-half acres of land owned by
Jerry Eldridge on Van Cleave
Road,according to CCFR reporter
Mike Sykes. The cause of the fire
was burning trash, he said.
At approximately 8:20 p.m. on
Saturday, fire fighters were called
to a structure fire on Kentucky
, 130. A storage building along with
it* contents, owned by Donnie
Hargrove, was a total loss, Sykes
said. The cause is undetermined at
th1s time.
On Sunday, at approximately 1
p.m., firemen were Called to a
field and woods fire on Kentucky
444 which burned 20 acres • of
woods, Sykes said: The cause of
the fire and ovmer of the land is
not known at this time. The Kentucky Department of Forestry
assited.
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and the late Cecil Strong.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Maggie Strong, and one brother,
the Rev. William Strong,
Mayfield; one sister, Mrs.
Margaret Langston, Paducah;
several aunts and uncles.
The funeral will be Weldnesday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield. Burial
will follow in Calvary
Presbyterian Church Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home- after 6 p.m. tonight
(Monday).

Mrs. Mary D. Starks
Mrs. Mary D. Starks, 90, of Har,
din died Sunday at 10 p.m.at LawTerm Care Unit of Murray'Calloway County Hospital.
Her husband, Howell Starks,
died June 11, 1970. One son,
William Lowell Starks, died in
1933.
She was a member of Hardin
, Church of Christ.
Born March 11. 1898. in Marshall
County, she was the daughter of
the late Henry Darnell and Alice
Peterson Darnell.
She is survived by four
daughters, Mrs. Velda Linn, 214
South 11th St., Murray, Mrs. Mary
Jo Newberry, Greenburg, N.C.,
Mrs. Clifford (Betty) Burnett, St.

Mrs. Florella Ross Hendrickson, 82, of 105 Hickory Dr.,
Murray, died Sunday at 5:43 p,m.
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She was a 1928 graduate of
Douglas College in New Jersey.
She was a member of First
Presbyterian Church.
•
Born Jan. 27, 1906, in New York,
she was the daughter of the late
Col. William A. Ross and Cornelia
B. Ross.
Survivors are her husband. Dr..
Stanford Hendrickson, to whom
she was married on Nov. 16, 1929;
two sons, Scott Hendrickson,
Plymouth, _N.H., and Daniel Ross
Hendrickson, Murray;
. two sisters,
Mrs. W.K.(Irene)Johnson, Mountain Lake, N.J., and Mrs.
Elizabeth Olmsted, Las Vegas,
Nev.; one brother, Dr. Peirce M.

Economy Mufflers Installed

'Double Wrapped
*Galvanized Shell
•Quiet Sound
*Original Equipment Type $21•

95

Premium Muffler $29.95*

*Original equipmeM type •Double wrapped
•Aluminized shell *Whisper quiet sound

Monroe Heavy Duty Shocks
Our Lowest Price Ever

$8.88*

Installation available at an additional cost.
•Most American cars and pickups Many foreign cars
Clamps if needed $1 .25 extra

BARRETT'S SERVICE
CENTER
Good,Senice,
Gmattticts!

200 N. 4th St.

753-6001

Paint your Home

bona
I S 1,1 270-360 IS.
S 1 3 3114-411111ba
I 1-3 4114-11011 lb.
s 1 3 300 sad up
II 2 3 300.300 lbs.
13oare 115.3131.35

113i id 3t IV fru •••
$30 ue
1211.1111
331 3.11t..•
Ste an .10 to.

NEED INSURANCE?
...Get The Best..:
*$1,000,000 Major Medical—Fur Individuals
*Excellent Rates on Medicare Supplement
*PerSonalized Lite Insurpnce (Term-Business Ins Universal Life-IRA-Annuities
We Have It All)
*Group Insurance ..Our Specialty
*Temporary Major Medical

Call Bennett & Associates
753-7273

Ross, Nashville, Tenn.; three
grandchildren;.two
stepgrandchildren.
Memorial services will be conducted at a later date.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
has charge of arrangements and
there will be no visitation.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take theform of
donations to Memorial Fund. first
Presbyterian Church, 1601 Main
St.. Murray.

305 N. 4th Murray

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.

Mrs.•Florella Ross Hendrickson
•

SERVICE SPECIAL

(1 Block North
of the Court Square)

Louis, Mo., and Mrs. Paul (Glen-di) Murphy, Rt,I, Murray; three
sont, Neal Starks and Wife, Opal,
Rt. 2, Murray, and Bernard Starks
and wife, Dorothy, and J.B. Starks
and wife, Janet, Rt. 1, Almo; one
sister, Mrs. Amy Ivey. Detroit,
Mich.; 14 grandchildren;! eight
.stepgrandchildren; 15 greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday it
2:30 p.m. in the chapel Of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. John L.
Hicks will officiate. Burial will
folloW in Coles Camp Ground
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
,
(Mondayi.

Federal Stale Martel %ett• Ser.be 44a) I Hods
Kraluelly Plittiliblit area Hai Muir.'lepers In
eludes 4 Illuyinig Slelioss Reeetpts: Ar1.1111 Lot. WI
Barrow* & GOP .34 bider, Sowraineady Mead>
$41.1113-43.410
US IA 144-100 lbs.
I
1140.3142.31
Lb 14 1108-11111 lbs.
141.00-41
S 1.3 11153411 lbs.
34 130.1111 lbs. .
$44i.01342.1111

GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS
•••••••.
Th...;rs.! ,;31 er.0 , A '

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

641 South
Murray
753 2017

-

-•••

1984 Chevy Pickup. Ong bet.1
1.1-8 auto .
G t)
a
sliver-re°
S8.500 00
************

ROPER
OUTDOOR POWER EQUIPMENT

5HP Rear Tine Tiller

With counter-rotating tines•Briggs & Stratton engine
•Power reverse
• 12" tines/17" till path
•7-position depth stake •
• Adjustable handles
•Safety start/stop
tine control
•2-year limited warranty
•••••••

•
•

mem

IUM011011
.

••••

ill •
-Z.:

41
e •

4111141P4e
.
1711

No Payment.
Until June With Approved Credit

Al

r

$58995 Reg.$699"
Repothialvidiglit
Best deal of the season
on the Roper
LT11 lawn tractor.

with professional results in
2 easy steps.
• Rent our
Pressure washer
-Removes old chipped
& peeling paint
-Cleans surfaces
or dirt & debris

•Durable 11-HP synchroebnagi
lannec;ed Briggs & Stratton

Ds

•tDra
enpseon.ie
do;ble 4-speed in-line,
•38-inch...mowee deck
standard equipment;
'Rugged channel frame
construction;
----•2-year limited warranty.

2. Rent

our
5 gal. paint
sprayer
-Applies paint
quickly & evenly
for great looking
results in minutes.

Reg. $1399.95

$ 1 199?

Save
*200"

Rpotmakeid*

Rent these Professional Tools from
We
Rent
Almost _
Everything

Murray Home & Auto
Hours: 7:30-6:00 Monday Thro

RENTAL'SALES

ugh Friday, 7:30-5 Sat.

CENTrR
79.1101

0

Chestnut St.

753-2571 or 753-4110

tihoslidilliairissii
..bic
special Section of the 311iirra.
‘ I Aqiu,er& Times
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MOTHER'S DAY SECTION

Voter's Day Sale
?5%to
33%off
Dressy blouses
Sate 13 99 Ong $20 Pretty poh
brouses tor messes sizes'-.
Camp shm Reg 19 99 Sebe 14 99

20% off
Sheer Carets
Sheer Caress• sandartoor
control top Reg S3 or Sete 2.40
Dot torture Reg 2 50 pr Sate $2
Owen size also on sale

25%-50% off
Small leathers
Save on small weather and tab's_
accessories like clutches check
books and keychains

25% off
All loather handbags
Cabin Creek • sport ieather
handbags Reg $35 ea Sale 26 2$
Wontirngton mutt,-compartment
leather hobo Reg $40 Sate $30
1,

Ir

24.99-29.99
Dress shoes
Reg. $30-011. Save on alt teether
dress shoes form Sutton Plaza "
and 9-2-5* Pump'. tinge. more

25
%o
ff
Misses'
coordinates

Sete 10.99-12.99 Reg S15418
Cool cotton and cotton blend
summer separates Jackets,
tops pants and skirls in terrific
colors for misses sizes Savings
also available in patties and
women s sizes

Sale 10.?9

it

Shorts and toin
Orlg $15. Mix and match these
sporty tee tops and shorts
Cotton and cotton blends for
TOW'S St/09

25% off
Donkenny' casuals
sow:IS-Ste Reg 520-524
Save 25% on colorful tops pants
and skods Cootcollon and
cotton blends for misses 'sizes

Sale 9.99
Eber* and You Babes'
orig. $15. Juniors tops, tanks
and shorts in cotton and cotton
blends Choose horn a erode
variety of styles and colors

1111171169171

9.1.1 prase ort maIsaymbad Mom .11%**.•
▪
limming
111....leme
ea sas amma
loilammars.
arrialame
"we bow tam ea Melina"
/Mod Mona 11.0. pane m
Jam*
111.1.sabilk•
Mal MaMad
alai emilaie JeMaorm Oar.Vara.
1.1a /C•Mara.Sammy

You're looking smarter than ever at

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071
Office Phone 759-1400
Catalog Phone 1400-2224161

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9 to 9
Sun. 12:30 to 5:30

Penmy

MOTHER'S DAY SECTION
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to go. She gives us things all
the time. She lets us go out
and play with our friends
when we want to. She buys us
clothes all the time. She
Loves us. She plays with us
all the time. She takes ul out
to eat anytime we want to go.
She takes care of us when we
are sick and don't feel good at
all. She loves US
Love. Annie Michael

MRS.POITS
SECOND GRADE
SOUTHWEST
My mother is special
because she is a nice person!!
She feeds me good food! She
is pretty! She takes good care
of me. She loves me! She is
nice enough to take me to the
store. She takes me to my
gra.mma's and grampa's. She
is always kind and sweet. She
sometimes gets mad. but I
understand. She might not be
special to you, but she is
special to me!'
Kell! Morris
My mother is special
because She takese places
and buys me clothes. She also
takes me to the doctor when
I'm sick, like when I've got a
sorer throat. Heres a poem
For You!!! roses are red,
violets are blue, you love me
and I love you. Heres Another
Better Than the other. Here
Goes!!! Behold the blue.
behold the sky, you are the
best mother that Just arriCid.
I LOVE YOU MOm!!!
Love. Cherie Denise
Moore

My mother is special
because She is very nice. She
always takes me skating. I'm
glad that she is my mother. I
love her very much. My
mother's name is Debby
Goad. I'm so happy she is my
mom I am going to cry. She is
so good to me. I Love her.
Kimberly Goad
My mother is special
because She is joyful and
nice. Her name is Sondra
Joanne Gibson. -Here is a
poem. A Mother is good. She
is a monster when--she is
atigry. But I still Love her.
Now the poem is over.
Rod Justin Ferrell

My mother Is special
because She loves me. She
takes me to the store. She
makes cakes and pies and
gives me toys. When I get
hurt she gets me a bandage.
She loves me. She buys me
games for the house. She buys
snacks for me and candy. I
Love her more than anyone in
the world. .
Love. Tami_Thompson
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orHerDay Bright
With FlothYrs
• Fresh cut flowers
Green
& flqwering plants
•
• Custom flower arrangements
• Corsages & bouquets

My mother is special
because She makes my dinner, supper, and breakfast.
She likes me and takes care of
me. She feeds me and helps
me when I get hurt. And dad
helps her.l give her flowers
like this, and I love her
John Matthew Goodman

My mother is special
because she is kind She loves
me. She plays with us all the
- time. She is very sweet and
*intl. She kisses me at night,
and I say goodnight.
Love, Tonya Anselment

My mother is special
because she takes us where
we want to go when we want

Cd

• MONDAY. MAY 2. 1988

11044. 12111 St.
753-1515

My mother is special
because she is nice. She helps
me do my home work. She
takes care of me. She washes
the dishes.
Jeremy King.

My mothr is special
because she takes care of me.
She loves me. She kisses me
at night. She buys me food to
eat.
Love., Aaron Notfsinger

(Cont'd on page 4)

LENOX CHINA

For All the Times You Forgot to
Tell Her... Say it this Mother's
Day with a Gift From

CORNUSTIN.LADIES

A Gift of Love
for Mother
Lenox China gifts are perfect for
Mother's Day. They are chosen for
their quality and beauty and always
received with joy and appreciation.
Say "I love you" this Mother's Day
with a gift of Lenox.

'MOTHER'S DAY SPECIALS
I
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*Register for free Mother's Day Dinner for two at Brass Lantern
*Just For You - A FREE $10.00 gift certificate with every purchase
of $50 or more.
Stile Starts Wednesday — Ends Saturday

402 MAIN

74.54eideade

OPEN FRIDAYS UNTIL 8:00PM

7534567

Beautiful Crystal Gifts
Now 011 Sale
For Mother's Day, May 8th
-

mat
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(Cont'd from page 3)
My mother is special
because My mom is the best
mom in the whole wide world.
I love you very, very, much.
Tommy Starks
My mother is special
because Roses are red.
Violets are blue. You are the
nicest person I ever knew. My
teacher is nice. But not as
nice as you. I love you. I love
you. I love you true so true.
Do you love me too?
Emily .Thomas

MONDAY, MAY 2, INS

My mother is spcial
because she has always loved
me and took care of me. Here
is a poem for you. Roses are
red. Violets are blue Mothers
are so pretty and so are you
What are mothers made of?
Sugar and spice and
everything nice. Thats what
mothers are made of I love
mother.
Love, Ashley Gough
My mother is special
because My mom is sweet as
honey. She is the best mom in
the whole wide world. I think
she is a super, super mom..
----Erick Young

My mother is special
because My mom is as sweet
as a rose. She helps me when
I fall, so I give her flowers.
She takes me skating. She lets
me spend the night, so I love
her.
Love: Adam Nance
1
)1y mother is special
belFause She is special
bedause I love her.
Love, Missy
My mother is special
because she looks pretty. She
is nice.. She kissis me at
bedtime. --Love, Robbie Jones

EUPAL UNDERWOOD
THIRD GRADE
SOUTHWEST

A Gift Certificate
for Tanning or a New Look
From the Beauty Salon

THE BEAUTY BOX
Open Tues.-Sat.
Dixieland

Walk-ins Welcome
753-7132

Dear Mom
Thank you for helping me
study for test. and being the
best mom in The world.
Thank you for buying me
thing and forbeing a loving
Mother.
Tommy Wyatt
Dear Mother,
I hope you have a very
I
special Mother's Day
wonder if you like stuff just
for you. Roses are red Vilots
are blue heres the best

A few A reasons why
you should shop at The Place
for Mother's Day gifts.

MOTHER'S DAY SECTION
Mothers Day just for you I
love you mom
Jason Goodyk e
Dear Mom,
You are a super mother
You are special to me. I will
see you soon. Happy Mother's
Day!
Daniel Hutchens
Dear Mother,
I have enjoyed all the
things you have done for me I
love you very much. Thanks
for helping me with my work
I love you
Lisa Cooper
Dear Mother,
You are the best mother a
kid could every have. I love
you very much You do lots of
things for me. I really enjoy
those things You could be the
best mother in the world. You
give me a kiss just at night to
help me go to sleep.
Jon
Dear Mother,
I think you are the most loving mom in the world. You
are the most loving, caring
helping, and the best mom to
tuck a kid in bed. When it's
my birthday I don't know how
you do it, but you always
seem to buy everthing I want
There is a whole lot of other
thing I would like say about
you but it wouldn't all tit on
the paper. But the two things
I can put, that you are a cool
dude and best mom anyone
would want. Have a happy
Mothers Day mom
Brad Wilson
Dear Mother,
I like you for being a good
Mother. You are very nice
mom and I like you for buying
us the three weeler. 0 yeah
and I have a messy Mother's

We have

day present Well that's all I
have to go now well ten 4 over
and out good mom And that's
all! have to say. 0 yeah Is
have to stay in today I'm
done
Joe Jones
Dear Mother.
I love you very very much
You always bring me home a
present You are, a terrific
Mom
Brock
Dear Mother
You are very special to me.
I love you more than you
think I love you more than
enything. Sometimes I get
mad at you and sometimes I
don't. I would hug and kiss
you forever I would kiss you
for what you did for me. You
are as pretty as a marigold.
Allison Duke
Dear Mom.
Roses are red, violets are
blue, I've got something new
for you. I guess I made that
part up. I really love you. Are
you giving anything to Mommy Too? Happy Mothers
Day. P.S. By the way, I can't
tell you what that new thing
is.
Krisy Whitfield
Dear Mother,
I hope you have a joyful
Mother's Day. I love you a lot
Thank you for my skate
board. You have been nice to
me Henry, and Eddie. If you
want to please me just haves
happy Mother's Day! Your
the best mom any kid would
want!
Kathy Kobrair

(Cont'd on page 5)

Especially`linrIlen11

everything
Express your love
this Mother's Day
with a gift from
The Shoe Tree

she'lllove
*fragrances
*jewelry

*Handbags,*Scarves
*Jewelry *Shoes
*Hosiery

*handbags
*sweaters
*belts

Southside Manor
Murray
753-8339
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MOTHER'S DAY SECTION
(Coot'd from page 41
Dear Ma.
Thankyou for the things you
have given me. You have
been very nice to me. Thank
you for evrything Hapy
Mother's Day.
Myles Smith
Dear Mother.
Happy Mother's Day. I am
doing good in school. We got a
mothers Day gift for you You
are very, very special to me
and the family
Royce Newton
Dear Mother,
I love you very much. You
are something special to me.
I want to tell you something. I
love you very much. One
more thing you are the best
mom in the world. I love you.Your number 01.
Josh Morton

I )ear Mother.
You're a caring Mother.
You're always there when
I'm lonely you're there. I cap,
always count on you You
never let me down. You help
me with my problems and I
thank you I love you, you're
the best.
Rain Clair Thomas
Dear Mother,
Mother I love you very
much! And I want to tell you
something. And that
something is I love you and
have a good mothers day!
and he dream I had of you and
me I would never scare you
like I did. Your a very sweet,
loving, kind, caring, speacil
mom! This is the pesent for
you and something else. I
hope you like your present I
give you. Happy mothers

day!

Dear Mother,
Mom today Murry got out
of the yard and could have got
on the bus. Your also going to
get a present for Mothers Day
I love you
Richard Laffson

JACKSON
THIRD GRADE
SOUTHWEST
Dear Mother.
I love you very much and
you are the best mother I
could have' Have a Happy
Mother's day.
Angie Curtis
Dear Mom,
Thank you for all the
special things you have done
for me in the past years. Now
it is my turn to do something
for you.
Russell Lencki

Dear Mommy.
When I think of you my eyes
sparkle like stars and you
look like a flower in the blue
sky. Your eyes look like a diamond ring, but that is not why
I love you. I love you because
you are you and your my
mommy.
Toots
Dear Mom,
Mom, I love you much.
Because you always take
good care of me. you have
been so nice and sweet since I
was born. This is why I'm
sending this letter saying...
Happy Mother's Day!
Ashley
Dear Mom,
love you very much and I
hope you have a good day at
work Here's a poem just for

MONDAY, MAY 2, 1988
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you. Roses are red, violets
are blue. Sugar is sweet and
so are you. Happy Mother's
Day!
Jayson Workman
Dear Mother,
I just want you to know the
flowers grow in spring. The
sun shines in the lovely sky
and it rains in the spring. I
love you. Happy Mothers
Day.
Tiffany Halo
Dear Mother,
I love you very much and I
think you're the best mother
in the world And for you,
special mother, is a Mother's
Day poem. Sugar is sweet,
Kisses are too. But nothing
can be As sweet as you!
Patrick Haney

(Cent'd oil page 6)

Stephanie Ward

Moms
should
always be
remembered
so should her
day...

QUALITY FILM
DEVELOPING IN
JUST 1 HOUR

2 Prints
For
The Price
Of 1
'Limit one coupon
per customer and
one coupon per roll
with this ad
Expires May 11, 1988

Dear Mother.
I love you very much you
are spicial to me. You buy me
spicial clothes, that I love to
wear. You comfort me every
minute that you can. Happy
Mother mom. Ery kid would
want you.
Susan
Dear Mother,
Your the nicest mom I've
ever seen You also get me
clothes, toys, and food. You
help me with my homework,
and your agood cook! And
youdon't make me do much
work You get me neat furniture. See that means Happy
Mothers Day!
Jamie Vance

Open: Mon.-Sat., 9-6
Olympic Plaza. Murray
759-9947

Dear Mom.
Mom, Mom I lye you. You
know me like I know you.
Forever and ever we love
each other. Sweet and kind to
eachother. For us we talk.
laugh and cry. I will always
remember the good times we
have together,
Saresa Casey
Dear Mom,
I wish You good -Mothers
Day Thank you for the summer outfit and the other
things too. I think we should
have a picnic in the park for
you. Happy Mothers Day.
Jason Bess

Dear Mother,
Thank you for being so nice
to me even though I have
been bad. Everytime I needDear Mom,
ed you you were always
Mom, you are the best
there. You are so special to
mom. You help me when I
me. Sometimes when things
need help. You care about
go wrong I always think of
you. Thank you for caring so •every thing I do. Thank you.
Happy Mother's Day.
much! Every kid should want
Amy
a mom like you! Happy
Mother's Day.
Julie Smotherman

Any Mother would be pleased
with a gift- from
DorMae Fashions.
'handbags •Jewelity
•Blouses •Dresses *More

SELECTED ITEMS-5096' offFASHIONS
753-7441

Dear Mother,
I love you very much and I
always will. I'm very glad
your here because you take
me where I need to go and you
help me when I'm hurt. This
is a little note of what I think
about you. I hope you have a
wonderful Mother's Day!
Susan Richter
Dear Mother,
Your a caring mother that
helps out when I need you
You're a Mom evey kid would
want. I love you very much
Jesse Owens

1 NOUN
PHOTO
DEVELOPING

Dear Mom.
Best wishes to the sweetest
mom and prettiest in the
whole world. I absolutely love
you.
Davis Key

Dear Mother
You are the number 1 Mom.
You've been a real special
Mom. every day of my life
You'll always be the number
1 Mom of my life. Happy
Mothers Day
Misty Stephens

Mon.-Fri. 9-6; Sat. 9-5; Sun. 1-5

Closed Mother's Da
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Dear Mother,
Here's a poem for you.
Roses are red. Violets are
blue. I want to thankyou for
the gift, because I love you.
David Todd

(Cont'd from page 5)
Dear Mom, ‘,
You're the best mom a boy
could have. Thanks for the
past 9 years. Thanks for the
computer. Thanks for the
Child Craft and the World
Book Encyclopedias and the
World Book Dictionaries.
Thanks for my bike. Thanks
for all the toys. Thanks for all
the computer disks and most
of all, thanks for life! Here's a
Mother's Day poem for you!
Roses are red Violets are blue
I sure love you And that's the
truth!
Brett

Dear Mom,
Roses are red Violets arg
blue, Sugar is very very
sweet But not as sweet as
you! P.S. Happy Mother's
Day I love you.
Patricia

OTHE i;

eyes look like the bright green
grass. You're pretty as a
rose. Thank you for All and
Benji, Happy Mothers Day.
Justin Eric Cook
Dear Mom,
I love you very much
because you take good care of
me and Dad you do too. Mom
you take care of me when I'm
sick, you cook me good food
too. And that's why I love you
Jason Kelso

Dear Mom,
Here's a Mothers Day poem
just for you. Your hair looks
like a golden flower. Ypur

Dear Mother,
Here's a Mother Day Poem.
Roses are Red. Violets Blue.
You're are the one I love,
Crystal G
Dear Mother.
Here's a Mothers day poem
for you. Stars are bright, star
aren't blue, stars are good. I
haven't ever seen one like
you. Happy Mother's Day!
With lots of love from you
daughter, P.S. I love you!
Bonnie Rose Mize
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PACKAGE SPECIALS;

:vA0

NA
Growing Gifts 44
4
for
.; i41 •
other
•
Hanging Baskets
*Impatiens
•Begonias
•Ivy
•Philodendron

•

5x7 011-'11"
8x10 Oil - '17"
11x14 Oil- '24"
16x20 Oil - 150“

(2) 8x10 Oils - $35"
(2) 5x7 Oils - '22"
(2) 8x10 Oils and (1) 5x7 - '45"

Twila's Photo Arts
Complete. Ph0I0

Copy and Restocation from Any Photo

Hwy 641 South (TA* Old

492-8198

14sliblt1 Bldg.)

The best the world has to offer:
Q101P.-4abt
1

!Petunias
•Ferns
*Fuchsia

Travel Kit
$12.50

Geraniums
Azaleas Dogwoods

Perennials
The backbone of the flower garden is the lowmaintenance perennial. Varieties to please
every preference.. tall, short, creeping, vining, some fragrant...many colors among
dozens of varieties.

Perennials

20 °/0

off
Packaged for luxury and conveniencecv..7
•11/2oz cologne wi car/leo-embossed aeornaer, 11
/
2or nch-lalhenng,'reared soap
•1½ oz

Jones Landscaping
And Nursery

koprore, powdered Villyse Shoulders in converser*'hake, and o leashery powde. puff
plus mol uses of
y
Sae,Crel—selooldsbody shampoo and I. t Body Lotion for soli howl:int Am
All newly pockaged iii gikelegonl pacquard contort and acetate bog with gold cord handles
Also Available in Moll PrOCOOLIS

$10 00 LITOIld

hme offer

Remember Us For Mother's Day Gifts...
•
•

•
407 N. 12th

753-1725

•
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Dear Mom.
Thank you for being there
when I needed you. Thanks
for taking me to my ball
games. Thanks for taking
good care of me. Happy
Mothers Day!
Brad Shelton
Dear Mom.
Here's a special poem for
you Roses are red. Violets
are blue, You're my friend. I
love you
Danny Crouch

MRS.KEY
THIRD GRADE
SOUTHWEST
Dear Mom.
Thank you for not yelling all
the time Thanks for not looking
at the playhouse. P.S. I love you
when your angry
Boone
Dear Mom,
Thank -You for the big
amounts of money you give me
And plus when you give me
kisses at night before I go to
bed. I wish you a happy
Mothersday. I Love You with
hugs and Kisses
Jeramie Suiter
Dear Mom,
I love you greatly'' This is
actually not for Mother's Day I
am just giving you a letter. And
I love your soft HUGS and
smooth kisses, Your the best
Mom in my life, And the only
one I'll have. I can't write too
much so I got to go. Bye! P.S.!
love you very much.
Ginger Stockwell
Dear Mother,
I love you. Think you for doing all the great things that you
have done for me. I know that
you sometimes eel mad at me
but you get mad at me because
I did something I was not suposed to. I am glad that you bought
those new beds for me and for
Jon. I am glad that Sherly
cleans are house for us about
two or more times a week. I
hope that we can go to a few
cardinals baseball games this
summer I hope that the cardinals come in first place this
summer. By I have to go now
have a happy mothers day.
Matt Farmer
Dear Mom,
I Love you because, You help
me with me homework if! don't
understand it. You let me play
with Whitni my dearest freind.
Let people spend the night. We
even share. We tell stories
together. We even walk the dog.
Thank you for helping me lead
a better life.
Holly Brandon
Dear Mott,
You are a really Speacial
mom'Thank you for byuing me
Baseball card & letting me
(Cont'd on page 7)

MOTHER'S DAY SFAMON
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Dear Mom,
I just wanted to tell you that I
love it when you give me little
hugs and kisses. And when you
buy me little things like cars,
model cabbage patch kids, little chocolate candies. I'll never
forget when you tuck me in at
night and you give me little
kisses and then we say are
prayers. And then you give me
another kiss. And the you say
Night'o Night'o sleep tight and
don't let the bed bugs bite.
Tisha Peeler

Malin been par 6)
spend the night at my friends
P.S. I love you
Nathan
Dear Mom,
Yo! I think you are the the
Gnarliest mom in the world, I
love you very much because
you arent mean you loan me big
bucks k last but not least I
think you're special. Thank you
for all the things you do for me
P.S. also you help me with my
homework. (Sometimes
thanks again' I love you!
Andrew O'Rourke

Dear Mom,
Thank you for all the love and
care you give me. But I love
you for what you have done for
me, gave me and helped me
with math I love you because
you let have a hasmster,
Eleshis Adams

Dear Faye Orr,
Thank you for letting me stay
allnight. and taking me out to
eat. Your the best Grandma in
Murray I love you very much
Thank you for leting me spend
all night at friends
Susan Orr

Dear Mom,
I think you're the best mother
in the world. I think you're nice
for the clothes you buy me and
for the food you fix me. I hope
you'll have the best Mother's
Day you'll ever have. You're
the best mom a kid could ever
have. Mom I love you more
than anything or anyone in the
whole wide world. P.S. Your 01

Dear Mom,
I thank you for whenyou was
hard on me. But you wanted to
me to learn. Now I like to work
hard and know more. Instead of
not knowing at all.
Craig Lowe

PAGE 7

Dear Mom,
Hi Mom, how are you doing?
I doing fine. Thanks for my
bike. How is Dad? Is he doing
well? I love you very much.
Your a narly dude.Tell Dad I
said hi. Well got to go by I love
you.
Jason Fronty
(Cont'd on page 8)
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50% Off. Sale

Dear Mom,
Thank you for cleaning my
room (sometimes) Showing me
new things I like. Do you know
what I'm trying to say by now
well if you, don't this is what
I'm tring to say I love you very
much! And also thank you for
being my mom. P.S. Thanks for
letting me go swimming and
spending the night at my
friends house.
Dana Dodson

Dear Mom.
You. outragous person you'
Your a nice person and thank
you for making up my bed evey
Friday And lots of other things
like coming to my partys you
wonderful woman! So you have
a nice mothers day, okay? Bye'
Sean Stonecipher

mother.
Cassie Paschall

MONDAY, MAY '2, 1988

REVERE WARE
A heritage of excellence!
The legacy of Great American cookign
lives on...in Revere Ware. Generations
have trusted its outstanding cooking
performance. And so can you—
•••

CJ's CASUAL
Murray's Only Complete Patio Shop

REvERE

Maintenance-free Furniture For:
Deck, Pool,
Patio, Boat
and Sunroom
*Extra Cushions Available
*We Carry Patio Accessories

with special savings!

WARE
••...•••

"Great Mother's Day Gift Ideas!"
106 N. 4th St., Murray

-- 759-1911
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Your One Stop
Shoppe For
Mother;s:Day_
Dresses
20% off
Summer Sweaters20% off
*We also have Gift Certificates
itZ

Corner of 12th & Olive, Murray 753-7657

LSuzie
0

lb
41IP

%VW/. Were Copper Clad Cookware combines lustrous stainless steel and hest
spreading copper bottoms They r• *sir 10
clean and practically indestructible'
Covered Saucepans tsuture slay-cool knobs
and handles and tight fitting lids that help
retain moisture Oven sale
NAY Awes NOW
II 71
1-01. Covered Pot
2350
18 00
Of 2-01. Covered Pot 'rot 32 00
20 00
C)4-01. Covered Pot -or 40.00

0) ii-ot Nook Pot is essential tor

your kitOlen,Easily cooks roasts. lobster tails. soups
and stews Perfect sits for 'extra belch"
cooking Covered an
We's
27.50
0-01. Stock Pot
SS 00

F110-In. Covered French Chat's Skillet cooks
your levorite dishes quickly, evenly -horn
Steak and •irgll to nouvelle cuisine! Hanging
ring we
WWI Retell
MOW
47.00
2350
104e. SAWA.

2-011. Double Boller is • gourmet's COOtt
ino utensil' Cooks creams,sauces, puddings
and Icings to portischoni v./
Wie llbeft• Now
22.50
41.00
2-0t. Double Boller.

Coveivid Dutch Oven cooks deliGi
cious meals on top of Me range or in the oven,
Plus you'll love its convenient We, vid
tar% Phnom
NOW
41k 01 Dutch Oven
45.00
22.50

sato NOW

(04,

. 11°P33e=-41111.. 41.

VJ

4ft

46II• b.101•.ir•44/tA

Murray Home & Auto
Hours: 7:30-6 Mon.-Fri., 7:30-5 Sat.
Chestnut St.

753-2571 or 753-4110
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MOTHER'S IM'SECTION
('ont'd from page 7)
I)er Mom.
Hi Your a gnarly mom
Thank you for everything
You've done How are you7 I'm
fine
Josh Lasater
Dear Mom,
I think you are a good mom
Thanks for doing things for me
Like buying me things and doing things and letting me go
somewhere I wish we could do
more things together. Do you
remember that time we went to
Detroit to see grandmother I
really liked it when we went
and saw the lions, tigers. bears.
and seals. I have got to close
now By!
Nicole

Turkey & Dressing,
Baked Ham, Roast Beef,
B.B.Q. Ribs and all the
trimmings plus dessert.
$ 385

Dear Mom,
'Thanks for being a mother
You Help me on my home work.
thank you for not being hard on
me. Thank you for letting me go
swimming. Thank you again
for evey thing you do for me.
Jeromy YOW
Dear Mother,
Mom thanks for all the love
and kindes you gave me that
time you let us ride our bicks
well any way it is tine to pay
you back what could I do to
return the love and kindness
clean your car out our the yard
I love you so muth I do
anything to return the fauer
god by I love you always
Michiel Duncan

MP'
4
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Here's The Hallmark
Sachet Bear—.
Just '1.95 With Any '5.00 Halmark Purchaso.

fi
ookingG
o
o
d
GIFJSPO

R MOM

*Blouses *Skirts *Dresses
*Jewelry •Handbigs
'MUCH MORE
Can't decide?
Give her a gift certificate and you can't go wrong'

appDe bllossom

BOUTIQVE

Dear Mom,
I really think your out of this
world and your very nice for
letting me watch T.V. in Bed
and for getting me a desk. I
really like you and if you think
about it you do a lot of things for
me, wash clothes, fix meals,
wish dishes, buy clothes, and
toys for me. Thats really nice to
do that and your not just
another mother your speacil to
me maybe not to some people
but speacil to me.
Jamie Burkeen
TONDA THOMAS
KINDERGARTEN
ROBERTSON

For Mom this Mother's Day, May 8 — the
adorable Sachet Boar,only at Hallmark. The
Sachet Bear is part of our scented Kens
ington Darden collection, and It's a '7.0
0
value! Celebrate Mom this Mother's Day with
the Sachet Boar from Hallmark.

She has black hair. She is
pretty. She goes to school. My
mom does nice things. She
puts on a movie and gets me
something to drink.
Seth Young
My mom is beautiful. Her
hair is right down to her neck
I love her because she works
for us and she mops our floor.
She takes me to get toys

Charles Buhman

KEADMORE
BOOK-S-CARD
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

769-9758

Mu mom has brown hair
and wears glasses. She is
pretty. She likes to layout in
the sun. I love her because
she is just my mom. When
Meghan and I get sick she

(Coned on page 0)

MOTHER'S DAY SECTION
Iniat'd asfrom page 8)
always takes care of us.
Jennifer King
My mom has blond curly
hair and she is pretty and
smells good She takes care Of
me and fixes our supper I
love her a whole bunch.
Jessica Dowdy
My mom has black hair and
curly hair. She hugs me. She
cleans my room. She makes
great sandwiches. Sometimes
I give her flowers.
%
Amber Northrop
A mom takes care of kids
and treats them nice. My
mom has red hair and she is
pretty.'Sometimes she wears
a dress. I love her because
she reads me stories and we
do fun things. She watches me
jump on my trampoline. She
lays out with me.
'Peyton Mestere.
My mom is brown and pretty. She smiles a lot. I love her
because she gives me candy
bars and always cleans the
house
Tabitha Kent
She has brown hiar. She is
tall. She likes to wear dresses
all the time She hugs me and
sometimes she sleeps with
me and my brother. She takes
me to the LBL and we go to
McDonalds.
Justin Garlana
My mom is tall and has
brown hair. She is pretty. She
bakes good bread and
macaroni and cheese. She
always takes care of me and
daddy.
Dyle Warren
My mom has brown hair
and brown eyes. She is real
pretty. She helps me clean
my room and she cooks good
corn and chicken noodle soup.
She says she really loves me.
Ashley Boyd
She has brown hair and she
laughs all the time. She works
at the hospital and then She
cooks for us. I love her
because she plays with me
and yesterdy she got me a
jump rope.
Suzanne Chandler.

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
does nice things.
Matthew Hinton
She has- brown hair. She is
pretty. She cooks for me. She
takes me to Wal-Mart and she
playa with me. When I go to
r stories. She
bed she tells me
helps me color,
Jenny 4.,ewis
My morn has dark • brown
hair and she. is pretty. She
cleans up our house. She
takes care of me and
sometimes she bakes a cake
fer me and daddy and my
brother.
Jeremy Smith
love my mom. She cooks
good things for me. She buys
me some toys. We go to
Walmart.
Justin Manning
My moms blond hair and

For
Mother
With
Love

My mom doesn't have a
job.. she goes to college. She
gives me Money and fixes my
dinner. When I'm Sick she
gives me medicine and she
kisses me good night.
Renaido Hill

'*
t
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PAGE 9

Thatt4 Mona

11?

Say It With A
Gift Certificate from

Leta's or Leta's II
Pamper her with a
PARAFFIN THERAPE(TIC BATH Or
give her jewelry from Our boutique.

I love my mom. She is pretty. She kisses me godd night.
She is rind of tall. At night she
tucks me in.
Eric Villaflor

16X) Dodsop Ave.

-53-8282 •
ft

(CAPOI'd on page 10)
I
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Mother's Day Fan Sale
Featuring(
Ylv

4"sriPtLADY DELTA'
-—

As Low As

$22995

:

GALLERY EDITION*
PANAMA 5°

Send her a beautiful
hanging basket-or
potted plant this
Mother.5 Day

With Inteli-Touch.
Computerized Control!
Distinctive five-bladed beauty
is yours with the Gallery
Edition Panama 5, highlighted
by glittering, hand-cut lead
crystal shades.

Wall Control

Starting at $429.95,1

10" Green
Foliage Baskets
$7.99
Spitler Plant, Swedish
Ivy, Purple Passion.
Philodendron and
morel

Impatien,
Rose Moss and
Begonias
10" Basket

My morn' has brown hair
and green eyes. She plays
with me and feeds me. She
reads me a story before I go
to sleep. I love her.
Cara Anderson

' $7.99
Boston Ferns,
Ivy Geraniums,
New Guinea
Impatien

My mom has curly hair and
she drives a Buick. Mother
takes care of us and cook us
some food. I love my mother
because she lets me play outside and eometimes she gives
me medicine.
Cameraon Greenfield

$9.49
Petunlas-10"
$8.49.

My mom has blond hair and
she is pretty..She makes good
spaghetti and cleans up my
room. I love her because she

she is pretty She takes care
of me and my brother I love
her.
Dustin Hopkins

MONDAY. MAY 2. len

*We carry bedding
plants

flippen's
408 N. 12th
753-8214

r**************************************
Over 30 Fans on display
Over 300 Fans in stock
Choose from Litex, Fasco,
Beverly Hills, Casablanca & more
Fans Starting As Low As
for a 42"
5 Blade with 3
$4
4
95 speed reverse
Light fixtures
As Low As

$67
.•

.`IX '"1- 7't

Before you buy, check our quality & price

Wholesale Electric
Supply
Company
206 E. Main
53-8194
Murray
•
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(Cont'd from page 9)
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MRS.CANTRELL
SECOND GRADE
ROBERTSON

My mom has blue eys and
pretty skin. Sometimes she
cleans up my bedroom. She
makes food for me. She tucks
me in my bed and takes my
fever.
Andrew McClure

My mother is nice. She mkes
my sister and I cloths She
takes us shopping. She lets
me stay all night at people's
house. She is very pretty to. I
love her
Tera Lewis

My mom took me to the
hospital when I was sick. She
washes my clothes and folds
them up. She cooks my supper. She is the only girl ni my
house and we're buddies.
Daniel Reeb

First Grade
Dear Mom I love you. My
mom is specil because. She is
nise she is kind my mom is
pretty. Mom cook's good my
mom is nice she love's me. I

TREASURES ON THE SQUARE!

MOTHERS DAY SICCTSON

love tia.r.
Jennifer

MRS.TOON
FIRST GRADE

My mother is special becus
she takes me take lots of
plases when i'm sick she
gives me medason and takes
me to the toktor and she
makes me take a na She tooks
me in bed and sings me to
sleep in the nib i go in her
room and she comes in my
and sleeps whits me when I do
something rong
Anne Pickens

My Mom is nice. lity mom
touk me to the stoir and I got
toy and my burth. got toy and
my. sistr got toy.
Ashley Ellis
My mom likes me I like my
mom to. my mom takes my
for ice cream, my mom dose
the groeshrease I help boring
groeshriase in the house. My
mom loies a lot ov toys, my
mom takse my to loasket
:-rx1l game.
hteven Owens

MRS.LAMPKINS
FIRST GRADE
My mother is very nice, my
mom lits me do thangs and
get thaings. I love her very
much sumtimes I gev her
special hugs. On mothers day
is when I am very nice to her.
Dennna

I Love my mother so very
much. She let's me go bike rideing about every dy. I have
so much fun. I Love my
mother. She is very nice. I
Love her.
Brooke Brittain

My mother is like the sun
she brightend my life. As I
was a cloud. She's the one for

I love my mom She Ives
me. She was aiwase there for
me. I will get her a kitten for
mother's day
Sarah Hacker

me

Mick' Ann Hill

20% Off

aSytojtehw8,
1d 7the

Yours, Mine & Ours
Ramseys Discount Shoes
Ladies, Men and Children
Court Sivare
Murray

I love you mom you are nice
you hode me and you Hug me
and I love you so much
Joseph Harrig

My mother teaches Ming to
read. Her birthday is
febuairy seventh. She dos
make food for me. She buy
stuff. She loves me. And she
drives a car.
Tatiana Bartolucci

My mother is speical
Becaus she cooks good she
tucks me into bed she Bings
me to school she takes me to
Brownies she lets me order
Book.
Alison Glanville
She Rases me. She feeds
me. She helps Me. Win I'm
sick.She takes eare of me. I
love my mother
Robbie Fitch
My mom is very nice. My
mom let's us stay up Mille
9:00 or 9:15. She is very fir.
And she loves me.
Jared Plunkett

I love my mom she by.
melos of ciows and toys
Jerad Morris
She cookes and she clens.
she tokes me in. She takes
care of us. She fixes my
lunch. she heis me get dressed. She coames my hair. She
meats me at the bus. She
makes some of my Close I
love my momy!
Ellen Foster
Muthers day is for muther
she mackes Bracfist lunchand dinner She cleesup
after that. She lets me go to
the gostashin omost evere
day
Matt Cross
My mommy is nice' I bo not
nowot I will get for mom for
mothersday" Momy givs me
a hugs and kissis
Amanda Willis
I am gOwIng to got my mom
a wetclk for mothrs day mom
lets me go to the cuntry club
and I play golf and I
plyayniny Hols of golf
Jacob Rayburn
My mom stay home walk
she like go to plant And I go
home my mother play with
me And she like go to his
frinde house
Kaik aiWang

I like my mom becus shes
herself. I like her becus she
dos the londry. I like her
becus cooks and she helps
me she washes the car.
Erin Ford

I like my mom my mom get
no erethyag she will still get
erethag

She fickses dinner for me.
She sumtyms takes me to
school. she Joys me bubble
gum. She gets movies on fri-"'day. She get gifts for me at
christmas. She loves me
Brian Settle

My Mom Is spec490 To Me
she loves me. She is nice to
me She works for us. She pays
for our food. She Mde my
caster dress. She makes our
family happy. she loves Our
dad. Sometimes she lets us
snuggle he when we are
scared t night. God made her
special. She tries to understand me even when I don't undrstand myself. I will aliways
Love my mom
Tanise
, Bullard
Chrlittian Fellowship
School
Briensburn, Ky
1st Grade — Mrs. Peal,
teacher

•_.
)-‘0 1
" Happy Mother's
Day
4

Chris Yoo

20%
.
On

12174
116ta#
2O 0 Dress Shoes

Gift Items

40-50%

off

Oft On

(excluding Dyeable Shoes & Sandles)
Sale thru May 8th

hoe

Selected
Items

If you can't decide what
to give Mom, give her a
gift certificate.

hack

Hrs. Mon-Sat
9:30 to 8:00
Sunday 1 to 5
tilympic Plaza
.T47$.

HOLLAND DRUGS
Operate

Locally Owned &

VissIMC
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Mother's day is nice tht is
when. You will gif your
suthing to Your mother.
Jessica Ann Maxwell

On mothers bay are
mothere Whil be very very
very very Happy On mothers
bay the Childrin have a lot ov
presints.
Teri Lun Hobbs

My Mommy is nice, she
gives me los arid los uva toys.
I 'yin know that thr is toys in a
big closit.
Mary Frances McGregor

s

MOTHthriDAY SEciriON
I have a trifick mom And on
mdthers Day I give Her a
card and a hug
William Joshua Oakley
11.

My mom is nice she gives
me love I love my mom April
the 21st was her Birthday She
loves me
Joshua Dode Morris

Mother is good to me a
mother is good to have
Tyler Williams
My Mother is love giood to
me and cares about me to But
.she is speshil for me nd lam
speshil for her-too for She is
my Mother and love her so
much
Kristin
A mother is love. A mother
is nice A mother is so ni-c. A
mothe is someone to hug. A
mothe is someone you can
give a hug to
Ashley Downey
A mother mens alot too
mey she woshs my close
Phillip Hocking
Truble an Love But the part
that mense trable is when she
Is in a Bad mood she Ova me
body Slams But when she is in
A good mood I love her
Drew Thompson
My mother is so nice that t
love her she mens love to me
she gaves me love
my
mother is the nicest.
Rohlt Tandow

••
.•'.• •
• • ••
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My mother is the boss
Sometimes She cooks
mostly.
Matthew Brown
My mother is nice becus my
mother takes me to WelMart
Micah Cathey
A mother is speshow to me
so is teacher
Chllyis Mann
I love my mom she mese
love I like my mom I love my
mom my mom is Nise I love
her She cares a bout me
Shane Andrus
A mother cares. A mother
tucks you in at night. A
mother buys you clothing to
wear A mother helps you
when you Need it. A mother is
nice nd good to you
Coley Wallis
A Mother is a sete mother
my mother is a loveing
mother she love me and my
setr.
Courtney Williams

Dear Mom
Roses are red, Violets are
blue. Mothers are sweet. So
hears Something for YOU!
HAPPY MOTHERS. MOM!
Amberly Rollins

She's a great mom! She buys
me lots of things. My mom's
the best mom in the world
Candice
My Mother is margaretMaddox Dear, Mom Happy
Mother's Dy Since I made my
first communion I'll try to do
better. I love you.
Jeanne Maddox

Happy Mother's Day Mom I
hop you have A happy day. I
wish you a very very good dy
and I thik you are the best
Mom in the world.
Rachel ann Ortman

Roses are red vilites are
blue. I love you and that is
true.
Zachary Cunningham

My mom is loving and caring I love her very much!

PAGE 11

To: My Mom Mom since yu
are sick you cant do much,
But you have too. so I am
writing this letter to say
thank you for being so nice to
me for so long. You've always
been nice to me HAPPY
MOTHERS DAY I LOVE
YOU
Mark Stockton

A gift that will
send Mom soaring.

Wondering
What To Get
Mom For Mother's Day?

.
N
t9t1't•061.4

,

ir •
6

Give her a Gift Certificate from

Send the FTD* Swan Bouquet.

Olympic Fitness Center

Mother's Week begins May 2.
Just call or visit us today.

(inside The Family Tree)
A mother mese love
mother is speshow to me
Michail Lance

A

A mother means care, love,
you'd better be good, good to
have.
Ellen Chamberlain
She givse me love An cears
about me
Andrew Balzer

Olympic Plaza

Gene Sr Jo's
Flowers
705 S. 4th
753-4320

753-9228
COUPON--— 1
Unlimitard

$500

Toning

on

$4f995

Body Wrap
Olympic Fitness Center
1

____
Reg 59 95
Good Thru May 14th
Olympic Fitness Center
1

eARIPIPSICOMPAgnithke.A.111f.TDA

MODELS
COAT
Wing Back Chair or Swivel Rocker
Reg 5299"
$I

7900

'YOUR CHOICE

Happy
Mother's
Day

All Daybeds

Lamps

$800 and UP

•

Specially Priced!!!

BUY ONE AT REG. PRICE,
GET ONE 1/2 PRICE

Wood

15cic,_oft

a

-

All Accessories

Paintings • Picture
Vases • Baskets
Floral Arrangements

The

SION Noun Non Sa.

Made moiselleshop
DoWrItown Murray

-.Pk-

tli

Wed .0 en 6 Sun 1 111 S

,AFTEib
R
NOO
DC
A
BEDROOMS 4I:V

Brass
Wrought
Iron

416.
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Dear Mom
Roses ae blue Violets re red
My Dad was sleep but Mom
sent me right to bed.
Danny 0. HO.& Dominique 0. Hud.
Dear Mom!
My mothur is Janice Lee
Thurmnd I was deetrmond to
see my mom if-I see a bomb I
will still Love my mom.
Jake Thurmond

Mom I love you bat will you
be nice I love you so much
thoy mom I hope you don't get
sicker then you are now I
hope you feel better mom that
makes mead little bit sad win
you get sick spechly when you
got the flue.
Channon E. Catlett

-4.

I like mothers day because
I like To see my mother look
at her gift's most of the time
she gets Perfume of candy or
flowers when she get's candy
she let's me have some.
Mothers dy we take my
mother out to eat. .
Tiffany Brelsford.
Happy Mother's Day
Mom!! Roses are red my
mom is sweet when I see her I

MONDA1

2. 1888

MOTHER'S DAY SECTION

fall out of seat!' and that's
fact'' and I love you mom''
Bradley Jackson

spoult bratt and I get mad at
her She is the sweet mother
Cortney Canerdy

My-mom is Great she helps
me. Kristie Gwynn in my best
friend Hermom and my mom
are best friends.
Amanda Burton

I love my mother Becaus
she bye's me things. And she
gives me money And she
makes cookies. And she does
so many other things I can't
name them all I LOVE YOU
MOM!
Danny Cross

My mom is Katie
Carpenter, she is very nice.
So I wrote a special poem for
Mother's Day delight! Roses
are red. nd Violets are blue.
Your the nicest mother and I
realy love you!
Ellen
Carpenter.
I like my Mom because she
takes me places and she buys
stufe for me without me asking me to. other resin is she
loves me to. And when she is
sick I try to help her And she
is real nice!
Jeremy Hunt
Mother's Day I love my
tnother because she is nice to
me! The bad news is she
makes me clean the yard and
clean my Room!
Randy Scot Alderdice J.R
Mother's day I be my
mother is sweet to me. She
wood do eney thing for. but
some time she calls me a

Give Mom A
Bouquet Of Love
Make Mom's Day Special With A Bouquet,
Corsage, Plant or Arrangement From...

vr
.:(
o

My mom is good to me She
gives me money when I need
It. When I need a hug! my
mom is their.Thats why I'm
glad I have a mom to care for
me!
'L.aCosta Beane
My mother is nice.Because
she let's me do lot's of things
And'she takes cre of my fish
while I am at school. Because
when the fish had badys she
put them in the little box. And
I like her because she is still
In her 30's
Bradley
My mom's name is Lyn
Ryan My mom will let me
get a dog when I get to be 8
My mom let's me et sweats
Mitch Ryan
My mother is nice to me
Because she let's me go outside. My mother let's me go
out to my friends house, too
My mommy let's me invite
my friends to come over.
Connie E. Smith
Dear Mom,
I love Mom she is nice. She
helps me alot. And she helps
wen I am doing housework
Jeffrey Page
I love my mom I3ecause she
buys stuf and taks me places
Keara Wallace

Happy Mothers Day''
' I
love you mom. I love you
becose you are nice to me
And she is nice to me becose
she loves me. She has lots of
ferkels and her skin is very
dark. I trided to right about
mothers day. And I hope I
DID
Casey Cart
Dear Mom.
Did you thow up a few week
ago? Well even if you did your
still great But the way did
Dad hammer hiself with the
hammer' My mom is gret
she helps me with my
homwork'
Peter
Happy Mothers dy Oh' and
happy 33th Birthday I love
.you mom Your middloe name
Is lee and you are turning
thirty three you are my Joy
and -glee
Morgan
I love my mom Because,
she loves me and she helps
me with my home work, and
She cleans my clothes and
sews clothes for me I love my
mom a hole bunch I love her
more than she loves me
Courtney
Dear Mom,
I love you mom you are a
good. Cook you are nice
David Mott
I love you Yvette because
you Is nice to us and but I love
you Yvette
Markenney Foster
2nd. GRADE
Hi moms. My mom is
special becaus she buy ne fish
lizards, crabs, craw-dads,
and otor. things that are
slimie And she takes me the

Large selection of plants and gift items

Give A Special Gift
For A Special Mother

1_,Indsey's
Court Square — Murray
753-1640
•

My mom is special, very
special. My mom loves me
She cleands my room for me
She takes me to DQ. She helps
me on my trash. She dos my
work for me. She buys me
cndy at story. She let's me go
over to eat. She ply games
with me She is a good mom
Chad Delancey
My mom has something
that no one has. Well its kinds
hard to say but. its like a big
light fedling inside you I
means you Just ant to say I
love You!
Mike Dotson
Hello my name Is Britt My
mom's name is Bonita Britt
She buy's me toy buy my
mom's love is a hole much
better than toy's happy
mother's day
Britt Hopkins
My mom Is special Becouse
she takes me to Subby's nd
takes me to the tennis court
and I take my bike and I ride
my bike when she walks
Leigh haverstock
(Cent'd on page 13)

thers
ay

753-0932

*Pearl Necklaces & Earrings
.14K or Gold Filled Necklaces
•Diamond Earrings
•Mother's Rings with
Children's Birthstones
•Bracelets and Earrings

My mom Is so pretty I like
to see her evrydays evry
month and evry year She
let's me stay up to 10 My
mom Is so sweet she loves me
evry dy If I didn't have a
mom I want be here today.
My mom is so pretty I love
her a lote But if I didn't I
would die
Cella Boone

Enjoy

Tom Gaines. Owner & Operator
Bel-Air Center

Tubby's for ice-cream She
use to take me to this place
were they saled supper man
ice-cream.
Micah Williams

With Us
Chinese/American Buffet
11-3 p.m.
Daily Luncheon Specials 11-2
Every Sunday Buffet 11-2
Open 7 Days A Week
11 a.m.-10 p.m. Sun.-Fri.
4:30-10 p.m. Sat.
Hwy. 641 North

Carry-Out Orders
Call 753-4488
Catering to meetings,
parties and banquets
upon request.
For Information Call 753-4488

1110111111Drit DAY SECTION

(Ossr(trus page n)
fdy mom is special beets
she does nice things to me like
take me to dairy Queen. She
loves me very much. She
plays ten.bis with me. And she
takes me to Mr. gattis to play
video games
Nathan Hughes
My mother is very spccyll
because she lets go places
with someone and I get to go
acros the street Rses are red
voilets are blue you no wat I
love you!
Tracy Downey
My mom is special
because. She helps me. and
becuase she took me out to et
two night in a rowl, and
because she let's me ride my
bike all the time.
Drew Holton
My mom is nice. She is so
Grateful and special. She
takes around town. If! didn't
have a mother I wouldnt be
here she tucks me into bed I
really love my mom she buys
me things to. She likes to teah
me thing
Any Mangle
My momy is special And
this is for you, Roses are
Blue. Violet are red. Mustard
is yellow. And you are whits
because you are my momy.
Jennifer Hopkins
My mom is special. She is
nice. She orks at Hawaiian
tropic. My moms namis is
ruLncy todd.
David Todd
A poem I wrote for my
mom Dandelions are yellow,
roses are red, violets are
blue. I like you mom. I now
youlike me too. I like my
mom I now she is special.
Josh Price
Snd GRADE
My mother is ral nice. She
is not mean to anyone. She is
the best mother I've ever had.
I love her very much. I don't
want her to die. Her name is
Mary Beth Burkeen.
Curtis Burkeen

English

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
My mother shows me that
she loves my by hugging and
kissing me. When she does
that she also shows me that
she thinks I'm a nice and
loveable daughter I think my
mother has time for more
hugs nd kisses that she can
give me
Hayiey Farley

I Like my mother. She is
very nice. Sheese my _best
budy. hike her so much that I •
want to hug her all day. She is
the best mother on Eath.
Jesse Gagel ;
My mom is nice. She used
to work.. First at Revco. But
she quit. Then she tried
babysitting a little boy named
Keith. But she quit that to My
mom said it was because she
wanted to see me She is 24
Kristie Gwynn

I like my mom. She is nice.
She is nice to Charles. She is
nice to my frind's. She is nice
to the cat. I kiss her evry morning before I go to shcool and
befor I go to bed. So thts way I
like my mom
Brian Bun mann
I really love my mother.
She is the mom I will have for
my ho life Because she is the
mom I have and I will aways
have her atill I die
Tyrethis Milliken
Mother's should alway be
loved. Because when you are
sick they help you get well
Mother's ae the best humans
on earth Happy Mothers Day
Mom
My mom is very nice. She is
very pretty to. My mom let us
by things. My mom's name is
Lisa G. hendricks. My mom
haS blond hair and brown
eye.My mom is the best thing
In hte world.
Chris Hendricks
My mother is nice. I love
her My mom is always good
to me. I think she is very pretty. My mom is never mean to
me. My mother gets me a lot
of stuff. My mom bakes
cookies for me. She lets me
help her make cookies,
browniess and cakes. She lets
me help her make dinner.
Rachel L. Harris
My mom is nice. She let's
us go to the park. And she
never forgets to give my my
kiss at nighttime or in the
morning. And she let's me
play with my friends when
she is there. She feeds me
when I am huggy. I like my
mom. She Is speicel. I love
my mom.
Te-Hisha Crutchfield

My mother is nice and she
gives me things, too. I love
my mother very much. And
she is always good to me. She
is one good mother and she
will alwys be a good mother.
She will never be bad.
Adam Roy McKnight
Mom is nice, she does what
ever I ask her to do. She's
hardly ever men. She also
does everything I'm supost to
do. this is how all mothers
should be.
Adam Bartnik
I lovemy mother. She is
nice to me.-,And she is nice
tomy sister. Happ Mothers
Day mom
Drew Wooldridge

My mother is special
because she is nice to me and
she is vey smart. She is a very
good teacher and she gets me
everything I want almost.
And she cooks for me and
buys ice cream for me and
she loves me.
Jeff Nix
My mother is special
because she loves me. she
cooks my meals, she buys me
toys. And she buys me candy,
she buys me clothes, She
gives me money for my
report cards. And I love her
very much.
Heather Lynn Hill
My niother is speciAl
because she bought me a toy
car and a robot and some
cookies.
Jason G.
My mother is special
because she helps me, she
cooks my meals, and she does
lots of things for me. I love
her and she loves me very
much.
Daisy Watkins
My mother is special
because she cooks me food
and she buys clothes to wear
to school. She buys me toys

My mother is nice. She is
pretty. I love her a lot. She is
very nice to me. I like her.
She is a very nice mother.
Nikki 'Umbel

Sometimes she takes me out
for dinner and buys me shoes
and loves me. Sometimes She
takes me to get a haircut.
Melissa Banker
My mother is special
because she loves me. She
hugs me. She kisses me. She
is nice to me. I love her. She
cooks good and I love her
cooking. And she gave me my
little brothers. She does
things for me. She takes care
of me. She gave me my rabbit. She gives me clothes. She
gives me shoes.
Love, Tiffany Eaker
My 'mother is special
because she loves me. She
cooks for me and buys me
clothes. She buys me candy.
She lets me watch TV. She
gives me money. And I love
her.
Amanda Winfield
My mother is special
because I love my mother
very much. She lets me spend
the nigth with people. And
people get to spend the nigth
with me. My mom buys me
toys and She cares for me
Shannon Thurmond
(Cont'd on page 14)

Mother's Day—May 8th
Give Her A Gift ofLove
the green door

My mother is special
because she gives me almost
everything I want and she
took me and my brothers to
Florida for spring break She
loves me very very much and
I love her very very much
Jayme Carol Gibson
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MRS.SHOEMAKER
SECOND GRADE
SOUTHWEST

My mother is special
because she helps me if I need
her help and she cares for me.
She washes my clothes if I
need them washed I love her.
Jason Eaves

MONDAY, MAY 2, 1988

Dixieland Center
753-7872

20% oft
Storewide
Ntay 2-1
..Excludes Ou ot WO"

*Custom Designed Gift Baskets
*Chocolates and Coffees
*Ginger Jars and Vases
*Bath Products
•Jewelry
*Silk Arrangements
Free Gift Wrapping,Basket Delivery
V/MC. Discover
ft

SEM SAIL

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

_nom/

Summer

Children. Tops & Bottoms

*3 and *4

1988 and Andean...
Pima Cotton worn against the skin...
ANDEAN Knit to are back by poplar demand!
At 1225° Andean gives us the sofitst, coolest knit to be worn ngthh
for dressy purposes as well as for play. 12 colors.
1.:Iyaavays Wet
- Corm
talCNIsa•Frec Gift WrApping

nn the Square
Murray

Ladles Drosses... *8"
Exquisite Form Ful-Ly Bras
Buy 2 Get 1 FREE!
(Mail - In Rebate)
also

Exquisite Form Big Gal Bras
$200 Off (Mail - In Rebate)
'

"Every Day's A Sale Day At 313:11.1rt

AN'S VARIETIES

On The Square

•
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new glove.
• Gus Jones

My mother is special
because I love her and she
does things for me. She cooks
for me and She buys clothes
•for me. And she takes care of
me.
Jamie Couzens

My mother is special
because she is letting me get
my own telephone and my
own basketball and a haircut.
Scott Anderson

My mother is special
because she is buvine me a

My mother is special
because she is good to me.
She cooks my food, and she

washes my clothes. She loves
me. and she lets me go to this
school. And she lets me go to
my friend's house. And best
of all she takes care of me.
Diana Black
My mother is special
because she loves me. And
when I am in trouble she
helps me. And she cooks for
me.
Jeff Braden

My mother- is special
because she loves me and
cooks me good food and she
helps me and she is a good
cook at work
Amanda Ordiway

BETTY HASSELL
SECOND GRADE
SOUTHWEST
My mother is special
because She loves me very
much and She takes care of
me. I Love my mother. She is
very very very very Very
very very nice.
Isaac Manning
My mother is special
because She's mine. Mothers
and daughters can be a
special pair because we cantell secrets we never have to
share. If I didn't have the
mother I have I don't know
what I'd do but the biggest
reason I love her is she says I
love you and I say I love you
too..
Lindsay Chamberlain

4

Vanderbilt Gift
Set
Includes Cologne and
Dusting Powder

N.. A1,44)

arry:

nakShalimar
Chloe
Nina Ricci
and More!

My mother Is special
because she loves me and
takes good care of mi. I like it
when she lets me *stay up late.
And she cooks great food. I
like it when she lets some of
my friends spend the night.
Russell Matthew
Ferguson
My mother is special
because She's nice to me. She
loves me. She cares for me,
She lets me go with Bub. e
takes me to the DQ.
Kenny Bryan Ernstbeger
My mother is special
because she pas me toys
when I want them. She is very
nice I love her very much.
She sometimes take me out to
eat. She sometimes lets people spend the night with me
when I ask her. My favorite
night is Sat. night because she
lets me sleep with her.
Cortne

•tik,12
igS(41

Clairol® Currents
Styling Brush
• 60 Second Heat-Up • siwivel Coil
Cord • Dual Voltage • Storage Case

My mother is special
because she lets's me stay up
after my bedtime. When I go
over to my grand mother's
she makes me go to sleep at
8:00. I 'love her because...
she's nice, she's alive and she
loves me.
Robin Leann Gidcan
My mother is special
because... She lets me stay up
late. She loves me very much.
she shares things with me.
She buys me things. She cares
about me: She washes my
clothes, makes my bed.
cleans my room, and gives
me money when I want it. My
mom named me after her.
She lets my friends come to
my house.
Teresa Jones
My mother is special
because she loves me and if I
make her mad she still is nice
to me. If I make a D she
doesn't yell at me. If it wasn't
for her I wouldn't 4 born.
She is he nicest mother in the
whole world.
Grant Orr
My mother is special
because she loves me and I
love her. She makes my bed
and she fixes my lunch.
That's why I love her. I Love
you Mom.
Angie Murphy
My mother is special
because she I •et -ne and she
lets me be on a soccer team.
She lets me spend the night
with Matt. She picks me up at
school. And she buys me toys.
My mother is special
because she loves me. If It
we
't for her I wouldn't be
livthk. Site is very nice to me.
She takes me to Movies and
let me take a friend along.
She takes care of me. And I
love her very much.
Kelley S. Travis

All Mother's Day
Cards

20%

"To All
The Mothers
Who Have Trusted
Artcraft.Photography
Tlo Capture That
Special Moment In
Their Child's Life
.From Baby
Photographs To
Wedding Portraits."

off

AMERICAN GREETINGS

N.
\\ I

\ if

\iii

\ii\\

\ II

I \III IZ•iiI .11 (1\ 11{1.

lifi1141‘•

PAYLES DRUGS
Nihon.

1 .!11.1 Cilt`tillit St.
A; l'h.iriii it .‘

(Coat'd on page 15)

( l4r•4.41

(1)

"Wc wish you 4 very Happy Mother's D4y...

Artcraft Photography
ffel-Air Center

753-0035

MOTHER'S DAY SECTION
(card trim pagan)
I love you, Mom.

.• I
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greatest.
Charles Taylor to Peggy
Taylor

I love My Mommy
Because.. She is nice to me
She buys me toys She buys
me gum She buys me clothes
an she Loves me very much
and my dad and my sister
Kristie too Ashley Rose

Mitchell Lilly
My mother is special
because If it were not for her I
wouldn't be here and she
takes care of me. She lets me
go to safe places. She lets me
do things for her. I love you.
Mom, you're my favoitete
and my one and only.
Jason Pittman
My mother is special
because She is nice, she loves
me. She cares for me, And
she let people come over. She
let's me go skating. That's
why she is spcial _/
•
Nikla Burks
,My mother is special
because She help me when I
am hurt. Because she loves
me. Because she is my mom
and I love her. She lets me go
to the movies Because she
cares about me and I care
iibout her She makes me go to
school and she buys food for
me. She got me a bike.
Robery Brden
My mother -is special
because... the loves me.'she
is nice, she.leaches me stuff,
she helps me bake cookies,
she lets me go —to dance
lessons, she takes care of me
when I'm ill, she washes all
the clothes in my house, she
combs my hair,. she tells me
what to we4r, she tells me
secrets.
Melanie Heltsley
My mother is special
-because she has a place in her
heart for me. She helps me
not to give up even when the
time is tough. she takes care
of me. She gives me courage
to make good grades In
school. She has a time to give
up and talk to me.when, she's
working in the night. And
most ImportanUy, she loies
me and I coudn't ask for a
better mom. Mom, you're the

My mother is special
because she loves me. I love
my mom because she let me
have a cat. I love my mom
because she is going to let me
have a dog, I love my mom
because she loves me and I
love her. And I love my mom
because she gets my things. I
love my mom because she
lets me play baseball and
soccer.
Matt Lovett

I Love My Mommy
Because... She is best.
Jeremy Workman
I Love My Mommy
Because... She cleans the
house
Darin Harness
I Love My Mommy
Because... She is sweet and
kind to me.
Nancy Selim

My mother is special
because She takes care 2f,tir.
She helps people when they
are sick. She lets my friends
come over. She lets me go to
movies, and my friends can.
come with me. And for that I
love her very very much!
File Arant

I Love My Mommy
Because..:She calls my
—„
friends over.
Spencer Chambers

My mother is special
because She is nice tome and
Kind)like my mom because
she is very special.
James G

I Love My Mommy
Because. She is good and she
lets me play.
Bethanie Driver

MS-CHERRY
FIRST-GRADE
SOUTHWEST
I Love My Mommy
Because... she makes my
bed.
Amy West
I Love My Mommy
Because... She lovas-ate and
she likes to play baskctball.
And every summer she takes
me swimming evey summer
100 times. And she lets me,
cot as many toys as I want.
And she Showed me how to
Jump rope.
Ann Taylor

I Love My Monilmy
Bicause...She lets me invite
my friends over
Neil Key

I Love My Mommy
Because... She sometimes
lets me spend the night at me
friends house and that in why
I love Her for MoM
Katie Godar

Remember Mom
With A Gift From
li-he Treasure House of Gifts `
*Free Gift Bag with purchase of
$15.00 or more.
*Free Gift Wrapping

"N
11.
Americ
a,/

Gokbeek

304 pages, hardcover $1 5.95

"Available at Readmore
McClanahan Publishing House
Kuttsiva Ky.

Treasure House
M-S

I Love.. My M-ommy
Because... she is nice and she
plays ball with me.
Tony Anselment
age 7
I Love My Mommy
Because...She is nice and she
Loves me and my Dad and
she buystoys for,me and evey
summer she take me
swimming
J0Iinna Stockdale
I Love My Mommy
Because...She is always making me do my home work and
she always does the table and
she helps me do stories and
when I get a tick she pulls it,
off and burns it
Alan Forrester
I Love My Mommy
Because... She gets What I
Want and she plays games
with me and she drives me to
the store when I have money
Travis Hicks
I Love My Mommy
Because...She buys my some
Ice cream
Chris Jones
I Love My M,ommy
Because...She makes me pies
andsakes.
) Justin Stockwell
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I Love My Mommy
Because...She takes Me
Places And she takes me to
walmart And she lets me
spend the night at My grannys house And she lets me
stay up late on School nights.
Deanna Futrell
I Love My Mommy
Because...She is pretty.
Dusty Hargrove
I Love My Mommy
Because...She Love me and
she is nice to me and I am
nice to her to and we clean the
house then I go out side to
play nd ride Bikes and I am
Seven years old and my mom
is 32 years old and she is
about turned 33 her next
birthday
Eric Hicks
I Love My Mommy
Because...She buys GooG,00
clusters for me
Lottie Stockwell
•
• I Love My Mommy
Because... She is nice
Because when she works at
piggly wiggly she took me
everyday But on school day
She did no take me to day But
she took me one afternoon
after school
Jennifer Liddle

I Love My Mommy
Because...She is Good And
sweet to me And my Dad.
Ashley Cain

Mother's Day
May 8th

Ansrrica's hvisksierrre dram
Arkfavorite rrr-trers

MONDAY, MAY 2, 19811

Southaide Manor
753-6798

9-6

Choice
For
For Mother's Day,treat Mom to a USDA Choice
Regular Ribeye Dinner with
SuperSalad Bar— only $6.99.

-

[

GOLDEN]
CORRAL

—
I mic.,1 Time t
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oral Cr*pato'
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Black &
Decker's
Coffee Maker
•10 Cup

Sale Good Thru Sun, May 8th
Hwy 641 North. Murray
Mon Sat 9-9; Sun 12-6
Pharmacy Open Mon-Sat 9-6
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'Drip
Coffeemaker
•Model
DCM90

,

:c
irarrillrarraranrard I ;

-_

Wooden Rcd Top Resod
'Solid Oak •12-08"x11 3/0"

Reg. 24.97

Anchor Hockkyr

.20.00

20 Piece

Freeze/Heat/Serve Set
Rival Crockpot

031/2 qt. 'Floral Design
*Model No. 3100P

•Includes 2 each: 14 oz. bowls, 17 oz.
casseroles and 9/
1
2
"platters all with lids
and 4 each 5 oz. ramekins with lids. No.
PH500/314.
Reg. 6.97

.6.00

No V370

Vision! 7 Piece Cook's
Classic Cookware Set by Corning'
•Ideal for range top, microwave or con
ventional oven
Reg. '39.96

.36.96

Magic Chef Microwave
•600 Watts Compact

Amana Microwave
•Touchmatic •Temperature Probe Jack
*Splatter Shield
Model WM715 & WM615

•Model No. M5C
LOW PRICE EVERY DAY

Blue Cabana
Walk Shorts

Ladies Knit
Tank

•Asstd. Colors
•65% Polyester/ _
35% Cotton

Dresses

Reg. 6.93

Sale

Chloe
Eau De Toilette Spray
Reg.
23.96 Sale
'

•65/35 polyester/
cotton *S-M-1.
Many colors to
choose from
Rig. 12.98
Sale

Ladies
Sundresses

•Polyester and
cotton blends
•Wide selection
of styles
& colors
'Sizes S-M
Multi Position Loung
e

•72"x22" *Vinyl stropping
steel frame •Adjusts to 36
positions
Reg. 8.74

LOW PRICE
EVERY DAY

Ladies'
Coke
Sleepshirt
•All polyester knits
•S Mt.
Rep 9 94
Black & Docker Handy Chopper"
Mincer/Chopper

•Model No. HC20
•2 Year Warranty
Reg 19 96

10 Inch Hanging Baskets
•10 Inch indoor/outdoor
'Assorted
LOW PRICE
EVERY DAY

er

6.96

